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ABSTRACT 

In this Thesis a study is made of a number of episome-host 

relationships, with emphasis placed on use of the recombination-

deficient bacterial cell as a new tool for examining the phenomena 

of transduction, lysogenization and related aspects of phage biology. 

Each of the relationships considered requires a recombination event, 

that may be mediated by the host or the phage, for full expression. 

The introduction deals initially with the details of 

recombination; current concepts relating to the mechanism of 

recombination in both bacteriophages and-bacteria are summarized and 

the earlier work leading to their formulation is reviewed. Important 

features of the establishment and maintenance of lysogeny are then 

considered and the mechanism of specialized transduction is examined. 

The first part of the experimental section describes the use 

of specialized transduction with defective lambda phage ( Xdg) as a 

means of isolating a recombination-deficient (rec-) mutant, which 

differs from those isolated previously in respect of its normal 

radiation-resistance, and details experiments designed to evaluate 

the range of action of the rec mutation in this and other mutants 

isolated by different methods in other laboratories. It is shown 

that the rec mutants differ from their wild-type parents in their 

response to nitrosoguanidine treatment, the rec bacteria being more 

sensitive to inactivation and, for a given dose, less prone to mutate. 

In addition, UV reactivation of phage A does not occur in rec 

bacteria, they plate phage P1 less efficiently and they exhibit a 

slower growth rate. The transducing function of Adg, both before 

and after UV irradiation of the phage, is much reduced in the rec 

mutants. Finally, a description is given of conjugation experiments 

which show that the rec mutation in three different mutants examined 

involves a gene (or genes) located in a region of the 1(12 chromosome 

delimited by the aro B  and .921: markers. 
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Part II of the experimental section deals specifically with 

the function of bacteriophages as cellular genetic elements, their 

influence on bacterial recombination and the implications of their 

regulation of bacterial gene action. It is shown that the presence 

of the rec mutation in one of the rec mutants can be used as an aid 

to elucidating various aspects of the prophage—host relationship and 

to demonstrate a hitherto undiscovered aspect of this relationship. 

Evidence is presented to support the hypothesis that a rare form of 

double lysogeny confers on the rec host the phenotypic characteristics 

of a rec
+ 

bacterium. 
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7. 

INTRODUCTION 

a) Genetic transfer in bacteria. 

The process of genetic recombination in bacteria requires 

the transfer of genetic material from one parent, the donor, to 

another of different genotype, the recipient. This transfer of 

nuclear genetic material between bacterial cells is a unidirectional 

process and in most cases only a portion of the genetic complement is 

transferred from donor to recipient bacteria. The hereditary material 

of the nucleus of Escherichia coli comprises a single chromosome and 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is implicated as underlying the genetic 

specificity of the transferred material. Three distinct mechanisca 

of genetic transfer, known as transformation, transduction and 

conjugation, occur among bacteria. The term transformation refers 

to those systems in which cell-free and phage-free DNA, genetically 

representative of the cell from which it was extracted, is used for 

the unmediated transfer of genetic characters to recipient bacteria. 

Transduction features those processes in which a fragment of the host 

nuclear genome, other than the genetic material specific for the 

transmitting phage itself, is carried by bacteriophage particles from 

one bacterial cell to another. Bacterial conjugation may be defined 

as gene transmission which requires contact between cells, and which 

may involve the transfer by donor to recipient bacteria of a 

considerable fraction of the complete chromosome. 

b) Genetic recombination and DNA repair. 

i) Models of recombination. In the context of this Thesis the term 

recombination will be used strictly to denote the series of physical 

and chemical events which serve to link genes derived from one parental 

DNA with those derived from another parental DNA. 

Two main theories have been developed for the mechanism of 

recombination in higher forms (Figure 1). According to the first 

theory, which derives from the early work of Darlington (1930, genetic 
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of two models of genetic 

recombination. 

A. Breakage and reunion. Pairing and coiling (a) is 

followed by fracture of the chromatids and cross—vise 

reunion of the broken chromatids (b) to give recombinant 

structures (c). 
B. Copy—choice. Synthesis of two chromatids (a) 

switches to copying of the other chromatid (b) and 

results in the formation of reciprocal recombinant 

copies (c). 

9. 
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exchange is a consequence of crossing-over between homologous 

chromosomal structures which results in a precise breakage and reunion  

of pre-existing structures. The alternative mechanism, first proposed 

by Belling (1931), maintains that genetic recombination is closely 

related to replication of the genetic material, and takes place by a 

mechanism of copy choice (Lederberg, 1955). According to this model, 

further extended by Demerec and Demerec (1956), a copy started on one 

of the parental structures may switch to the other parental structure 

and be continued on it. Thus, the mechanism of copy choice yields 

recombinant chromosomes which are synthesized from new material and 

inherit only genetic information from the parental structure. On the 

other hand, as a result of breakage and reunion, the recombinant 

chromosomes inherit physical material from the two parental chromosomes. 

This difference between the two models constitutes the main 

distinguishing characteristic. 

There is, as yet, no critical evidence which unambiguously 

supports one model in preference to the other. The mechanism of 

recombination in bacteria and bacteriophages may well be fundamentally 

distinct from that occurring in higher organisms; it is the attempt 

to interpret the information obtained from higher organisms in terms 

of the molecular structure and behaviour of the genetic material of 

bacteria and bacteriophages that has led to the formulation of 

conflicting hypotheses. In order that recombination may occur, pairing  

must bring homologous regions of two chromosomes into intimate contact. 

The tendency for multiple recombination events to occur within a short 

region of a chromosome has been noted in many organisms and is referred 

to as negative interference (Pritchard, 1955; Streisinger and Franklin, 

1956; Chase and Doermann, 1958). The implication of work on this 

phenomenon is to favour discontinuous pairing as the main factor 

determining recombination frequency, or the probability of a 

recombination event occurring between two loci. Evidence for the 

hypothesis of incomplete pairing comes from work on the transfer of 
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closely linked donor genes to recipient bacteria, in E. cola K12, by 

either conjugation or transduction by phage P1. thr+  lee recombinants 

selected from crosses mediated by P1 transduction show a significant 

frequency of exclusion of the donor locus ore+, which occupies a 

position intermediate between the other two closely linked loci (Lennox, 

1955; Gross and Englsberg, 1959). On the other hand, in conjugal 

crosses nearly all of the thr7/-  lee recombinants inherit the donor ara 

locus (Cavalli, Lederberg and Lederberg, 1953; Maccacaro and Hayes, 

1961). If it is assumed that the only distinction between these two 

crosses is the difference in the length of donor chromosome transferred 

to the recipient cell, then the results may be explained only on the 

basis of incomplete pairing (Hayes, 1964). 

The idea that recombinants are formed by a copy choice 

mechanism received support from experiments on UV-induced genetic 

recombination in bacteriophage (Jacob and Wellman, 1955; Lederberg, 

1955). It is supported also by the occasional irregularity referred 

to as gene conversion that can occur in the otherwise reciprocal 

recombinants formed during meiosis in fungi. However, as there is no 

direct evidence in favour of the copy choice mechanism and as no 

satisfactory biochemical mechanism for copy choice has been suggested, 

it will not be considered further. 

In contrast to this conflicting evidence for the copy choice 

mechanism, studies of the molecular mechanism of genetic recombination 

between X bacteriophages in E. coil K12 have demonstrated that 

recombination can indeed occur by breaking and rejoining (Meselson and 

Weigle, 1961; Kellenberger, Zichichi and Weigle, 1961b). This is 

shown with cells growing in normal media infected with phage of two 

genetically marked strains and containing the heavy isotopes C
13 and 

N1b.  Among the small labelled fraction of phage obtained after 

centrifugation in a caesium chloride density gradient,. recombinants 

can be found that retain the high density of the conserved heavy 

parental DNA in both strands. These recombinants must arise through 

a process of rejoining pre-existing heavy-labelled DNA and not through 



any copy choice type of mechanism, as newly-synthesized DNA would be 

light (Mier and Meselson, 1963; Meselson, 1964)., It has been 

observed, in a density gradient comparison of recombinants and the 

parental conserved heavy X DNA, that the recombinant phages are 

spread over a wider range of density than non-recombinant particles, 

which suggests that there is a greater variability in the amount of 

DNA or in its density. Meselson (1964) concluded that this could be 

due in part to the incorporation of a small amount of new light DNA in 

the recombinant, associated with local synthesis at the site of rejoining. 

Schemes for the mechanism of genetic recombination that involve breaking 

and rejoining the strands with or without local DNA synthesis have been 

proposed (Whitehouse, 1963; Holliday, 1964) but do not attempt a full 

analysis of the nature of the enzymes involved in recombination. More 

recently, Howard-Flanders and Theriot (1966) have suggested an elegant 

model to account for the mechanism of recombination which relates it to 

the one concerned in the repair of DNA after radiation damage. 

It may be concluded that, although other explanations can be 

devised, there is now considerable evidence for recombination by 

breakage and joining of DNA molecules in bacteriophages. The 

implication is that the same mechanism is utilized by bacteria. 

Whatever the details of the mechanism of recombination, certain 

features of the process, at the molecular level, are now evident: 

recombination in bacteria and bacteriophages involves the physical 

interaction of andsubsequent inheritance by recombinant progeny of 

double-stranded elements of DNA derived from two parents; the 

unreplicated recombinant DNA may contain a double-stranded region in 

which the two complementary strands are derived from different parents 

and, finally, recombination may involve the removal and resynthesis of 

small amounts of DNA. 

ii) The relation between DNA repair and genetic recombination. Little 

doubt remains that DNA is the principal target of lethal radiation 

effects in most unicellular systems (Szybalski and Lorkiewicz, 1962; 

Howard-Flanders, 1961). Investigations as to the chemical nature of 
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the damage and how this chemical injury inactivates the biological 

functionality of DNA have led to two general classes of damage to DNA 

being proposed. The first involves structural damage resulting in 

major distortion of the DNA structure and change in its topology, whilst 

the second class concerns a change in information, caused most often by 

radiochemical modification of individual base pairs (Szybalski, 1966). 

Post-irradiation repair is thought to involve a chain of 

enzymatic events which eliminate the nucleotide distortion in DNA, 

(see Figure 2). Most of the radiosensitive, recombination defective 

(rec) mutants of E. soli isolated by Clark and Margulies (1965) and by 

Howard-Flanders et al (1965) appear to have an abnormal (rampant) 

enzyme B (Exonuclease III). Evidence will be presented in the 

Experimental section of the Thesis for the occurrence of a rec mutant 

with normal radiation-sensitivity and it will be suggested that this is 

possibly a strain in which the cross-over endonuclease is defective. 

That is, the mutation has occurred at a stage in the enzyme-mediated 

series of biochemical steps that precedes the sequence of steps common 

to both DNA repair and recombination. The distinction between enzymes 

A (incision endonuclease) and B is mainly based on the fact that post-UV 

excisions are blocked in the uvr-, radiation-sensitive mutants of 

Howard-Flanders and Boyce (1965) that are unable to repair either their 

own DNA or that of infecting phage Ti. These mutants probably lack 

enzyme A: in the same mutants the excision process proceeds normally 

after X-irradiation (Emerson and Howard-Flanders, 1965) which produces 

many single-strand breaks, apparently mimicking the action of enzyme A. 

One class of the rec mutants exhibits greatly exaggerated post-

irradiation breakdown of DNA ("reckless" mutants), indicating partial 

loss of specificity and/or controllability of enzyme Bp whereas in 

another extreme class of rec mutants ("cautious" mutants) DNA 

degradation is lower than in the wild type strain (Howard Flanders, 

personal comm.). There is no evidence as yet to suggest that rec 

mutations affect enzymes C or D (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Hypothetical scheme for postulated enzyme reactions in DNA 
repair after irradiation and in genetic recombination. The 
first step in the recombination process is the breakage of 
the parental DNA's and synaptic pairing of complementary 
single-stranded ends of two parental fragments by the 
formation of hydrogen bonds between complementary sequences 
of bases (Howard-Flanders and Theriot, 1966). This step 
has no counterpart in the excision from DNA of photoproducts, 
the step which initiates the repair of irradiation damage 
(Boyce and Howard-Flanders, 1964; Setlow and Carrier, 1964). 
Enzyme A recognizes the distortion resulting from radiation-
induced modification of a nucleotide and severs the adjoining 
phosphate-ester bond; this endonuclease is controlled by 

B and C loci in E. coli. The subsequent steps of 
the DNA repair and recombination processes are formally 
similar. In recombination there is degradation of the single 
strands of terminal regions of the parental fragments which 
are not involved in the double-stranded region holding the 
two fragments together. This step may be similar to the 
step in repair of photo-damaged DNA: enzyme B (EXonuclease 
III for two strand or Exonuclease I for single strand 
breakdown in E. coli) attacks the DNA strand from the 3'P or 
310H end, releasing 51  nucleotides. In this manner there 
is removal of 30 nucleotides for every thymine dimer excised. 
Following the degradation step, a polymerization step occurs 
during which a newly synthesized single-stranded region, 
consisting of nucleotides complementary to those of the 
opposite strand, is inserted into the gap, presumably by 
addition to the 3' terminus by enzyme C, a DNA repair 
polymerase. To complete the repair, the phosphodiester 
backbone is rejoined as the last nucleotide is inserted into 
the gap. This step proceeds through the action of enzyme D 
which may be a combined 5' phosphatase-kinase which acts by 
phosphorylating the 5' terminus of the gap to the 
triphosphate level. 
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There is reason to believe that although some extreme 

structural damage to DNA may not be repairable, 80 to 9K, of usual 

radiation damage is repairable. Repair mechanisms of a different type 

to the one discussed above are known and include photoreactivation, 

which leads to splitting, as opposed to excision, of thymine diners 

(Rupert, 1964), and multiplicity reactivation, where radiation damage 

is eliminated by a recombination process (Szybalski, 1964). The repair 

of DNA after X-irradiation is not understood as well as repair after 

exposure to IN light, partly because of the instability of the radiation 

products that are formed. Pettijohn and Hanawalt (1964) speculated on 

a more general repair system than that indicated in the case of thymine 

diners. Preliminary evidence for the existence of such a repair 

mechanism in the bacterium Micrococcus radiodurans has been reported 

(Moseley and Laser, 1965a) and more recently the same authors (1965b) 

have concluded that since they were able to show lethal ionizing and 

ultra-violet radiation damage were interchangeable there is justification 

for supposing that ionizing radiation damage can be repaired 

enzymatically and that this repair is effected by a mechanism similar to 

that operative in ultra-violet dark repair. Working with a mutant of 

E. coli which cannot host-cell-reactivate phage, abbreviated as her, 

and which is extremely sensitive to the lethal and mutagenic actions of 

UV, Bridges and Munson (1966) found that this mutant was no more 

sensitive to gamma rays than the parent strain. They have presented 

evidence to support the hypothesis that there is only one multi-enzyme 

repair system for both UV and ionizing radiation damage but that repair 

of gamma ray damage involves fewer steps than repair of UV damage. They 

suggest that the step existing for the latter system, which is not 

required in the former, might be the production of single strand breaks 

in the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA. 

iii) Mutants defective in genetic recombination and DNA repair. In 

section (ii) above, reference has been made to a number of mutants of 

E. coli which have been found to be defective in their ability to 

recombine. To conclude this account of genetic recombination and DNA 

repair a summary of the important characteristics of these rec- strains 
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will now be given. The mutants isolated by Clark and Margulies (1960 

and by Howard-Flanders and Theriot (1966) form less than 	of the 

normal numbers of recombinants in crosses with certain Hfr strains. 

The discovery that the mutants of Clark and Margulies *ere highly 

sensitive to UV irradiation and to X-irradiation, led to the isolation 

of several mutants selected for their high sensitivity to X-rays 

(Howard-Flanders and Theriot, 1966) and these also proved to be defective 

in genetic recombination. nen these mutants were reverted, the 

capacity for genetic recombination and radiation resistance were 

recovered together. This association between radiation sensitivity 

and defective recombining ability was thought to be strongly suggestive 

of there being a common enzyme or other substance employed in DNA repair 

and genetic recombination. The idea that the two processes might share 

a common biochemical pathway seemed plausible because of the evident 

need for DNA strands to be cut to the correct length and rejoined in 

genetic recombination as well as in DNA repair (Kozinski and Kozinski, 

1963; Meselson, 1964; Howard-Flanders.and Boyce, 1964). A series of 

enzyme mediated reactions that were thought to participate in the two 

processes was proposed (Figure 2) and it was shown how functions 

initiated in different ways might terminate in a sequence of biochemical 

steps that depend upon common enzymes. An obvious conclusion was that 

mutations affecting particular enzymes might affect the different 

functions to different extents and that other types of mutants defective 

in other steps were still to be found. That this conclusion was 

reasonable will be demonstrated in Part I of the experimental section of 

this Thesis where the isolation and characterization of a new class of 

rec mutant is described. 

Work on recombination of phage in rec bacteria has shown 

that defective bacterial recombination does not affect the ability of the 

rec strains to act as hosts for recombination of bacteriophages T2, T7 

(Clark, personal comm.), T4 (Tessman, 1966) and A (Lieb, personal comm.). 

However, Tessman (1966) has shown recently that recombination of phage 

S13 is blocked in a rec radiation-sensitive bacterial mutant, although 
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the reduction in recombining ability is far less than that shown by 

rec bacteria. It seems likely from this observation that at least 

one of the steps involved in bacterial recombination, the one blocked 

in the rec mutant, must also be involved in the primary recombination 

mechanism of phage S13. That phage recombination is reduced far less 

than bacterial recombination might be because the phage utilizes the 

slight residual cellular recombinational activity very effectively, but 

more probably there is an important secondary mechanism, that operates 

only for the phage, which may or may not be like the primary mechanism 

in respect of being subject to bacterial genetic control. 

The several hypotheses put forward to explain the nature of 

the defect in rec mutants may now be considered. To account for the 

observations that in the rec mutants isolated by Clark and Margulies 

(1965) and by Howard-Flanders and Theriot (1966) thymine dimer excision 

is slower than normal, there is abnormal breakdown of DNA, and the 

ability to incorporate labelled thymidine into DNA after exposure to 

UV light is defective, Howard-Flanders and Theriot (1966) have suggested 

a number of interpretations. It is probable that the mutants are 

phenotypically defective in the process of repair replication which is 

presumably required both for DNA repair and for genetic recombination; 

it is possible that they differ from the parental strain in that they 

contain an exonuclease that breaks down the DNA continuously, and is not 

correctly controlled, that is, they lack a gene product, presumably a 

protein, responsible for the control of breakdown by Exonuclease III; 

the DNA of rec-  mutants may be more susceptible to enzymatic degradation, 

that is, the rec gene may control a chemical modification of the DNA; 

a repair site regulator substance, whose function would be to control 

single strand breakdown by the removal and replacement of the 

exonuclease by a repair polymerise, is missing or defective in rec 

mutants. 

In the case of rec mutants which are not radiation sensitive, 

another explanation will be required (see Part I). 
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c) General properties of episomes. 

The concept of the episome was introduced by Jacob and 

Wollman (1968) as a generic term for those genetic elements able to 

exist in two alternative statess an integrated state, in which the 

element multiplies synchronously with its host, probably because it is 

incorporated in the bacterial chromosome, and an autonomous state, in 

which the element multiplies independently of, and frequently faster 

than, the cell which carries it. The F agent, the colicine agents 

and the temperate bacteriophages (that is, their genetic material) share 

these properties. All are heritable determinants of bacterial 

characters which are non-essential for bacterial survival. Each sort 

of agent may be gained by a bacterium, or may, in some circumstances, 

be lost. 	Of these three kinds of episome originally recognized, the 

temperate phages do not cause bacterial conjugation and chromosomal 

recombination though they may transduce bacterial genes from, one host 

to another. However, it will be shown in Part II of the Thesis that a 

temperate A phage superinfecting a singly lysogenic rec strain can 

mediate bacterial recombination. 

The inheritance of the F agent and its role in procuring 

mating and recombination in E. coli have been extensively studied 

(see Hayes, 1960). An integrated sex factor, Ff may return to the 

autonomous state carrying with it chromosomal markers from the adjacent 

region of the host chromosome; a variant sex factor of this type, an 

F-prime factor, on transfer to an F strain, remains largely in the 

autonomous state. A proportion of cells, however, have the F-prime 

factor integrated in the chromosome as a result of a recombination 

event between its chromosomal fragment' and the specific region of the 

bacterial chromosome with which it has homology (Scaife and Gross, 1963; 

Cuzin and Jacob, 1963). Consequently a culture of an F prime donor 

is observed to transfer its chromosomal markers with the orientation 

of the parental Hfr strain (Adelberg and Burns, 1960). 
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Genetic elements, other than the F fertility factor of 

Escherichia coli 1C12, which control other cellular properties in addition 

to sex factor activities, include the multiple drug—resistance transfer 

factors (Watanabe, 1963) and the colicin factors; some of the latter 

were shown to induce chromosomal recombination both in Salmonella  

typhimurium (Ozeki and Howarth, 1961) and in E. coli (Cloves, 1981). 

d) Bacteriophage lysogeny. 

i) The establishment of lysogeny. The first description of a lysogenic 

system was given by Bordet and Ciuca (1921). The bacteriophages 

capable of forming such a system are called temperate to distinguish 

them from the virulent phages which only provoke the lytic response 

upon infection of sensitive bacteria. The host—virus relation in 

lysogenic bacteria is now known to be due to the ability of a bacterium 

to carry the genetic material of a bacteriophage by virtue of the close 

homology which exists between regions of the bacterial and viral genomes. 

The viral genome is inserted in a particular region of the bacterial 

chromosome and there it replicates as a normal chromosomal constituent 

with the expressions of its viral nature largely suppressed. Under 

certain conditions this suppression is relieved, the virus multiplies 

rapidly, the host cell lyses and the viral progeny are discharged into 

the medium. When the phage genome is integrated into the host nucleus, 

it is said to have been reduced to the prophage state (Lvail', 1953); 

the prophage can be thought of as a structure which carries the genetic 

information necessary for the production of a given type of bacteriophage 

and which confers on the host bacteria certain specific hereditary 

properties. Lysogenic bacteria perpetuate hereditarily the capacity 

to produce phage, and the phage that they produce is of the type with 

which they were lysogenized. The lysogens also acquire a specific 

resistance, or immunity, to the type of phage used to lysogenize them; 

this immunity results not from an inability to adsorb the phage, but 

from an inability to reproduce it. 
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Production of phage and immunity to the homologous phage 

are properties common to all lysogenic strains. Sometimes, however, 

lysogenization results in the acquisition of properties whose 

relationships to lysogeny are not immediately evident, that is, the 

bacteriophage itself appears to be playing a part in determining the 

bacterial phenotype. This phage-directed conversion contrasts with 

the phenomenon of transduction in which a phage mediates the transfer 

of genes that are bacterial in origin. Examples of phage conversion 

include changes in the appearance of colonies (Ionesco, 1953), in the 

morphology of cells (Vollman and 'Skillman, 1938), and more striking 

cases such as the synthesis of surface antigens (Izeki and Sakai, 1953; 

Uetake and Hagiwara, 1901) or the production of toxin by diptheria 

bacilli (Freeman, 1951). In every case lyaogonization by a temperate 

phage results in the acquisition by the bacteria of new hereditary 

properties, and there is a perfect correlation between the acquisition 

of these properties and the establishment of lysogeny. Evidence for 

phage conversion of a rec K12 mutant to the rec+  state will be 

presented in Part II of the Thesis and it will be argued that the 

genetic determinants for this example of lysogenic conversion exist 

originally on the phage genome, controlling the synthesis of 

recombinase, rather than resulting from genetic recombination of the 

phage genome with the bacterial chromosome. 

The lytic and lysogenizing complexes share a common sequence 

of early changes with the phage existing in one or the other of two 

non-infecting states. However, the prophage state differs 

fundamentally from the vegetative, states in the latter, the phage 

genome multiplies actively and controls the synthesis of the material 

necessary for the production of infective particles at the time of lysis 

in the prophage state, on the other hand, the phage genome behaves like 

a normal bacterial constituent, whose reproduction is closely 

co-ordinated with that of the bacterium. During the first few 

minutes after infection the decision is made to lyse or lysogenize. 
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The frequency of lysogenization can be affected by environmental 

conditions as well as depending on the genetic properties of the phage 

and bacterial genomes. Factors such as growth medium, incubation 

temperature, age of the bacteria, multiplicity of infection and presence 

of specific inhibitors, for example, chioramphenicol inhibiting protein 

synthesis (Christensen, 1957; Bertani, 1957), have been shown to 

influence the response to infection by temperate phage. The 

demonstration that inhibition of protein synthesis shortly after 

infection of the host increases the frequency of lysogenization indicates 

that the capacity to lysogenize depends on the inability of the phage 

to carry out the protein synthesis needed for the initiation of rapid 

vegetative replication. However, the phage does appear to initiate 

replication and multiplies to some extent before lysogenization (Stent 

and Fuerst, 1956; Levine, 1957). 	In fact, some vegetative replication 

seems to be necessary for lysogenization; this conclusion arises from 

the demonstration that defective strains of A phage which cannot 

initiate vegetative replication also only rarely establish lysogeny. 

They can do so, however, in mixed infections with a healthy phage, 

which shows that their failure to lysogenize is not due to an inability 

to attach to the host chromosome (Appleyard, 1956; Jacob and Wollman, 

1956a; Arbor, 1958). After UV induction of a defective lysogen 

prophage development is initiated but.the prophage lesion results in an 

alteration of one of the steps necessary for the completion of 

infectious particles, such as maturation (Jacob, Fuerst and Wollman, 1957 

Jacob and Fuerst, 1958). The missing function can be provided by the 

presence in the same cell of another phage genome not defective in the 

same cistron (complementation). The deficient character of a defective 

prophage can be ascribed to a lethal phage mutation (Campbell, 1961); 	• 

the A dg type of complex defective genome results from an interaction 
with non—related genetic material. 

It is now known that two distinct functions operate in the 

lysogenization process: the repression of phage multiplication and the 
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incorporation of the prophage in the bacterial genome. Lysogenization 

requires accordingly the co—operation of at least two separate regions 

of the phage A chromosomes the b2 region, responsible for the 
incorporation of the phage in the bacterial chromosome, and the c region, 

responsible for the production of a substance which represses vegetative 

multiplication (Zichichi and Kellenberger, 1963). Temperate A can 

produce mutants that give clear plaques and can no longer lysogenize 

the infected cell (Kaiser, 1957). The clear plaque mutations are 

located in the c region of the genetic map of A (Figure 3) and it is 
this region that also determines the immunity type of bacteria lysogenized 

with A 	or with diamune A mutants or with recombinants between A 
and other phages (Kaiser and Jacob, 1957). Jacob and Campbell (1959) 

suggested that the c region genes specify the information for a repressor 

substance which inhibits vegetative phage multiplication; if a mutational 

error occurs in this information then the bacteria give a lytic response. 

Jacob and Wollman (1954) discovered another mutation, e, in A which 

affects the frequency of lysogenization. This marker was subsequently 

identified with the b2 density mutant of A which has been characterized 

by Kellenberger, Zichichi and Weigle (1960, 1961a). These authors have 

shown that the decreased density of A b2 is accounted for by a 177: 

reduction in the DNA content of such phages. They also found that the 

b2 phenotype is controlled by a region of the chromosome which maps 

close to h and m5 and behaves in crosses like other ,\ genes. More 

recently the genetic marker b2 has been shown to be a deletion located 

between h and c (Jordan, 1964). Phages carrying b2 are of special 

interest because they cannot provoke a stable lysogenic response. 

Instead they establish abortive lysogeny, a condition in which the 

prophage is not integrated into the host chromosome and does not 

replicate. 	In the abortive lysogenic response, the infected bacterium 

survives as a lysogenic, immune cells  in which normal phage development. 

can be induced by the usual inducing agents, but at each cell division 

the abortive lysogen gives rise to a non—lysogenic, A —sensitive 
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Figure 3. The genetic map of bacteriophage 

A. the whole chromosome. 	m5 and m6 = medium—size 

plaque; gi = large plaque; h = host range mutant; 

b2 = density mutation causing abortive lysogenic response; 

s = small plaque; c = clear plaque; im = specificity of 

immunity substance; mi = minute plaque; d = defective 

prophage mutants. 

B. An exptnsion of the C region only. The figures 

indicate the sites of mutations interfering with ability 

to lysogenize. 

C. Map of the Cl region. 
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daughter cell, that does not harbour either phage or prophage. The 

temperature sensitivity of the process of phage attachment observed 

when heat treatment was applied shortly after infection, led Zichichi 

and kellenberger (1963) to speculate as to the way in which the be 

region of A promotes attachment. Although the observation suggests 
that protein—like intermediates are involved in attachment this does 

not mean necessarily that the function of the b2+  region is to furnish 

such a protein. As the be phages contain more DNA than 	b2 
it was thought possible that the extra piece of DNA, which apparently 

contains no information vital for multiplication, presents some homology 

with the bittcterial chromosome and inserts the prophage either by 

recombination or by some other steric mechanism. The rare 

lysogenization of E. coli byAb2  could be interpreted as a change in the 

bacterial part of the homologous region. 

Phage mutants of the b2  type do not attach to the chromosome 

of non—lysogenic K12 cells although they can form doubly lysogenic cells 

if the second phage is of b24  genotype. In the first case, injected 

b2 genomes do not replicate measurably as their host cells divide, but 

they assume the functions of the c
+ 

region, producing repressor which 

prevents the initiation of vegetative growth, and abortive lysogenization 

results. 

It is not known whether any functions other than those of the 

c and b2 
are needed for lysogenization; the c region consists of three 

cistrons, I, II and III (Figure 3), all of which are required for the 

establishment of lysogeny,' but only one of which is needed for its 

perpetuation (Kaiser, 19570. They all seem to operate in repressor 

formation because alteration in any one of them produces clear plaque 
i 

mutants; the process leading to the repression of lytic phage 

fort 
development is evidently mposed of several sequential events. 

The evidence 	 the assumption that the c region of phage A 
is responsible for the specificity of prophage localization as well as 

for its attachment to the chromosome came from the study of a single 
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hybrid between phages 434 and A (Kaiser and Jacob, 1957). Phage 434 
has a different immunity and localization than 	. The hybrid is 

thought to have only the c1  region of A substituted by the c1  region 

of 434 and is called 434 hy. It was found to be localized in the 

bacterial chromosome at the 434 site and to have the 434 immunity. 

However, a hybrid between phage 21 (whose prophage location is more 

distant from that of A than that of 434) and A was later found to 

have the 21 immunity but to be localized on the bacterial chromosome 

at the site of A (Jacob and Wollman, 1961); this observation 

suggested that the c region, or the repressor, is not involved in 

specifying the localization of the prophage. 

For A -lysogenic 1(12 it has been shown by bacterial crosses 
that A prophage is stably fixed to the bacterial chromosome; the 

property of lysogany segregates in exactly the same way as any other 

bacterial character and is linked to determinants of galactose 

fermentation (Lederberg and Lederberg, 1953). Subsequent studies have 

established that the single locus governing the production of ) phage 

is the A genome itself (Appleyard, 1953, 1954). Jacob (1955) and 

Lennox (1955), using the method of transduction with non-related phages, 

confirmed the location of A prophage near to the .gal marker on the host 

chromosome. Arber (1960a) showed by the same method that in doubly 

lysogenic cells both prophages are fixed at the same place or that they 

are very closely linked. In F2-lysogenic E. coli three different 

locations were found for the prophage, of which one is preferred 

(Bertani and Six, 1958). Where P2 double lysogeny occurs, the two 

prophages do not occupy the same location. In an analysis of different 

independently isolated temperate phages, Jacob and Wellman (1961) found 

definite locations for them. 

There has been much discussion regarding the molecular 

configuration of the complex of prophage and bacterial chromosome since 

the discovery of the linkage between the hereditary determinants of the 

two. Bertani (1958) discussed several models for this association, 
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some of which require physical continuity while others do not. Luria 

et al (1958) pointed out the analogies between the process leading to 

lysogeny and that of integration of other elements of the bacterial 

genome by means of transformation, transduction and mating. Jacob and 

Vollmar (1959) came to the conclusion that the phage genome is added 

to rather than substituted for a segment of the chromosome of the non—

lysogenic cell on the basis of their observation that curing by UV 

irradiation did not remove the phage attachment site from the host cell. 

If the prophage were added to the genetic structures of the host cell it 

remained to determine whether it was inserted into the continuity of the 

bacterial chromosome 

the prophage locus. 

genome, possibly its 

phage genome remains 

topological relation 

or merely attached to the bacterial chromosome at 

A third alternative is that only part of the phage 

b2 region, is inserted, while the remainder of the 

outside. No definitive conclusions regarding the 

of the prophage to the bacterial chromosome have 

yet been reached. However, the model for prophage insertion proposed 

by Campbell (1962), illustrated in Figure 4, and the only one which has 

been considered in detail at the molecular level, is presently favoured 

and some of the evidence supporting it will be briefly described. 

According to this model, the prophage DNA is integrated into the 

continuity of the bacterial chromosome and the process involves 

recombination between the host and a circular form of the phage 

chromosome at a region of mutual homology. The model also specifies 

that, when a strain carries more than one lambda prophage, the prophages 

are inserted serially one after the other with their genes arranged in 

the same order, that is, there is a tandem duplication of genetic 

material. 	In Part II of the Thesis genetic control of the 

recombination process is examined and the occurrence of tandem insertion 

is invoked to explain an observation relating to double lysogeny in a 

recombination deficient E12 strain. 

Evidence that the genetic order of A prophage differs from 

that of vegetative A phage by a circular permutation comes from the 
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Figure 4. Possible mechanism of lysogenisation by reciprocal 

crossing—over between a circular phage chromosome 

and a linear bacterial chromosome. 

a. The vegetative X chromosome. 

b. The thick lines represent a small region of homology 

between the circular phage and the host chromosome. 

c. Crossing over occurs between the phage and host 

chromosomes. 

d. Them/ region of the bacterial chromosome with A 

inserted in its prophage state and having a new sequence 

of loci. 

It is thought that double lysogens result from 

reiteration of the process with the result that the two 

prophages lie in tandem in the bacterial chromosome. 
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work of Calef and Licciardello (1960), who crossed lysogenic strains 

carrying genetically marked X prophages, and Campbell (1903), who 
examined the segregation from lysogenic heterogenotes, in which A 
and A dg were distinguished by several genetic markers, and found 
that recombination between the two prophagesis correlated with loss 

of A dg. This author later (1964) investigated genetic recombination 

between 	prophage and irradiated Xdg phage to determine the 

mechanism of the joining and cutting processes involved in changing 

from the genetic order of vegetaliive A to that of 	prophage. It 

was: seen that recombination leading to lysogenization occurs according 

to the genetic map of the prophage rather than that of the vegetative 

phage. Campbell concluded that the free A dg particle probably has 
physical ends corresponding to the ends of the vegetative map, and that 

the ends become joined prior to lysogenization to give a circular form. 

Marchelli (1965) has extended the results obtained by Calef and 
Licciardello (1960) by analyzing the A prophage map with an additional 

marker, SUS1, and confirmed that the prophage chromosome shares the 

linear structure of the bacterial genes, while its marker sequence is 

different from that found in the vegetative map. 

If the recombinational event required for prophage insertion 

occurs by a break—and—join mechanism, the original lysogen should 

contain both strands of the phage DNA. Detachment of the prophage, 

on the Campbell model, proceeds by a reversal of this process. 	If 

this picture is correct it might be expected that the prophage DNA may 

appear in viable phage without replication or recombination with other 

DNA molecules. Using isotypically labelled E. coli cells, Ptashne (190 

has confirmed this expectation. The region of homology between the 

phage and host chromosome at which recombination occurs has been shown, 

by more precise mapping experiments (Jordan, 1964), to lie between h 

and c on the phage genome.and could be included in the segment that has 

been shown to be deleted in A b2. Thus, it would be expected that a 

phage lacking this region of homology would have the properties displayed 
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by A b2, that is, the ability to lycogenize but not the ability to 

integrate into the host chromosome. The fact that the b2  deletion 

maps in the place that is predicted by Campbell's model appears to 

support this model. 

More recently, two predictions arising from Campbellrs model 

have been examined: in bacterial crosses, recombination between 

prophage markers should be correlated with recombination between 

bacterial markers bracketing the prophage, and the apparent linkage 

between bacterial markers should be decreased by the presence of 

prorlmge between them. Rothman (1900 found that the P1 co—transduction 

frequency of a pair of markers spanning prophage A is reduced by 

lysogeny and Signer (1966) demonstrated that the presence of prophage 

h80or 080 between two bacterial markers decreases both the linkage 

and the co—transduction frequencies of the marker pair. 

ii) Immunity. Although lysogenic bacteria carry a complete set of 

prophage genes, the products of these genes, the phage—specific enzymes 

and structural proteins, appear in large quantities only after the 

induction of vegetative growth. Thus most of the genes in the prophage 

are repressed. Two general hypotheses have been advanced to explain 

immunity to superinfection. In one, the infecting phage finds the first 

prophage blocking a site with which it must unite to initiate vegetative 

multiplication. In the other, the prophage—host complex produces a 

repressor substance which inhibits development of the infecting phage; 

this substance would be additionally responsible for suppressing the 

activity of the prophage genome itself. 

Experimental evidence favours the idea that immunity results 

from the presence in the cell of a specific, diffusible substance 

(immunity substance: Bertani, 1958; immunity repressor, Jacob and 

Campbell, 1959) which is synthesized under the control of the prophage 

and interacts with the superinfecting phage to block its development; 

it seems that the same substance might also participate in blocking the 
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autonomous replication of the prophage itself. 	Immunity-insensitive 

mutants can then be interpreted as having undergone a change in the 

receptor site which, in the wild-type phage, complexes with such a 

substance. Although the functioning of three regions of the ), genome, 

C1, cII, and cIII 
 is required for the establishment of lysogeny (Kaiser, 

1957), the maintenance of lysogeny and the concomitant immunity to 

superinfection by homologous phage do not appear to require the continued 

functioning of the c11  and ciii 
 regions (Bode and Kaiser, 1965a). 

Thus, it is the cI  region of the \ genome that is responsible for the 

specificity of immunity substance. That this is the case has been 

demonstrated by the occurrence within this cistron of mutations that 

affect its quality or quantity. These included mutations that render 

the production of immunity substance sensitive to temperature (Sussman 

and Jacob, 1962) and suppressors (Jacob, Sussman and 1onod, 1962) as 

well as the formation of an immunity substance that renCers the immune 

cell insensitive to UV induction (Jacob and Campbell, 1959). 	In 

contrast to most other phage genes, the cl  cistron continues to function 

in the prophage state, maintaining by its function the repression of the 

other phage genes. 

Summarizing, in lysogens the transcription of almost all 

prophage genes is inhibited (Sly, Echols and Adler, 1965) until treatment 

with an agent which induces: a process which reflects the inactivation 

of the c1 
product (Jacob and Campbell, 1959). Replication (Wolf and 

Meselson, 1963) and transcription (Sly, Echols and Adler, 1965) of 

homologous superinfecting phage is also suppressed in lysogens: this 

is called immunity. 

To explain these two effects, immunity to nuperinfoction and 

repression of resident prophage, Jacob and Monod (1961) proposed a 

mechanism in terms of their general model of regulation of protein 

synthesis: the cl  gene product represses the transcription of a phage 

gene (s) whose function(s) is essential for vegetative phage replication. 

Their prediction, extended later (Jacob and Brenner, 1963), that the 
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immunity substance acted by preventing the synthesis of "early enzymes", 

including among them a diffusible gene product or "initiator", whose 

presence in the cell was required for autonomous replication of the 

chromosome of a temperate phage, was discarded by Thomas and Bertani 

(1964). These workers favour the idea that replication of a temperate 

phage is blocked directly as a result of the interaction between the 

immunity substance and the phage chromosome. Recently, Isaacs, Ebhols 

and Sly (1965) have proposed that a direct system of cl  control could 

be envisaged as having the entire A chromosome organized into one or 

two operons controlled by one or two operators located in the el  region; 

alternatively, an indirect system could be realized by having "late" 

phage functions unexpressed until turned on by some product of the 

early" A cistrons which would be under the direct control of the cl 
product. A possible explanation for the behaviour of an anomalous 

lysogen of E. coli found by Fischer—Fantuzzi and Calef (1964), which 

contains the non—inducible "cryptic" prophage, A cry, (in 'which the 

sites that produce Cl  product and those that are responsive to it are 

missing), is that what remains of A cry has been stably integrated into 

the bacterial chromosome and is under the control of a (presumably 

repressed) bacterial operator, as in the model used by Ames, Hartman 

and Jacob (1963). 

Observed changes in the structure and activity, of A DNA 

in a superinfected immune bacterium have led Bode and Kaiser (1965b) 

to suggest that immunity blocks phage multiplication by changing the 

structure of its DNA. 

Different temperate phage strains occur, for example 2l and 

434, which although closely related to X by a number of criteria, 

possess different specificities of immunity; that is, they are 

reciprocally immunity-insensitive and are designated as heteroimmune. 

Strong virulent phage mutants may be phages which are no longer 

sensitive to the repressor or have a reduced sensitivity. This last 

case could explain the observation made by Bertani and Six (1956) on 



certain virulent mutants of phage P2, which grow on double lysogenics 

as if the double lysogenics produce a greater amount of repressor. 

This interpretation is supported by evidence that upon multiple 

infection more repressor is produced than after single infection. 

In addition to non—lysogenizing mutants, there are two other 

types of cl  mutants, which have been mentioned above: the A ind 

prophages, which are not sensitive to UV induction and the Ats 

mutants which cannot maintain their prophage state at high temperatures. 

Recent detailed examination of the latter type has shown that repressor 

formation is both heat sensitive (Lieb, 1966; Green, 1966) and inhibited 

by chioramphenicol treatment (Horiuchi and Inokuchi, 1966). 	It is 

concluded that protein synthesis is necessary for the formation of the 

repressor and possibly the repressor itself contains a protein moiety. 

Green (1966) suggests that this protein moiety is an "inducing protein" 

which, when the repressor of temperature sensitive mutants is 

inactivated by heating, functions to induce phage production. Depending 

then on the site of a temperature sensitive mutation in the c1 region, 

the inducing protein may or may not become activated upon thermal 

inactivation of the repressor: that is, the host will be killed 

(= induction) but phage may or may not be produced. Lieb (1966) has 

put forward a sophisticated interpretation of the c1 control mechanism: 

it is proposed that the cl  gene may be divided into two regions which 

code to produce the cl  product, a protein molecule with two functions. 

The part of the molecule corresponding to the right hand side of cl  

represses transcription of A DNA, that is, inhibits A messenger 

RNA production, while the part of the cl  product corresponding to the 

left side of the e1 gene inhibits a phage—specified enzyme, present 

in the lysogenic bacteria, which functions to inhibit phage production 

and killing. A temperature sensitive cl  mutant would then be one 

which produces a heat—labile cl  protein. 

The concentration of X repressor moleculen within a A 
lysogenic cell has been examined recently (Weismeyer, 1966) and an 
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estimate obtained for the multiplicity of superinfecting homologous 

phage necessary to permit replication and release of plaque—forming 

units. With a multiplicity of more than 20 superinfecting phages the 

lysogen lysed and produced both prophage and superinfecting phage types. 

It was found that A ind mutants contain a higher concentration of 

repressor molecules. 

In Part II of the Thesis consideration is given to the 

importance of the functional repression of specific X prophage genes 

in determining the phenotype of a ,\ —lysogenic rec mutant. 

iii) Multiple lysogeny. A bacterial strain may carry more than one 

recognizable prophage; if the prophages carried are closely related 

they are usually recognized by differences in one or more genetic 

markers. Multiple lysogeny of E. coli E12 for phage X was first 

obtaihed by simultaneous infection of sensitive bacteria with two 

genetically marked phages, by Lieb (1953), and by superinfection of 

singly lysogenic bacteria with genetically distinguishable phage, by 

Appleyard (1953, 1954). The rate at which double lysogeny may be 

established by the latter method is relatively low, but it can be 

increased by irradiating the superinfecting phage with ultraviolet 

light (Kellenberger, Arber and Kellenberger, 1959). 

When a temperate phage, that is, its chromosome, enters a 

cell which is lysogenic for a homologous phage it is neither replicated 

or degraded: it may be diluted out of the strain by continued 

multiplication of the host cell, or establish itself as a prophage 

giving rise to a doubly lysogenic strain. laAmme cases it can displace 

a pre—existing prophage and take its place; this is known as prophage  

substitution (Bertani and Six, 1958). Arber (1960a) carried out a 

detailed investigation of polylysogenization of E. coli for phage 

and concluded that polylyaogenic subclones are found in most of the 

bacterial colonies surviving multiple phage infection. The relative 

frequencies of the loss of phage markers from lysogens suggested 
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differences in the nature of doubly lysogenic strains of different 

origin. The two phage genomes of double lysogens are found in unequal 

strain-specific amounts in UV-induced lysates, which also contain a 

large amount of recombinant types. Spontaneous lysis also leads to a 

mixed burst containing phage of both types; the rate of spontaneous 

lysis is not proportional to the number of prophages per nucleus (Six, 

1959). It was found that both prophages of a double lysogen were fixed 

to the bacterial chromosome in the characteristic A region; they 

could not be separated either by bacterial recombination, or by 

transduction by phage P1 from nonlyzogenic donors into doubly lysogenic 

acceptors. P1 phage transfers the two prophages from a doubly lysogenic 

donor to a X-sensitive recipient. However, any lysogenic sal 

transductants obtained in this way were found to be singly lysogenic; 

the usual response to this infection with a P1 lysate is transfer 

induction: the infective centres thus obtained usually contain both A 
prophages. 

The conceptually simple formation of doubly lysogenic strains 

by P2, which has three possible attachment sites, contrasts with the 

situation in A : since there is only one attachment site per host 

chromosome it is more difficult to explain. Arber (1960a) concluded 

that in the case of a double X lysogen the mode of attachment to the 

bacterial chromosome is different for the two prophages, one of them 

being in a particularly close linkage relationship to the chromosome. 

As a consequence of Campbell's (1962) prophage integration model, which 

specifies that there is tandem insertion of the two prophages in the 

bacterial chromosome of a double lysogen, when the first integration 

has occurred a second lysogenization should occur with a higher 

frequency than the first, since the region available for pairing, the 

homologous region, in the bacterium is increased; this is not the case 

however. This paradox may be explained on the basis either that the 

first prophage acts directly as an obstacle to the integration of the 

second phage (steric hindrance), implying that Campbell's model of 

linear integration is too simple, or that the obstacle to the entrance 
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of the second is an indirect effect of the presence of the first 

prophage. This effect could be, for example, presence of the immunity, 

Which prevents the multiplication of the second phage genome. Calef 

et al (1965) have concluded that the second explanation accordswith 

their observations, and is compatible with a model of integration in 

which the second prophage in a double lysogen becomes inserted by a 

recombination event occurring at any place along the genome of the first. 

In agreement with this model are some mating experiments with male 

heterogenotes and lysogenic females of E.coli K12 (Arditti and Fischer-

Fantuzzi, 1965). These experiments provide evidence of a recombined 

structure between .X and 	)%dg in the heterogenote itself. 

Campbell (pers. comm.) has recently examined A lysogenization 

with regard to determining whether the b2 region of lambda has a 

physiologicel or a structural function in the process and concludes that 

the attachment of a superinfecting phage is not hindered sterically by 

the first prophage. The effect of the latter is physiologically to 

depress lysogenization. 

iv) Induction. For poorly understood reasons the functional integration 

of prophage into the genetic system of its host may break down and the 

prophage can then replicate vegetatively, mature and lyse its host cell. 

This event is called induction of the prophage. It is believed to be 

due to the de-repression of some phage functions by inactivation of a 

specific repression system. The induction occurs spontaneously with 
- 6% 

low probability (10-3 to 10 ) per cell division or can be triggered by 

experimental conditions, such as transfer of prophage DNA to an 

unrepressed cell (zygotic induction, Jacob and Vollman, 1956b; transfer 

induction, Arber, 1960b), ultraviolet irradiation (Lwoff, Siminovitch 

and Kjelgaard, 1950), high hydrostatic pressure (Rutberg, 1965), 

treatment with alkylating agents (Loveless and Shields, 1964) and 

treatment with anti-metabolites such as 6-azauracil (Zgaga and Miletic, 

1965). Thomas and Bertani (1964) observed that superinfection of a 

cell lysogenic for,  >% by the closely related phage 434 by induces the 

production of a small yield of phage of the X immunity type as well 



as the normal burst of 434 hy phages. It is not known whether the 

mechanism of induction by 434 hy is similar to that observed with other 

inducing agents such as UV light. Ptashne (1965) found that among the 

induced A progeny resulting from this superinfection process there 

was a class of A phages containing DNA made before infection; to 

explain this observation it is suggested that the A prophage is 

detached late in the latent period and consequently undergoes only 

limited replication before maturation. 'When a A ind-  lysogen is 
induced in the same way an even higher proportion of conserved phages 

appears among the induced progeny; this finding might be explained by 

assuming that the ind-  repressor either delays detachment or inhibits 

replication after detachment. 

The latent period in induced phage production is in general 

longer than the latent period of phage production; there seems to be a 

transition phase between the lysogenic condition and the establishment 

of the vegetative pool. Inducing agents are known to disturb the 

growth of the bacterial cell, particularly by temporarily inhibiting 

the DNA synthesis required for nucleic acid replication. Using the 

repressor model, Jacob and Wellman (1961) suggested that transition 

from the prophage to the vegetative state is a consequence of a 

transient disturbance of the regulation system. Inducing agents would 

act by destroying or inhibiting the production of the repressor; the 

transition period would then be the period during which the repressor 

is destroyed, or its level is reduced below a certain threshold at 

which time vegetative replication would start. A genetic study of the 

lysttes produced an induction, by lysogens containing two different 

phage types, led Arber (1960b) to suggest that a recombination event 

is at the basis of induction. 

Non-inducible (ind-) A mutants were first described by 

Jacob and Campbell (1959). Such mutations are dominant over the wild 

type, they map in the c region and seem to affect the formation of 

repressor either in quality (greater stability) or in quantity (larger 

amount). In addition non-inducibility can be caused by mutations 
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occurring on the bacterial genome as shown for SaLmoaalla phage E 15 

by Uetake (1959). A description is given in Part II of the Thesis of 

the effect on induction of a rec mutation in the host genome. 

In most populations of lysogenic cells only a very small 

percentage of individuals appear to have lost their prophage, that is, 

have been cured of their lysogeny. Berta-Al (1958) estimated for 

prophage X that the spontaneous rate of prophage loss is only of 

the order of 10-5  cured cells per cell generation. Methods, which 

are still largely empirical, have been found for effecting this curing; 

they include exposure to heavy doses of UV irradiation (Lederberg and 

Lederberg, 1953) and superinfection with related hetero-immune (Cohen, 

1959) or virulent (Bertani, 1953) phage. 

e) The mechanism of transduction. 

Zinder and Lederberg (1952) introduced the concept of phage-mediated 

genetic transfer in Salmonella typhimurium. These workers found that 

bacteriophage lysates contained a filterable agent, inseparable from 

phage particles, which upon infection of recipient bacteria could confer 

on them specific genetic characters of the donor bacteria, that is, of 

the host cells upon which the phage was last grown. Thus, transduction  

involves a mechanism in which a bacterial virus plays the role of a 

vector of infective heredity. The occurrence of transduction was later 

reported in a number of bacterial genera and it has been shown that, in 

E. coll., phages X (Morse, 1954), P1 (Lennox, 1955) and 363 (Jacob, 1955: 

can act as transducing phages in conveying fragments of donor 

chromosome. 

Lennox (1955) and Jacob (1955) utilized their discovery of 

transduction in E. coli to demonstrate that lysogeny, like any other 

hereditary factor, is tranaducible. Cotranaduction, by phages P1 or 

363, of nonlysogenicity with Atte from a 1{12(A)-  donor, or lysogenicity 
vt- with

+ 
from a K12 (1 donor, confirmed the hypothesis that lyaogeny 

and nonlysogeny represent alternative states of the bacterial nucleus 

and that there is a definite site on the E. coli chromosome closely 

linked to them! locus at which the X prophage resides. 
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Transduction of the galactose genes of Escherichia coli E.12  

by bacteriophageMliorse, Lederberg and Lederberg, 1956) was shown 

to proceed by the formation of a defective, transducing phage called 

Adg, which, in addition to having acquired some genes from the host, 

has lost a portion of its own genetic material (Arber, Kellenberger and 

Ueigle, 1957; Arber, 1958). The missing portion is a continuous 

region from the middle of the phage genome; phage genes from both ends 

are still present. These facts by themselves are sufficient to 

categorize the process as recombinational. This form of transduction, 

which appertains exclusively to the dalregion in the vicinity of the 

A prophage site, is termed specialized transduction. 	Phage A does 

not seem capable of generalized transduction of genetic loci from any 

other part of the bacterial genome. The Xdg transducing phages can 

be obtained only from phage lysates made from A -lysogenic bacteria; 

they cannot be obtained upon lytic infection of a sensitive donor strain. 

The Xdg particle with its defective phage genome, the entire genome 

in reality being a hybrid between phage and bacterial genetic material, 

is still able to lysogenize with a low efficiency and thereby form 

lysogenic heterogenotes, carrying the intact zal region of the recipient 

cell in the bacterial chromosome (endogenote) and the fel markers 

acquired from the donor cell as exogenote on the prophage genome. 

Lysates prepared from the heterogenotes, which are partially diploid 

for the 	region, are enormously more active in transduction than those 

obtained from ordinary lysogons; only about 10-6 of the A phages 

obtained after induction of the latter transfer 	The two types of 

transduction are called low frequency transduction (LFT) and high  

frequency transduction (HFT), respectively. 

An HFT lysate contains two types of particles, active 

(plaque-forming) A and transducing A (A dg). Arber (1958) found 
that on infecting a sensitive recipient, dg can produce two kinds of 

transductants: stable types, in which the galactose genes of the X dg 

have replaced their homologues in the genome of the bacterial recipient, 
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and heterogenotes, in which the A dg phage has lysoganised the recipient 
and constituter an addition to the genome rather than a replacement. 

A recombination event is assumed to occur in the formation of both 

types of transductant. The two types are distinguished by the presence 

of a few 	segregants in any culture of a heterogenote. Considering 

heterogenote formation: at HFT lysate multiplicities above 10
2 the 

number of transductions per phage increases because the active phages 

of the lIFT lysate function as helpers. Mixedly infected cells which 

acquire the (ral genes become doubly lysogenic for the active phage and 

the transducing phage. At very low multiplicities almost all the 

transductatts are not active lysogens but rather defective lysogens, 

that is, heterogenotes containing onlyA dg. 

An LIFT 17sate seldom has a titre higher than 5 x 108  A 
particles per ml which compares with 10

10 per ml for an LFT. The 

numbers of transducing and normal A particles in an HFT lysate.are 

usually very nearly equivalent. Physical separation of the two types 

in a mixture, and hence the preparation of pure stocks of A dg is 
facilitated by the different densities of the two types (Weigle, 

Meselson and Paigen, 1959). It has been demonstrated that the or 
segregants which arise from a heterogenote are mostly non—lysogenic 

and this suggests that the defective prophage and exogenes remain 

physically attached during bacterial growth and can therefore be lost 

as a unit. Lederberg (1960) has shown that a few of these ELI—

segregants yield HFT lysates, on induction, containing phages 

recombinant for the g  regions of the endogenote and exogenote portions 

of the parental heterogenote. 

Transducing X dg phages which carry UV radiation damage show 
a slow decrease of their transducing ability, but, at the same time, 

their ability to form heterogenotes is rapidly lost (Arber, 1958, 1964). 

The transductant colonies formed by such "surviving" 	A dg contain as 

a rule only stable of cells, formed, it is thought, by integration of 

the 	markers from the ).dg genome into the recipient chromosome. 
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On the other hand, non—irradiated A dg particles transduce by the 

mechanism of lysogenization and thereby yield heterogenotes which are 

separable from stable transductants by virtue of the non—lysogenic 

nature of the latter. 	In the region of lover UV irradiation, both 

transduction mechanisms contribute to the formation of transductant 

colonies. The number of these colonies carrying A dg as a prophage 

decreases about parallel to the phage survival, whereas the number of 

stable .gal
+ decreases only slowly. At relatively low UV doses the 

frequency of stable transductants becomes greater than the frequency 

of heterogenotes and it is found that there may even be an increase in 

the total number of transductants obtained after slight UV irradiation. 

In explaining this phenomenon Arber (1964) postulates that non—irradiated 

Xdg has a probability of lysogenizing of only about one per cent, 

while the majority of the infected complexes are brought to lysis without, 

however, producing progeny phages, the A dg genome being defective. 

Low doses of UV inactivate not only the lysogenizing, but also the 

lytic, functions of the Xdg genome, while a considerable proportion 

of the gal markers remain intact and available for integration into 

the chromosome of the recipient cell. In order that stable integration 

can occur and yield viable transductant cells, it must be assumed that 

a good homology exists between the endo—sand exogenote. 

When the culture used as recipient is already lysogenic for X 

or when the process of ).dg transduction is accompanied by super—

infection with normal )\ (helper), then Arber was able to demonstrate 

that the curve for total transductants versus dose was almost the same 

as for a non—lysogenic recipient. However, some of the transductants, 

even at fairly high doses, were then heterogenotic rather than stable. 

Somehow the presence of the intact phage genome of the prophage helps 

to rescue the transducing phage as a complete structure, which cannot 

only transduce, but also lynogenize. This is apparently the result of 

a recombination that rescues them" part of the A dg away from the 

radiation damage. It has been concluded that since the heterogenotes 
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formed after A dg infection of A lysogens are overtly lysogenic 

they must still carry the original prophage and must therefore be double 

lysogens: if the Adg were to replace the prophage rather than to add 

to the recipient genome, the resulting heterogenote mould be a defective 

lysogen (Campbell, 1964). It is thought that substitutions of A 
prophage by \ dg can very rarely occur but it is more common in 

heteroimmune transductions where the immunity specificity of A dg 
differs from that of the prophage (Campbell and Balbinder, 1959). A 

further conclusion was that where double lysogeny exists the two 

prophages X and ,\ dg are arranged in tandem on the bacterial 

chromosome; Adg is thought to occupy a position between gal and A 
and the gal end of Xdg is adjacent to the SUSHA  end of A 
(Campbell, 1963; Calef and Fischer-Fantuzzi, 1963). Campbell 

proposed additionally that a second prophage in a double lysogen always 

adds between the first A and the Ea locus. 	The significance of this 

hypothesis will be emphasized in Part II of the Thesis. 

The relationship between prophage and the bacterial chromosome 

has been discussed above; Campbell (1962) suggested that, in the 

process of lysogenization a circular phage chromosome becomes linearly 

inserted in the bacterial genomo through a crossing over, and A dg is 
assumed to behave similarly. This process of insertion by crossing 

over would seem to be under the genetic control of the phage since 

lysogenization and heterogenote formation occur normally in the red 

K12 strains: on the other hand, the recombination event required to 

form stable al transductants must be controlled by the host bacterium 

since the rec mutants do not form stable transductants. Campbell 

(pers. comm.) has recently suggested that A phage possesses two 

recombination control mechanisms: one responsible for directing 

prophage attachment and the other implicated in phage recombination. 

The structural organization of heterogenotes has been studied by means 

of crosses between heterogenotic males and normally lysogenic females 

in E. coli K12 (Arditti and Fischer-Fantuzzi, 1965). This method of 
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analysis has provided confirmatory evidence that the transducing phage 

Adg is attached to the bacterial chromosome at the dal region, 

adjacent to A . Different Hfris were shown to transfer Xdg at 

about the same time and with the same frequency as they typically 

transfer the endogenotic gal region. 	With Hfrli, there was a gradient 

of appearance of markers of normal A from the male among the early 

heterogenotic recombinants and this was taken as an indication that the 

exogenote was transferred before normal A 	The conclusion of these 

authors that Adg insertion might occur at several sites in the ELI.. 

region has been extended by experiments which show that helping of the 

transducing phage Adg by Xh80, which is situated at a locus 

different from the normal site of Adg, can lead to the location of 

Xdg at the attachment site of the helper phage (Signer, 1965). This 

is interpreted as resulting from the homology which the two phages have 

in common and not to the formation of a recombinant transducing phage 

with altered specificity of attachment. 

With regard to the reehanism for the formation of Adg 

particles, fine genetic analysis of the process has revealed that 

independent Adg isolates differ in the exact extent of the region 

missing from the middle of the known linkage map, and that the endpoint 

of the region frequently falls within a cistron rather than between 

cistrons (Campbell, 1959, 1961). The missing regions of all the 

transducing lambda have a common core, which includes the h marker. 

The circularity of the phage chromosome and the reversal of phage 

markers in the prophage (see Section (d) of the Introduction) seen by 

Calef and Licciardello (1960) led Campbell (1962) to propose a model for 

Xdg formation that is illustrated in Figure 5. This model is 

essentially theoretical but seems to agree with experimental results 

and takes precedence over the more orthodox idea that the prophage 

is attached to, and not inserted into the bacterial chromosome. 

To conclude this account of transduction by Adg reference 

will be made to the rationale on which is based a new method, described 
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Figure 5. Possible mechanism for the formation of transducing 

Nfig particles. 

a. A linkage map of A indicating the region missing in 

Adg particles; the letters and numbers refer to 

identified gene loci. The missing region corresponds to 

the part of the linkage map between A and B. The A end 

of the region varies from one Adg strain to another 

while the B end shows no variability. 

b. The ml  region of the bacterial chromosome with A 

inserted in its prophage state (see Figure 4). 

c. d. and e. Normal induction would produce a lambda 

genome by a reversal of the lysogenization process 

(see Figure 4), so that, essentially, the segment whose 

endpoints fall within the duplicated segment represented 

by the thick line is removed from the chromosome. In 

rare, abnormal case a segment such as that indicated 

by the loop in c. might be taken out instead; that is, 

as far as the prophage is concerned, the deletion of phage 

material accompanying gene pick—up is terminal rather than 

interstitial. The end of the incorporated gal region that 

lies close to m5 varies from strain to strain and this 

variation may be taken to reflect the imprecision of the 

event. 

47. 
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in Part I of the Thesis, for selecting bacterial mutants with defective 

recombining ability. It has been seen that simultaneous infection of 

a sensitive recipient with )'.dg and non—transducing )k increases the 

probability of transduction and causes the cell to become lysogenic. 

Transductants obtained from an infection with heavily irradiated > dg 

result mainly from recombination between the AEC marker and the 

bacterial genome, Whereas infection without irradiation leads mainly 

to the formation of lysogenic heterogenotes (Arber, 1964). Thus, 

for the purpose of selecting rec mutants, which will not allow 

recombination between the mi. marker of the Xdg and the bacterial 

genome, Ea—  bacteria are infected with UV irradiated A dg; any 

colonies which remain EA—  may represent bacteria which cannot 

incorporate the m!+ marker from the Adg because of their deficient 
recombination function. 



IDERMIMUITAL INVESTIGATIONS 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

a) Materials  

i) Bacterial strains. The bacteria referred to in this Thesis are 

listed in Table 1. 	They are all strains of Escherichia coli. The 

orientation of transfer of the Hfr strains is shown in Figure 6. 

ii) Bacteriophages. 

X . Wild type. 

Xc. Clear plaque mutant of A . 

Xv. Virulent mutant of X . 

Xc1 857 ind—. Sussman and Jacob (1962). Obtained from 

Dr. R. Weisberg (M.R.C. Microbial Genetics Research Unit). 

857 mutation: controls heat induction. ind—  mutation: 

insensitive to UV induction. 

434. Kaider and Jacob (1957). A temperate phage related to A . 

434 hy2 c
+ 
h. Obtained from Dr. R. Thomas (University of Brussels) 

as a prophage in R30. 

Derivation: 434hy (Laiser and Jacob)-4434 by c II 119 (Kaiser) 

+ )02 (Weigle)--4.434hy2C41. A hybrid phage with the immunity 

determining region of phage 434 and the rest of its chromosome 

from phage A 

49. 



TABLE 1. 

Bacterial Strains 

50. 

Strain 

AB1157 

AB2463 

1111152 

JE-1 

JE-2 

AB1886 

W945 

C600 

CR63 

E. coli C 

E. coli B 

1130 

W4520  

Genotype 

thr: leu: thi: pro.: 
arg_ his _lac _gal 
xyl arab map Ti

s  

T48  TG 	S 

thr: leu t• hi pro: 
arg_ his _lac _gal 
xyl 	arab map Ti s 
T48  T6r 	S rec 

gal  The  Xs  Sr  rec 

thr leu t• hi ara 
lac gal-  A-  X8  Sr  

mob 

thr leu thi ara 
lac gal-  ›C- 
S rec 

- 
thr leu thipro - 
arg_ his lac _gal 
xyl arab map Tls  
T4s  T6r  ›\15  S uvr- 

thr: leu t• hi - lac 
ara 	- A S  Sr  

•M/0 	 VMS 

thr leu thi lac 
Tlr  T6s  )\ Sr  

gal - met S• s  

F status 

F 

F 

F 

r- 

F- 

F- 

F- 

F 

- 

F 

r- 

17- 

F-gal+  

Origin 

Obtained from 
Dr. P. Howard-Flanders 
(Yale University). 

A mutant of AB1157. 

Obtained from 
Dr. D. Meselson 
(Harvard University). 
A mutant of W3102. 

This thesis. A mutant 
of W943. 

This thesis. A mutant 
of W945. 

Obtained from 
Dr. P. Howard-Flanders. 

Cavalli and Jinks (1956). 

Appleyard (1954). 

Appleyard et al (1956). 

Wild type 

Wild type 

Obtained from 
Dr. R. Thomas. 
C600 with 434 by prophage 
Hirota and Sneath (1961) 
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Table 1. (contd..) 

Strain Genotype F status Origin 

W1655 met-  gal+  A 	Al.  F-gal-  Lederberg and Lederberg 
T68  S (1953). 

J62 pro 	try 	his 	lac F Clowes and Rowley (1954). 

AB311 thr 	ieu thi 	lac H Hfr Taylor and Adelberg (196. 0 
T68  A' Sr  
- 

AB312 thr 	leu lac 	T18  Hfr Taylor and Adelberg (1960). 
T68  Adef. Sr  

AB313 thr-  leu-  lac-  T18  Hfr Taylor and Adelberg (1960). 
T68  )def. Sr  

H thi 	thy'''.  T68 	A8  Hfr Hayes (1953a). 
S8  

RI met-  T18  T68  Ss  A+  Hfr Reeves (1959). 

R4 - 	B 	8 	, S8 met 	T1 	T6  Hfr Reeves (1959). 

B10 met-  T18  T68  A Hfr Obtained from Dr. P. Broda 
\i-  S8  (7..R.C. Yicrobial Genetics 

B11 met T18  T68  A-x r Ss Hfr 

Research Unit). 

Obtained from Dr. P. Broda 

The following abbreviations are used: thr - threonine; leu -leucine; 
thi - thiamin (B1); pro - proline; arg arginine; his - histidine; 
thy - thymine; try - tryptophan; gal - galactose; lac - lactose; 
xyl - xylose; ara - arabinose; mal - maltose; mtl - yannitol; 
S - streptomycin. 
Other symbols used are: 	resistance; a - sensitivity; 
(A ) - lysogenic for . parkers on the F - prime factor of 
F-priTe donors are indicated as shown in the+following example: 
F-gal . 	Genetic markers in the wild-type ( ) condition are omitted 
from the strain designations, except where markers are carried on 
F - prime factors. 
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Figure 6. The genetic map of Escherichia coli K 12. 

The map shows the location of loci pertinant to 

this Thesis. Arrows indicate points of origin 

of the Hfr strains employed. The abbreviations 

are the same as those used in Table 1. 

53. 
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21 b2  . Obtained from Professor R. Pritchard (University of 

Leicester). A temperate phage which has received the b2  

character from phage A in a phage cross. A b2 has a deletion 

in the b2 region of its chromosome. 

I' 1 kc. Lennox (1955). 

P2. 	Bertani (1951). 

T2. Wild type. 

>AK. Arber (1960b). Derived from W3350 (A ).1.  (Adg)+  gal—  . 

A defective variant of A able to transduce gal+  . 

T4. Wild type. 

T4r1I Benzer (1955). 

iii) Media. The composition of all media is given in terms of grams 

per litre of distilled water for each constituent. 

Nutrient broth. Oxoid No. 2 nutrient broth, 25. 

Difco broth. Difco Bacto peptone. 15; Difco nutrient broth, 8; 

NaC1, 8; glucose, 1. 

Minimal medium. As described by Tatum and Lederberg (1947), but 

lacking asparagine. 

M9 medium. Na2111)04  (anhydr.),6; KII2PO4  (anhydr.)3; NaC1, O.5; 

NII4C1, 1; glucose, 4; YgSO4, 0.25; CaC12, 0.015; gelatin, 0.01 

Supplemented, where indicated as M9+AA, by Difco casamino acids,l. 

Nutrient and minimal agar. The appropriate liquid media were 

supplemented with Davis New Zealand agar, 12.5 and 15 

respectively. 

Soft agar. Difco Bacto agar, 6. 
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Tryptone agar. Oxoid tryptone, 10; Difco Bacto agar, 10; 

NaCl, 8; glucose, 1. 

E.M.B. agar. As described by Lederberg (1950). 

Streptomycin. Added to a final concentration of 250/ug/ml. 

Minimal agar supplements. Amino-acids were added to a final 

concentration of 20 rg/ml. Thiamine (Vitamin B 1) was added 

to a final concentration of 1/4-g/ml. 

iv) Reagents. 

0 - azauracil (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A.). 

N - methyl - N' - nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (R.E. Emanuel Ltd., 

Reading). 

b) Methods. 

i) Phage stocks. To prepare a phage stock a plaque was stabbed with 

a platinum mire and transferred to a broth culture of the host 

bacterium grown with aeration to a concentration of 5 x 10
7 cells per 

ml. The infected culture was aerated for 4 hours before inducing 

lysis with CHCL3. 

Other general phage techniques used are described by 

Adams (1050). 

ii) Bacterial cultures. Stock cultures were maintained at 4°C on 

tryptone agar slopes. 

Bacteria used as indicators for phage assays were 

stationary-phase cultures, containing about 109  viable cells per ml, 

prepared by inoculating 5 ml of nutrient broth and incubating 

overnight without aeration. 

Logarithmic phase cultures were obtained by diluting 

overnight cultures 1/10 in the appropriate medium and incubating 

at 37°C, with aeration on a rotor, to the desired concentration. 

The rotor (inclined turntable) ran at 33 rpm. 

iii) Bacterial crosses. Dohor and recipient strains were grown 

to log phase in broth with aeration on a rotor at 37°C and then 

mixed in appropriate volume ratios according to the cross. Where 

interruption of mating was required, the mating bacteria were 
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separated by violent agitation for 30 sec in small, screw-capped 

bottles on a Microid flask shaker running at full speed. 

To contraselect the donor strain either streptomycin was 

incorporated in the plating medium to a concentration of 250/ag per 

ml, where the donor was Ss, or an essential growth factor for the 

donor was omitted from the medium, or, in the case of a TO sensitive 

donor, the mating mixture was treated with T6 phage. For this 

purpose a sample of the mating mixture was transferred to a suspension 

of T6 phage containing 1010  particles per ml, followed by mixing and 

incubation for 15 min at 37°C. Where T6 phage was the only 

contraselection used, a check was made of the number of TGr  donor cells 

as a control. 

Recombinant colonies were selected by spreading undiluted 

or diluted aliquots of the washed, resuspended cells from the 

centrifuged mating mixture on appropriate solid media. The cells 

were washed, resuspended and diluted in buffer. To score for 

unselected markers, recombinant colonies were either replica-plated 

(Lederberg and Lederberg, 1952), or picked and, after purification, 

streaked on appropriate media. 

iv) Preparation of lysates of P1 phage. P1 transducing lysates were 

obtained as plate stocks. For optimal adsorption of P1 to 1(12 strains, 

bacteria from an overnight culture were grown to 3 - 5 x 108 cells 
per ml at 37°C and CaC12  was then added to 0.002M before aerating for 

a further 10 min at 37°C. About 2 x le of the donor bacteria were 

plated in soft agar together with about 107  preadsorbed P1 phage 

particles (diluted in 0.02 M MgSO4) on NA plates. After incubating 

for 24 hr. at 37°C 1 ml of nutrient broth was added to the surface of 

the plate. After further incubation for one hour the surface layer 

was collected, chloroformed and centrifuged. Such lysates were 

sterile and had titres ranging from 10
10 - 1011 particles per mi. 

Usually higher titres were obtained with A -sensitive than with 

)\-lysogenic hosts. 
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v) Ultraviolet light irradiation. Ultraviolet light (UV) irradiation 

was carried out with a 15 mutt Hanovia Bactericidal Ultraviolet Unit 

with the suspension placed at a distance of 29 cm from the centre of 

the lamp (intensity: 3.0 ergimm2/sec at a distance of 57 cm). Except 

where stated otherwise, phages or bacteria in complex media were 

resuspended in buffer and 3 ml samples were irradiated in uncovered 

watchglasses. 

vi) X—ray irradiation.  A Philips X—ray machine was used as the source 
of X—rays and irradiation was carried out at 250 EVE  15 ma without 

Gadded filtration. The dose rate was equivalent to 1.3 Eilorads 

per min. 20 ml of the suspension in buffer to be irradiated were 

placed in a cylindrical glass irradiation vessel and bubbled with 

oxygen; 1.5 ml samples were withdrawn after each dose and diluted for 

assay. 

vii) Adg infection and selection of non—transducing mutants. 

Preliminary tests carried out to ascertain the best method for 

detecting the presence or absence of transduction by Adg indicated 

that a problem existed with regard to determining the phenotypic change 

from JEL1 to gal+  in colonies plated from a A dg treated lac culture. 

Two types of agar media, EV.B and deoxycholate (leynell and Leynell, 

1965) were tested for their efficiency in detecting the genetic change 

from .01.—  to Az. EMB agar was chosen for use in further experiments. 

Where a culture is to be tested simply for the occurrence or not of 

transduction there is no difficulty: a mixture of the bacterial cells 

plus X  dg lysate is spread onto galactose EMB agar to give a confluent 

lawn. After incubation for 2-3 days transduction clones selected by 

this method develop in a heavy background of unchanged cells. The 

positive clones form papillate outgrowths from the negative background. 

However, the use of EMB agar, with added galactose, as an indicator for 

the change in isolated colonies is less effective. 	Isolated positive 

colonies are deeply coloured while negative colonies remain translucent. 

A third class of colony type is also apparent: the mosaic colonies, 

which range in appearance from clearly sectored colonies to those which 

are barely distinguishable from negative colonies at one extreme or 
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from positive colonies at the other. The occurrence of the moxaic 

colonies, as well as a proportion of thegal-  colonies, is explained 

on the basis of the unstable nature of the 221 clones formed by 

transduction; the galactose-positives continue to segregate galactose 

negative progeny, that is, they behave as if heterozygous for a single 

gene or short chromosome segment (see Introduction). Instability 

among the transduction clones is quite frequent; an estimate of the 

frequency of segregation was obtained from the incidence of .gta-  in 

small clones of heterogenotes and the value obtained for the 

probability of segregation per bacterial division was 3.4 x 10 3. 

A proportion of the 
m1+ 

colonies represent spontaneous reversions of 

them) cells. Stable gal
+ 
 transductants do not give rise to La 

segregants because of recombinational integration of the g2l.  marker 

into the bacterial genome. 

Thus, the colonies from a A dg treated gal bacterial 

culture which appear al: on DO agar medium may represent segregants, 

X-resistant cells, or cells which cannot be trunsduced by A dg 
because of a defect in the bacterial recombining mechanism whose 

function is required for insertion of the Adg gal marker into the 

bacterial chromosome. 

Samples of the NG treated culture of the gal mutant 

were centrifuged and the cells washed and resuspended in 0.0I11 MgSO4  

(to encourage X adsorption) to a concentration of about 107 cells per 
ml. 1 ml aliquots were added to 0.1 ml samples of the transducing 

phage lysate, irradiated previously with UV light (1000 ergimm2) to 

give a multiplicity of 1-5. The A dg lysate had been prepared by 

UV induction of a K12 double lysogen containing A and light A dg 
followed by purification in a density gradient (Spinco ultracentrifuge), 

and consequently contained a reduced proportion of wild-type A or 

'helper' A . The separation of A dg and A by this method depends 
on the different densities of the two phage types (Weigle, Meselson 

and Paigen, 1959). The phage lysate was irradiated in a dilution of 
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2 x 10
7 plaque forming units per ml. After incubating the infected 

bacteria for 30 min at 37°C, 0.1 ml samples of suitable dilutions were 

spread on EMB galactose agar plates which were then incubated for 24 hr 

at 37°C. Any colonies which remained ma' were picked for further 

examination and tested again for transduction by irradiated 	A dg. 

Use was made of the technique of looking for pink papillae on a lawn of 

the treated bacteria, the presence of papillae, at a frequency higher 

than that of spontaneous or revertants on control plates, being taken 

as an indication of transduction. 

viii) .\ dg transduction: determination of the frequency of spontaneous  

of revertants and ol transductants. Use was made of the previously 

mentioned technique of detecting Ell+  clones (papillate outgrowths) on a 

Lai background lawn spread on galactose EMB plates; the difficulty 

encountered in distinguishing between definite of colonies and mosaic 

colonies ruled out the possibility of examining isolated colonies on 

EMB agar. The method eventually employed consisted essentially of 

spotting measured volumes of appropriate dilutions of the transduction 

mixture (bacteria plus LIFT lysate) onto a confluent lawn of a double 

_gar-  Nr  K12 strain which had the property of yielding no of 

revertants, because of its double ol nature, and no mif  transductants, 
because of its ,X resistance. The transducing efficiency may then be 

expressed as the ratio of the number of loa papillae to the total 

number of colonies spotted onto the plate. Spontaneously occurring 

of papillae are smaller than those resulting from transduction by )1g. 

ix) Selection of auxotrophs in rec bacteria. A culture of JE-1 grown 

overnight in M9 medium supplemented with amino acids (about 5 x 108 

bacteria per ml), was diluted 1:10 in tryptone broth containing 

nitrosoguanidine at a concentration of 100//)per ml (Mandell and 

Greenberg, 1960). This mixture was incubated with aeration in a 

water-bath at 37°C and samples withdrawn at 15, 60 and 90 min intervals. 

Mutations in the direction from prototrophy to auxotrophy are difficult 

to obtain because there is no automatic selection for the mutants 
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produced; in rec bacteria the problem is even more acute (see Part I). 

Accordingly, to select for auxotrophs among the prototrophs present in 

each sample withdrawn from the NG treated culture, the samples were 

diluted first in buffer and then in nutrient broth, incubated at 37°C 

overnight, and then centrifuged, washed in buffer and the cells 

resuspended in appropriately supplemented minimal medium containing 

250 µj 	ml of penicillin. In the presence of penicillin the 

prototrophs will be killed as soon as they start to metabolize but the 

auxotrophs being unable to grow, will remain viable (Davis, 1948; 

Lederberg, 1950). The penicillin—treated culture was diluted and 

spread on initial plates of NA; the resulting colonies were then 

sampled with a velveteen pad and printed to replica plates containing 

minimal agar appropriately supplemented to identify his auxotrophs. 

When the initial and replica plates were compared, colonies of 

auxotrophic mutants growing on the initial plates were recognised by 

their absence from the replica plates when the two were superimposed. 

The auxotroph colonies were then purified by replating, checked for 

auxotrophy and their identity with the original strain. Only a very 

small proportion of the presumptive auxotrophic isolates, identified 

by their initial failure to grow on supplemented MA lacking histidine, 

turned out to be stable mutants. 

x) Isolation of J62 donors with increased fertility. Approximately 

108  crashed cells from an exponential broth culture of the F
+ strain, 

J62(710), were spread uniformly over the surface of minimal agar plates 

supplemented with the nutritional requirements of the strain. The 

cells were then exposed to ultraviolet irradiation at dose levels 

sufficient to allow 300 to 600 colony-forming survivors per plate. 

After incubating at 37°  C for 48 hr the plates were replicated 

(Lederberg and Lederberg, 1952) to two plates of selective medium on 

which 10 washed cella of the F strain, W945, had been spread over the 9 
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agar sueface, and onto a third control plate of selective medium 

without F cells. Thus, to select a variant with high fertility, 

which retains the markers km Im7, and his the UV irradiated 

master plates, containing surviving colonies of strain J62F
+ 
 (pro'  

his ), were replicated onto test plates of strain W45F (thr leu 

thi ) on a medium selective for thr
+ 
 leu thi recombinants. 

Recombinants would arise where J62 was able to transfer thr
+ 

and leu
+ 

to the 5945 strain. The J62 would not grow because proline, tryptophan 

and histidine were absent from the plates and the 51945 would not grow 

because threonine and leucine were missing. Any of the J62 colonies 

on the master plates which gave rise to recombinant colonies on the 

selective plates were then isolated. These were tested first for 

maleness by spotting phage/AA- onto confluent lawns on agar plates 

(Dettori et al, 1961) and then for donor properties in crosses with the 

F strain W945 (Hayes, 1957; Adelberg and Burns, 1960). Selection 

was made for thrt leu Sr  recombinants and three of the selected 

colonies, out of a total of forty tested, were shown to transfer the 

chromosomal segment on which the markers thr and leu lie, but only with 

a relatively low recombining frequency. 

xi)  .\ lysogenization and induction. Bacterial survivors were picked 

from the centre of 20-50 isolated plaques formed by temperate A on 

each host and purified by streaking two times on NA plates. The 

colonies obtained in this way were replicated to plates seeded with 

>N.-sensitive indicator; some of these plates were then irradiated with 

UV light for 30 sec and all plates were incubated at 37°C for 24 hr. 

For the rec
+ strains and the mutant JE-2, colonies liberating phages 

were picked and streaked out twice on agar for isolation. No phage 

was liberated by the rec strains AB2463 and }M152 either spontaneously 

or after UV irradiation: in this case a random selection of colonies 

were picked and isolated in the same way. All isolated colonies were 

then transferred to nutrient broth and, after overnight incubation 

each culture was lawned on a nutrient agar plate and its sensitivity to 
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phages Av, Ac, T4 and T4rII tested by spotting each phage onto the 

lawn. /\ lysogenic bacteria arc characterized by their inability to 

plate phages Ac and T4rII; phages Av and T4 served as controls 

for detecting 	)\-resistant and T4-resistant colonies. 

xii) Prophase curing. 

UV light treatment. In the case of the inducible lysogens AB1157( )* )4- 
and AB2463(A )+III  two methods were examined. In the first, about 

5 x 107 cells from a freshly grown culture were seeded on EMB agar 
plates. The plates were then irradiated with different doses of UV 

/ 	1 (tf about 25(... erg/mm2  ) and incubated overnight. Among survivors 
cured clones can be detected where spots of red mottling appear in a 

usually pink colony. The red colour is presumably due to a reaction 

of the eosin methylene blue indicator with some product of the lysis 

of sensitive cells by phage liberated from the rest of the lysogenized 

population in the colony; picking these spots and reisolating cells on 

plates spread with anti-A serum gave a proportion of non-infected 

cured cells. In the second method, suspensions in buffer of young 

cultures of the bacteria were irradiated with a dose of UV light 

calculated to leave 1 survivors. After irradiation the cells were 

centrifuged and resuspended in nutrient broth to which anti-A serum 

had been added (K.10) and the suspension incubated at 37°C for 3 hr to 

allow time for expression of the non-lysogenic character. Samples were 

then spread on NA plates and the lysogenic and non-lysogenic character 

of colonies formed determined by replicating to NA plates seeded with 

bacteria sensitive to phage A . Any colonies not producing phage were 

isolated and their non-lysogenic or defective character examined. In 

the case of non-inducible lysogens AB2463(A )4.' and 1.31152(A )F, bacterial 
suspensions were treated and spread on NA plates as described in the 

second method above and the lysogenic or non-lysogenic nature of 
colonies formed was determined by picking each colony into broth, 

incubating at 37°C overnight, lawning on NA plates and spotting on phages 

>1 / 4  c, 	Av, T4 and T4rII. 
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Carbon source (glucose) starvation. Each lysogenic strain was grown 

overnight, in minimal medium containing only 	of the usual glucose 

concentration followed by spreading samples, from appropriate dilutions, 

on NA plates. The lyosgenic or non—lysogenic nature of colonies 

formed was determined in the manner described above for inducible and 

non—inducible lysogens (second UV irradiation method). 

Superinfection with phase 21b2. A young broth culture of each A lysogen 
was infected with phage 21b2 at a multiplicity of 5 and the mixture 

incubated at 37°C for 20 min before appropriate dilution and spreading 

aliquots on 1:A plates. Non—lysogenic survivors were identified by 
their negative response to UV induction, in the case of inducible 

lysogens, and their sensitivity to phage 	v, A c, T4 and T4r1I in the 

case of non—inducible lysogens. 

viii) Preparation oft  and lysogenization with, X c1857,ind 

Phage >1/4 c1657,ind—  was received as a prophage in Hfr "U" 

the Bl—  which was grown at 30°C in broth or on NA supplemented with 
100, per ml of thymine. To obtain a stock of the phage an exponential 

culture of the bacterial culture was incubated at 40°C for 20 min 

followed by incubation at 37°C for 90 min, by which time lysis was 

complete. CHCL3  was added to the lysate followed by centrifugation 

and addition of 0.01 M MgSO4 to stabilize the phage. The phage stock 

(with a titre of 4 x 108  particles per ml) obtained in this way was 

used for lysogenizing strains AB2463 and AB1157. After spotting the 

phage onto lawns of each strain on NA plates and incutv:ting the plates 

for 24 hr at 30°, lysogenic colonies were picked from lytic areas and 

purified by restreaking twice on NA. Broth cultures of single colonies 

were tested for lysogeny by examining their response to phages A 
Xv, T4 and T4rII spotted onto a lawn of each strain on NA plates. 
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PART I. 

A comparOive study of the characteristics of the mutant strain, 

JE-2, and rec mutants isolated in other laboratories. 

a) Introduction  

Workers in other laboratories concerned with examining the 

properties of recombination—deficient mutants of Escherichia—coli have 

focussed attention particularly on the increase in radiation sensitivity 

associated with the rec mutation, and this mutation has been interpretec 

to involve a loss of the capacity to restore physical breaks in 

chromosomal DNA (see Introduction). It seemed possible that rec 

mutants isolated independently, by different methods, would differ in 

respect of this and of other characteristics. Part I of this Thesis 

is concerned with an investigation of this possibility. 

For the purpose of comparing the properties of a number of 

rec strains, the mutants AB2463 and MM152 were obtained from Dr. P. 

Howard—Flanders and Dr. M. Meselson, respectively. Strain AB2463 was 

derived from AB1157: a nitrosoguanidine—treated stock was screened for 

mutants showing a pronounced sensitivity to X—rays and among the X—ray 

sensitive strains obtained in this way were found a number of mutants 

which, in addition to being radiation—sensitive, were not able to 

recombine (Howard—Flanders and Theriot, 1966). The parental strain for 

mutant MM152 was W3102, the gal-2 mutant of Lederberg (Lederberg, 1960; 

Adler and Kaiser, 1963) and 121152 was derived from this strain by the 

technique of infecting the ma. bacteria with an F—gal strain which 

was Eal in the same gene (different locus) and selecting those 

recipients not giving .gae recombinants. Because of their shared 

property of pronounced radiation—sensitivity these strains, AB2463 

and MM152, can be reasonably assumed to have arisen as the result of 

a mutation at the same or similar stage in the series of enzyme—

mediated steps responsible for recombination and DNA repair (see 
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Introduction). With the idea in mind that a radically different 

selection procedure might throw up a rec mutant with phenotypic 

properties indicative of an independent mutation at one of several 

other alternative steps in the recombination process and, in particular, 

in order to investigate the relation between bacterial recombination and 

bacteriophage integration into the host cell, a previously untested 

method of looking for rec mutants was investigated. The method used 

was one examined briefly by Professor Symonds earlier, in this 

laboratory, and involved the screening of a mutagenized p —   stock of 

E. coli K12 for mutants which could not incorporate and express the 

gal marker derived from the defective transddcing phage, dg. It was 

envisaged that A dg, before UV irradiation, would be capable of 

forming ELI+  heterogenotes in both rec+  and rec bacteria, the 

recombination event required for this lysogenization process being 

mediated by the Ndg, but stablejga

+ 

 transductants would not arise 

in rec mutants. Formation of the stable type requires the functional 

integrity of the bacterial recombination mechanism. After UV treatment 

of Xdg (see Introduction), any ag colonies arising from X dg 

infected bacteria would result from stable 011-  transduction, that is, 

from recombination between the gq.
+
marker of the A dg and the bacterial 

chromosome, since the lysogenizing capacity of the phage is inactivated. 

Thus, among gal_ colonies appearing after plating a culture of 

mutagenized 	cells, infected with UV—irradiated Xdg, might be 

found a very small proportion of non—recombining mutants. 

The techniques used in this new selection procedure are 

described in section (i) below and the properties of a recombination—

deficient mutant, arising from these experiments, are compared and 

contrasted with those of the mutants AB2463 and LM152 in the remaining 

sections of Part I. Conjugation experiments, between Hfr donors and 

the three rec strains, designed to determine, in each strain, the 

location of the bacterial chromosome of the gene or genes that control 

the ability to recombine, are described in section (viii). 
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b) Results. 

i) Mutagenesis by W-methyl-NI-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine in Escherichia  

coli K12. The bacterial strain chosen as the parental type for use in 

experiments designed to introduce a rec mutation into Escherichia coli  

E12 was W945, a galactose fermenting F strain. A A.217 variant of 

W945, designated JE-1, was isolated by treating 1V945 211.4-with the 

mutagen 1-methyl, 3-nitro, 1-nitrosoguanidine (Mandell and Greenberg, 

1060; Adelberg, Mandel and Chen, 1965) and screening treated cells 

forma-  character by plating on eosin methylene blue (EMB) plates. 

In view of the claim that nitrosoguanidine (NG) (Mandell 

and Greenberg, 1060; Adelberg, Mandel and Chen, 1965) is the most 

potent chemical mutagen yet discovered and the demonstration that a 

consequence of its use is the high probability that every cell will be 

mutated at more than one site, a study was carried out initially to 

determine the optimal conditions for NG treatment. Clearly, for the 

purpose of selecting a gal-  mutant, which is likely to arise with a 

reasonable frequency, the ideal dose will be one that will just induce 

the requisite mutation and not introduce other undesirable mutations. 

On the other hand, for the isolation of a rec mutation, which is 

likely to occur with a very low frequency, the optimum dose will be 

the one that has the maximum mutagenic effect. 

To determine the functional relationship between survival 

and mutagenesis on one hand and time on the other, use vas made of 

the phenomenon that host-modified 	which arises by phage growth in 

Escherichia coli strain C, plates with an efficiency of 103 to 10
-4 on 

E. coli strain R12 when infection is performed at low multiplicity 

(Bertani and Weigle, 1053). The occasional infection which results 

arises from the presence in R12 populations of rare cells in which 

X.0 is capable of multiplying. Mutagenic treatment of a 1(12 culture 

induces the appearance of non-restricting mutants; that is, the number 

of cells in which A.0 can replicate rises and this is reflected in an 

increased plating efficiency that reaches a maximum value at the point 
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where the maximum number of non-restricting mutants occurs. Above the 

optimum inducing dose of nitrosoguanidine the number of mutants 

appearing decreases as the inactivating effect of the mutagen takes 

precedence over its mutagenic effect. The ability of the exceptional 

cells present in the K12 population to accept A .0 and produce A.1(12 

implies that the host specificity which determines the type of entering 

phage that can multiply (the host restricting function) can change 

without affecting the host specificity that determines the type of phage 

produced (the host modifying function) and hence, that these two 

activities are performed by separate host systems. 

Tables 2 and 3 give values for survival and mutagenesis 
for NG treated E-coli K12  cells, as functions of time and dose 

respectively. It will be seen that the optimum dose level for 

maximum mutation induction, under the conditions of the experiment 

described, is about 10/4-g per ml and the optimum treatment time falls 

between 10 and 20 minutes. 

A As!: variant of W945, designated JE-1, was isolated by 

treating W945 Ani" with NG at a concentration of 1/4-g per ml for 

10 min under the conditions described in Table 3. Prior to plating, 

the washed cells were diluted into nutrient broth and incubated at 

37°C for 4 hr, to permit segregation and phenotypic expression of 

mutations. Samples were then withdrawn and screened for Elf mutants 

by plating appropriate dilutions on eosin methylene blue (J B) plates. 

The JE-1 ja.1.: mutant selected in this manner was examined 

for identity with the parent strain and then treated with NG at a 

concentration of 10/A4g per ml for 15 min to encourage the appearance 

of recombination-deficient mutants. The dose of NG was that previously 
shown to have the maximum inducing effect and the method of treatment 

was the same as that used in selecting for the mg: mutant. After 
incubation at 37°C for 4 hr, samples of the treated culture were 

withdrawn and used in experiments with the defective transducing 

phage, Adg. 

The technique used in the selection of non-transducing 



TABLE 2 

Survival and mutagenesis as a function of time 

Treatment 
time 
(min) 

Survival 
(per cent) 

Titre of 	A .0 on K12 cells 
(per ml) 

0 
5 
10 
15 
20 
30 
40 

100 
96 
44 
35.2 
21.8 
11 
6.5 

3.7 x 105 

4.7 x 106 9.2 x 106 7.2 x 106 8.0 x 10 
3.1 x 10

6  

9.4 x 105 

Log phase cells at about 2 x 108 per ml, grown in nutrient 
broth, wege collected, washed and treated, at a concentration 
of 6 x 10 cells per ml, with 20/µg per ml of 1-methyl, 
3-nitro, 1-nitrosoguanidige in buffer, at pH 6.0. The 
culture was aerated at 37 C and at the appropriate time 
intervals samples were withdrawn, the cells centrifuged, 
washed and resuspended in nutrient broth. Serial dilutions 
were plated on nutrient agar for survivors. To examine 
the plating efficiency of A.0 on the treated cells 0.1 ml 
samples of the undiluted suspension were plated with 0.1 ml 
samples of serial dilutions of phage X.0 in soft agar on 
tryptone agar plates. The A.0 titre, assayed on E. coli C, 
was 7.1 x 108  particles per ml. 
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TABLE 3 

Survival and mutagenesis as a function of dose 

Nitrosoguanidine 
concentration 
(pg per ml) 

Survival 
(per cent) 

Titre of h.0 on K12 cells 
(per ml) 

0 
2.5 
5.0 
10.0 
20.0 
40.0 

100 
89.2 
41.1 
30 
16.3 
2.7 

n 
4 x 10-  6 1.4 x 106 1.9 x 106 4.3 x 106 2.0 x 10 
2.4 x 105 

Log phase cells at about 2 x 10
8 per ml, grown in nutrient 

broth, were collected, washed and treated at a cell concentration 
of 8 x 108  cells per ml with the appropriate dose of NG in buffer, 
at pH 6.0. 	After aeration at 37°C for 20 min, samples were 
withdrawn and the cells centrifuged, washed and resuspended in 
nutrient broth. Serial dilutions were plated on nutrient agar 
for survivors. 0.1 ml samples of the undiluted suspension 
were plated with 0.1 ml samples of serial dilutions of ).0 in 
soft agar on tryptone agar plates. 
The >1/4 .0 titre, assayed on E. coli Cf  was 9.5 x 10

8 
particles 

per ml. 
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mutants of JE-1 is described under Methods. Of approximately 

1000 colonies which remained ELI-  after the initial examination for 

transduction by irradiated A dg, 17 were shown to give little or no 

stable za+  transduction after further examination and testing again 

with the irradiated transducing phage. Since their property of 

remaining gal-  after infection with \ dg is a trait which would 

characterize most bacteria of other genera, care was taken to establish 

the relation of the isolated mutants with the parent strain, JE-1, and 

to determine that the characteristic was not due merely to their being 

resistant to infection by phage 	The mutants chosen for further 

examination were those that were found to be morphologically similar 

to JE-1 by microscopic examination, and phenotypically similar to 

JE--1 in respect of their growth factor requirements, their sugar 

fermentation reactions and their response to streptomycin and infection 

with phage 

ii) Chromosome transfer, Eenetic recombination and zygotic induction. 

A comparison was made of the ability of the REL3. JE mutants, whose 

isolation was described in the previous section, and the F rec 

mutants, isolated by Howard-Flanders and Meselson, to conjugate with 

and form recombinants with Hfr donor strains. Table 4 shows the 

numbers of recombinants formed in these crosses. Of the 17 JE mutants 

tested only one strain, JD-21 vas appreciably recombination-deficient, 

although others had lower levels of recombination than JE-1; the 

table gives values for strain JE-2 only. 

It is seen that the mutants MM152 and AB2463 form less than 

17L of the normal numbers of recombinants in crosses in which the part 

of the Hfr chromosome near thr and .1..tju in the case of AB2463, and 

near gal in the case of MM152, is introduced. In the cross with 

JE-2 the yield of recombinants is low enough for the mutant to be 

considered defective in its mechanism for forming recombinants. 

In another experiment, HfrH, a streptomycin-sensitive donor 

strain, was crossed to the streptomycin-resistant JE-1 and JE-2 strains. 
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TABLE 4. 

Recombination among rec
+ 
and rec F strains 

Conjugation pairs Frequency recombinants 

per input 100 Hfr Donor (0) Recipient (Sr) Selected markers 

HfrH 
HfrH 
Hfril 
HfrH 
HfrH 
Hfril 

I 	 

AB1157 

JE-1 

JE-1 
MM152 

AB2463 4.0 

JEr-2 6.1 

thr+  len.1- Sr 

thr+  leu+ Sr 

thr+ len+ Sr 

thr+  le12+  Sr  
gal+ Sr  
gal+ Sr 

8.0 
x 10-3 

13.7 
x 10-2 

6.1 
7.4 x 10-3 

Overnight cultures of each strain were grown into log phage in 
nutrient broth at 37°C. 5 ml of the appropriate dilution of 
each young culture were mixed together to give a mixture with 
the approximate constitution 1 x 101  cells per ml of the donor 
and 2 x 108  cells per ml of the recipient. The mating mixture 
was incubated for 2 hr at 37°C unshaken, washed twice in 5 ml 
buffer and resuspended in 1 ml buffer. _ 0.1 ml samples were 
plated in triplicate either direct (rec crosses) or after 
10-' dilution (rec controls) on glucose liAmedium containing 
thiamine, histidine, arginine, proline and streptomycin 
(selection of thr+ leut Sr recombinants) or galactose MA: medium 
containing threonine, leucine, thiamine, histidine, arginine, 
proline and streptomycin (selection ofme Sr  recombinants). 
At time 0, Hfr bacteria were also platea-lin complex medium 
for determination of the input number of the minority parent. 
Since the wild-type parent for MM152 was not available, strain 
J131 was used as a control for the production of gal+ recombinants. 
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The results are plotted as a function of time in Figure 7 and confirm 

that, after two hours of mating, strain JE-2 gives only a very small 

fraction of the number of recombinants given by JE-1. In an experiment 

in which a donor strain carrying the F-prime factor, F-gal, vas crossed 

with J.&.1 and JE-2 it was found that the kinetics of formation of ELI
+ 

Sr  merodiploids was similar for both strains (Figure 8). Thus, 

the mutant cells participate in the formation of effective contacts 

and effective pairs and the transferred genetic material is not 

destroyed after entering the mutant cells. 

To test whether the recombination deficiency of the mutant 

JE-2 was due to restricted transfer of chromosomal material from the 

Hfr to the mutant cells, even though effective contacts are established, 

a cross was performed with a lambda lysogenic donor and the non-

lysogenic F strains, JE-1 and JE-2. Parallel experiments were 

performed using the non-lysogenic MM152, AB2463 and AB1157 as 

recipients. In Figure 9 are shown the results obtained for crosses 

between HfrH (A) Sr  and F strains JB-1, JE-2, AB1157 and AB2463. 

In this case leu S
r T6r recombinants were selected. Table 5 gives 

the results of crosses between HfrH (A )/-Sr  and F strains 1121152, 

AB1157 and AB2463, where Ana, Sr  T6r  recombinants were selected, the 

Ear marker being the only one available on strain W152. The results 

show that in strains JD-1 and AB1157 the kinetics of the formation of 

recombinants vas profoundly affected by zygotic induction -while in 

strains JE-2, AB2463 and 111152 very few or no recombinants were detected. 

The close linkage of prophage A to the character ical explains the very 
low proportion of + Sr recombinants, even in the case of the rec+ 

F strains (Wollman and Jacob, 1954; 1957). However, the kinetics 

of infective centre formation illustrated in Figure 9 demonstrates 

that chromosomal markers are transferred to the mutant strains although 

they are not inherited by recombinants. The frequency of zygotic 

induction of a prophage constitutes a measure of the frequency of its 

actual transfer from the Hfr donor bacteria to the F recipient bacteria 
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Figure 7. Kinetics of the formation of genetic recombinants in 

a cross between HfrH S°  and F strains JE-1 and JE-2. 

Growing cultures of the donor and recipient bacteria 

were mixed at time 0 (approximately 2 x 107 Hfr and 

4 x 108 F- bacteria per ml). 10 ml of the mixture 

were incubated without shaking at 37°C. At various 

times, samples were withdrawn and mechanically agitated 

on a shaker for 30 sec. Appropriate dilutions were 

then made and aliquots plated on medium selective for 

thrt leu+ Sr recombinants. 
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Figure 8. Kinetics of the formation of g Sr merodiploids in 

crosses between an F—gal donor, V4520 S5, and F Sr 

strains. 

5 ul of a young culture (about 4 x 108 cells per ml) 

of the F—gal donor were mixed with 5 ml of a young 

culture (about 2 x 107 cells per ml) of the F—  strain. 

The mixture was incubated for 2 hr at 370  C unshaken 

and after samples were withdrawn periodically they 

were agitated on a shaker for 30 sec. Appropriate 

dilutions were then made and plated on galactose MA 

medium, appropriately supplemented, to select for 

lel+  Sr  merodiploids. 
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Figure 9. Kinetics of the formation of infective centres and 

thr+ leu+ Sr recombinants in crosses between A 
lysogenic Hfril bacteria and non-lysogenic F strains 

JE-1, JE-2, AH1157 and AB2463. 

Cultures of HfrH (A)+  Se  cells, carefully washed to 

remove free phage particles, and of the F strains 

were mixed (2 x 107 Hfr and 4 x 108  F cells per ml). 

The mixture VAS incubated unshaken in a vaterbath at 

37°C for 10 min and then a sample withdrawn and diluted 

1/100 into prewarmed complex medium. Periodically 

0.5 ml of the mating mixture was withdrawn and added 

to 0.5 ml phage T6, at 1010 particles per ml, followed 

by incubation for a further 10 min. Samples of each 

phage-bacteria suspension were then plated on supplemented 

minimal agar for thr+  le: Sr  recombinants and on complex 

agar, together with Sr  X indicator bacteria, for 

infective centres. To determine the titre of phage 

produced by spontaneous lysis a parallel culture of 

'washed resuspended Hfr cells was treated in the same 

way. The value obtained (from 2 x 103 to 2 x 105 

infective centres per ml) was subtracted from the 

number of infective centres present per ml of mating 

mixture in order to calculate the titre of zygotically 

induced infective centres. 

= recombinants; a-------o = infective centres. 



TABLE 5. 

Kinetics of the formation of infective centres and me Sr  recombinants in crosses 
between ,S1/4  lysogenic HfrH and non—lysogenic F strains LW152, AB1157 and AB2463 

Time of 
sampling 
(min) 

Cross 

HfrH(X)+  S6  x 
, 
1111152(X) 	Sr  

Cross 

HfrH(A)+  S6  x AB1157(X) 	Sr  HfrH(A)+  Sr  x 
Cross 

P 

AB2463(A)—  Sr  
+ 	r .u.11 	S Number of 

plaques per 
100 initial 

Hfr 

+ 	r iva S Number of 
plaques per 
100 initial 

Hfr 

+ 	r gai S Number of 
plaques per 
100 initial 

Hfr 

recombinants 
(frequency) 

recombinants 
(frequency) 

recombinants 
(frequency) 

5 
10 
/5 
20 
25 
30 
40 
50 
60 

o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

5.7 x 102 

16 

35 

47 

o 
1.5 x 10-2 

1.7 x 10 —1 
4.9 x 10 — 
4.2 x 10 1 —1 3.6 x 10 —1 
3.2 x 10 —1 
3.4 x 10 —1 
3.4 x 10 

7 x 10-2 

17 

37 

52 0
 0
 0
 0
 0
 0

  0
  0

  0
 

1.4 x 10-2 

9 

24 

40 

Cells of a young culture of the lysogenic donor were collected after centrifugation, washed twice 
in complex medium, and 5 ml of resuspended washed cells were added to 5 ml of a log culture of each 
F strain to give a mixture of approximately 2 x 10 Hfr cells and 4 x 10°  F—  cells per ml. The 
mixture was incubated at 37°C for 10 min without shaking and then 0.1 ml was withdrawn and diluted 
into 10 ml of prewarmed complex medium. At intervals, 0.5 ml of the diluted mating mixture was 
added to a lywate of phage T6 (at 1010  plaque forming units per ml). Each suspension yr then 
incubated at 37°C for a further 10 min before sampling to determine the frequency of gal Sr  
recombinants (plated on appropriate selective mgdimm) and the titre of infective centres (plated 
on complex agar with Sr  X° indicator bacteria). 
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(Jacob and Mollman, 1956b) and it is seen in Figure 9 and Table 5 

that the mutant F strains show zygotic induction frequencies similar 

to those shown by the roc+  F strains. It may be concluded therefore 

that the infertility of mutant JE-2, as in the case of mutants AB2463 

and M1152, can be explained on the basis of its diminished capacity to 

catalyze recombination between the endogenote and exogenote. 

iii) Radiation-sensitivity in the recombination-deficient mutants. In 

this and the remaining sections of Part I there are collected 

descriptions of a number of experiments with the mutants AB2463, M1152 

and Jp-2 that were performed in order to gain mere information on the 

range of action of the gene(a) involved in the recombination defect 

shown in the previous section, to be characteristic of all three strains. 

It as suggested earlier that the mutants may differ in their phenotype 

as a result of the rec mutation occurring at independent chromosomal 

sites; some important cell functions other than recombining ability may 

be influenced to varying extents. 

The similarity of the models for recombination and repair 

of photodamaged DNA led Howard-Flanders and Boyce (1964) to predict 

that mutants would occur in which one of the enzymes common to the two 

processes was defective (see Introduction). Such mutants were expected 

to possess two phenotypic properties, namely inability to form 

recombinants and inability to repair photodamaged DNA, hence appearing 

very radiosensitive. The abnormal sensitivity of strain AB2463 to the 

lethal effects of ultraviolet light and 1-irradiation has been described 

previously (Howard-Flanders and Theriot, in press). The survival of 

colony-forming ability as a function of the UV dose to the rec+strains, 

AB1157 and 4.1&.1, and to the rec mutants, AB2463, W152 and JE-2, is 

shown in Figure 10. The survival after X-irradiation of the same 

strains is illustrated in Figure 11. It will be seen from the two 

figures that the cells of strain JE-2, the rec mutant, show no 

significant variation from those of the parental strain, JE-1, in 

respect of radiation sensitivity. It can be concluded therefore, 

that general radiation sensitivity is not a necessary consequence of 

impaired recombining ability. 
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Figure 10. The fraction of cells retaining the capacity to form 
colonies after exposure to various doses of UV light. 

Uvernight broth cultures were inoculated into fresh 

broth and aerated at 37°C. The cells were harvested 
when they reached 2 x 108 per ml and were washed twice 

in buffer. 3 ml aliquots of the cells, resuspended 

in buffer to 107 cells per ml, were irradiated in watch 

glasses and immediately after each dose, 0.1 ml samples 

of the suspension (diluted or undiluted) were plated in 
soft agar on NA plates. After incubating for 24 hr at 

37°C the colonies were counted. 
Results are shown for the five strains: AB1157 rec

+
; 

JE-I rec+; AB24G3 rec-; }M152 rec; JE-2 rec-. 
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Figure 11. The fraction of cells that retain the ability to form 

colonies after irradiation in oxygen with various doses 

of X—rays. 

Overnight cultures of each strain were diluted into 

fresh broth and grown into log phase at 37°C. The 

cells were centrifuged, washed twice with buffer and 

resuspended in buffer at 108 per ml. A 20 ml sample 

was taken for irradiation and after each dose 1.5 ml 

aliquots were withdrawn, diluted and assayed by plating 

0.1 ml samples in soft agar on NA plates. The fraction 

of cells surviving was determined by colony count after 

incubation for 24 hr at 37°C. 
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To extend the scope of this investigation of radio—

sensitivity in rec mutants an examination was made of the response 

to UV—irradiation of the rare recombinants formed in genetic crosses 

with a wild—type Hfr and the UV—sensitive rec females. It was thought 

possible that either the radiation—resistance of recombinants would 

increase as a function of time, the resistant colonies appearing 

shortly after the wild—type allele of the rec locus had entered the 

zygote, or that all recombinants would be UV resistant and would not 

appear until the rec
+ gene of the donor functions in the zygote. In 

either case the experimental results should give some indication of 

the time of entry of the rec
+ gene and afford an indication of the 

location of the rec mutation in the UV—sensitive females. 

Strains AB2463, W152 and the rec+  control strain AB1157 

were crossed with Hfr donor B11. Plots of the numbers of Asil: 

recombinants found in successive blended samples versus the time of 

blending are shown in Figure 12. In view of the dominance of S6  

over Sr and the possibility that the S marker would enter the zygotes 

before the rec
+ allele, with the result that any zygotes arising after 

this time would be killed by streptomycin added to plates selective 

for jai' recombinants, contrabelection of the donor was achieved by 
omitting methionine from the plates. This growth factor is required 

by Bll but not by the three females. Ale recombinants arising from 

the interrupted mating experiment were examined for UV—sensitivity by 

replicating to appropriately supplemented minimal agar plates, which 

were incubated for three hours at 37°  C to allow time for phenotypic 

expression and then exposed to 100 ergs/mm2 of UV light and incubated 

for 24 hours. All 	recombinants examined (160) were found to be 

UV resistant. A comparison of the results for each strain, shown in 

Figure 121  indicates that, in the case of strains AB2463 and MM152, 

when mating was interrupted before transmission of the rec+  allele to 

the recipients, Ear recombinants were not detected. Mien longer 

periods were allowed for mating, za.e recombinants did appear but only 
at a frequency of less than 1/1000 of that of the control rec+  strain. 
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Figure 12. The increase in the number of zai recombinants during 

matings between Hfr donor Bli and recipients AB1157, 

AB2463 and MM152. 

Logarithmic phase cultures of male and female bacteria 

were mixed in appropriate volume ratios to give final 

titres of about 2 x 107 donor cells and 4 x 10
8 F— cells 

per ml in nutrient broth and incubated at 37°C without 

aeration. Samples of the mating mixture were withdrawn 

at intervals and the cell pairs separated by violent 

shaking for 30 sec. Each sample was then centrifuged, 

washed twice with buffer and resuspended in buffer to 

1/10 the original volume. Aliquots, diluted or 

undiluted according to whether the recipient was roc+  

or rec—, were spread on minimal agar plates supplemented 

with the appropriate growth requirements and galactose 

as the sole carbon source but lacking methionine 

(Hfr contraselection). The plates were incubated at 

37°C for 48 hr before scoring for me recombinants. 
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Conclusions to be drawn from this experiment are that the 

wild-type recombination gene is apparently dominant in crosses, and the 

sensitivity of strains AB2463 and MM152 to UV irradiation is influenced 

by a genetic locus that is transferred during conjugation before or at 

the same time as the rec
+ gene. The latter observation favours the 

conclusion, drawn by Clarke and Margulies (1965) and by Howard Flanders 

and Theriot (in press), that the UVr  locus corresponds to the rec+  locus. 

Single colony isolates were made from a random sample of 

20 jai zygote colonies for each of the rec recipients and were grown 

on NA plates. The cells were harvested and exposed to various doses of 

UV in the manner described in the first part of this section. As 

judged by the fraction of cells retaining the ability to form colonies, 

the zygotes gave the same response as rec
+ controls, and no recombinants 

with intermediate properties were found. 

The very low recombination frequencies exhibited by strains 

AB2463 and W152 negates the possibility of drawing any useful 

conclusion with regard to the chromosomal location of the rec mutation 

in these strains using this method of mapping. 

iv) Radiobiological studies with phases infecting the rec mutants. The 

radiation-sensitivity and recombination-deficiency characteristics of 

mutant AB2463, have been interpreted to originate from an enzyme defect 

in the series of enzyme-mediated steps common to both processes 

(Howard-Flanders and Theriot, 1966). It has been shown in previous 

sections that the mutant 1MM152 is phenotypically very similar to AB2463 

with regard to UV sensitivity and recombination, while JE-2 differs from 

both in having a level of UV sensitivity very close to the parental 

type. It seemed pertinent to investigate whether the reactivation 

process impaired in the strain 11M152 was in fact the same as that 

damaged in AB2463. 

Evidence has accumulated to suggest that post-irradiation 

repair can proceed by a number of reactivation mechanisms (see 

Introduction). Photoreactivation leads to splitting, as opposed to 

excision, of thymine diners and will not be considered further here. 
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There is a general consensus of opinion that the process of repair in 

the dark proceeds by the series of enzyme steps outlined in Figure 2. 

The uvr mutants of Howard Flanders and Boyce (1965), which cannot 

repair either their own DNA or that of infecting phage Ti (that is, 

host-cell reactivation (HCR) of the phage does not occur), are thought 

to lack enzyme A (endonuclease) and are presumed to be defective in a 

stage of the DNA repair process which precedes the sequence of stppo 

common to both recombination and DNA repair. Enzyme A is an incision 

enzyme whose action is mimicked by X-irradiations uvr mutants are 

accordingly not X-ray sensitive. Thus, the defective reactivation 

mechanism in this class of mutants is one that acts on both phage and 

bacterial lesions; Metzger (1964) has suggested that the phenomenon 

of HCR of irradiated phage is based on the same repair mechanism as that 

occurring in the host bacteria. 

It has been mentioned earlier that the mutant AB2463 is 

thought to have a defective enzyme B (exonuclease) with the result that 

it is UV sensitive, recombination-deficient and X-ray sensitive (see 

Introductions recent conclusion that repair of X-ray damage utilizes 

the same enzyme repair system as UV repair but fewer steps). It seemed 

reasonable to suppose that the reactivation mechanism impaired in this 
mutant vas one that was specific for bacterial lesions, in view of the 

hcr
+ nature of the mutants with the defective enzyme B. If this were 

the case, then a demonstration that the rec mutant MM152 could also 

host-cell reactivate infecting phage would supply evidence to support 

the hypothesis that the rec mutation involves the same enzyme in both. 

Figure 13 shows the fraction of UV-irradiated phage X able to form 

plaques when plated on the mutants AB2463, 121152 and JE,-2, on the 
control rec+  strains AB1157 and JE-1, and on an hcr-  mutant. It is 

seen that the UV irradiated phage is reactivated almost as effectively 

in the three rec mutants as it is in the parental strains. Thus, host 

cell reactivation occurs in MM152 as well as in AB2463 and it is 

concluded therefore that the DNA repair defect is similar in both strains 
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Figure 13. Host cell reactivation of phage 

Phage X was irradiated in buffer and plated in soft 

agar seeded with the various strains of bacteria, on 

NA plates. After incubation at 37°C for 24 hr the 

plaques were scored. 

The numbers of plaques formed by the UV—irradiated 

X phage is expressed as a fraction of the numbers 

formed by unirradiated A and plotted against the 

UV dose. 

Strain uvr A is a mutant which cannot carry out 

host—cell reactivation. 

91. 
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Another radiobiological function examined was that of 

UV reactivation of phage X in the various strains. Rneser et al 

(1965) have found that under certain conditions UV reactivation (uvr) 

and host-cell reactivation can be separated from each other: essentially, 

UV reactivation is the phenomenon that the survival of UV-irradiated 

phage is higher on slightly UV-irradiated bacteria than on non-irradiated 

ones. The mechanism of UVR is unknown; however, it has been suggested 

that UV reactivation could be due to stimulation of recombination 

between homologous regions of UV-damaged phage DNA and intact bacterial 

DNA. Where this recombination between infecting phage and bacterial 

host cannot occur, which is likely to be the case in rec bacteria, then 

UVR will not take place. The A recombinase responsible for prophage 

insertion into the bacterial chromosome (see Introduction) may well not 

function in this situation or may be inactivated in the irradiated 

infecting phage. There would seem to be some analogy between this case 

and that of stable RA+  transductant formation after infection with 

Adg, a phenomenon shown not to occur in rec bacteria (see Section v). 

The results of a UV reactivation experiment are collected in Figure 14. 

The phage was inactivated to a survival of 1 per cent. When a low 

UV dose was applied to the wild-type strains AB1157 and JE=11  the 

survival of the irradiated phage was enhanced. This enhancement was 

not observed with the mutants AB2463, M11152 and JE-2; however, they do 

not show a steep decrease in their ability to propagate UV-irradiated A . 
The result of this experiment would seem to lend support to the 

recombinations' model of UVR. 

As a control experiment for the one just described and for 

the additional purpose of determining whether the rec mutation has 

any effect on the replication of a phage genome, a measurement was 

made of the ability of the mutants to reproduce non-irradiated A phage, 

both before and after UV irradiation of the host cells. The phage 

plated with equal efficiency on the non-irradiated rec.-  mutants and 
1 rec+ controls; irradiation of the hosts with doses up to 4000 erg/mm2  

had no effect on their capacity to reproduce non-irradiated phage 

(Figure 15). 
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Figure 14. UV reactivation of phage ›k . 

Adsorption bacteria were grown in M9+AA medium 

to 3 x 108 cells per ml, centrifuged, resuspended 

in 1/10 volume of 0.02 M Mg504  and aerated at 37°C 

for 30 min. Samples of 3 ml were then UV irradiated 

in watch glasses. 	phage, irradiated to 1 per cent 

survival in buffer, was adsorbed to each UV—treated 

bacterial suspension for 30 min at low multiplicity 

(2 x 102  phage particles per cell). The complexes 

were centrifuged and resuspended in 0.02 M MgSO4  

before plating aliquots in soft agar plus X°  

indicator bacteria on tryptone agar plates. 

Ordinate: fraction plaque forming units on the 

strains. The titre of irradiated X is taken as 1.0. 
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Figure 16. The capacity of irradiated strains to reproduce 

non—irradiated phage 

Phage 	was plated in soft agar on the host bacteria 

which had been irradiated previously with various UV 

doses. The bacteria were prepared for adsorption, 

irradiated and infected with the phage in the manner 

described in the previous figure (Figure 14). 
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v) Response to infection with Xdg. The recombination deficient 

mutants AB2463, 1M152 and JE-2 were compared for their response to 

infection with Adg phage and characteristics of the transducing 

system were investigated. These experiments were designed to determine 

whether the reaction leading to the formation of 4211" transductants was 

influenced by the presence of the rec mutation. The mutant JE-2 had, 

of course, been selected by Virtue of its inability to yield stable 

maf transductants. 

Before testing the mutants there was a need to develop an 

assay method for quantitative analysis of the frequency of occurrence 

of spontaneous Ea revertants and of gal*   transductants and this is 

described under Methods. 

The results of a transduction experiment are given in 

Table 6 and it will be seen that the numbers of transductants given 

by the rec strains 1M152 and JE-2 are significantly below those derived 

from the control rec+ strains, while the mutant AB2463 gave no 

transductants or spontaneous revertants. 

Transduction with ultraviolet-irradiated Xdg was next 

tested. The HFT lysate was irradiated with various doses of UV light 

and then assayed for phage plaques and 	transductants on zitl 
recipient strains JE-1, 	1M152, AB2463 and AB115T. ga+  
transductants from non-irradiated .Xdg and from some of the experimental 

points for the irradiated lysate were tested for stability of the .1321+  
character and for lysogenicity. The date from these tests are given 

in Table 7 and Figure 16. The transduction clones (pink papillae) were 

purified by first picking with a needle and suspending in 1 ml buffer. 

The suspension was streaked on EMB agar and from this primary streak an 

apparently pure single colony was picked to buffer and streaked as 

before. This operation was repeated again and a single colony from the 

last streaking was taken to represent the transduction clone. It should 

be added that, in addition to freeing the transduction clone from 

unchanged background cells, this method of purification may also act 
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TABLE 6. 

Transduction of gal markers with Xdg AFT lysate 

Recipient 
strain 

AFT 
lysate titre 
(per ml) 

assayed on each 
recipient 

Fraction 
spoftaneous 
gal 

Fraftion 
lea 
transductants 

revertants 

AB1157 
AB2463 
MMI52 
JE-1 
JE-2 

1.2 x 107  
1.3 x 107 

1.2 x 107 

1.2 x 107 

1.1 x 107 

10
— 6 

10-6 

4.2 x 10-6 

8.7 x 10-6 

8.3 x 10-6 

1.3 x 101  ..t  
10 - 

2 	x 10 5 .3 4.2 x 10 
4.4 x 10-5 

In testing for transduction about 108 cells of the recipient strain 
(young culture), previously starved in 0.01 M MgSO4, were mixed with 
an AFT lysate containing Xdg and wild-type X at an infection 
multiplicity of 0.10.5 active phage per bacterium. The mixture 
was incubated at 37°C for 30 min to allow phage adsorption. 0.05 ml 
of a 10-4  dilution of the adsorption mixture was spread on an EMB 
gilattose agar plate as a control. On other EMB galactose agar 
plates were spotted 0.025 ml samples of an overnight culture of a 
double 01-  ,L K12 strain followed immediately by 0.05 ml of the 
diluted transduction mixture. The drops were then spread over the 
surface of the plate. Further controls consisted of (i) spreading 
0.045 ml of the double sal Xr  K12 strain plus 0.025 ml of a 
10 dilution of each recipient strain on an EMB gal agpr plate; 
(ii) spreading 0.025 ml of the undiluted double rag 2s._ K12 strain 
on an EMB gal agar plate. Plates were incubated at 3joc for 
2-3 days before being scored for phage plaques and EL transductant 
papillae. 
For assaying spontaneous reversion of phenotype 0.05 ml samples 
of appropriate dilutions of each strain were spread on EMB galactose 
agar and the numbefs of lel papillae letermined. 
The numbers of gal revertants rd gal transductants are expressed 
as the fraction: Number of ;21 transductants/revertants  

Number of cells plated 
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TABLE 7. 

Characteristics of gal}. transductants 

Recipient 

strain 

HFT 

lysate 

U.V.dose 
(min) 

Characteristics of gal 	transductants 

Total 

tested 

Reterogenotes Stable sal+  

Active 
lysogenic 

Defective 
lysogenic 

Lysogenic Non- 
lysogenic 

AB1157 0 30 0 0 0 30 
1 10 0 0 0 10 
2 10 0 0 0 10 
5 10 0 0 0 10 

AB2463 0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
5 0 

1M152 0 25 25 0 0 0 
1 10 10 0 0 .0 
2 10 10 0 0 0 
5 10 10 0 0 0 

JE-1 0 26 23 1 0 2 
1 10 2 2 0 6 
2 10 0 1 0 9 
5 10 0 0 0 10 

JE-2 0 25 25 0 0 0 
1 10 10 0 0 0 
2 10 10 0 0 0 
5 10 10 0 0 0 

For testing the heterogenotic and lysogenic nature of Ble clones 
the purified papillae were screened: (i) by spot tests on 
X-sensitive bacteria, on which strains actively lysogenic for 
A form a zone of lysis; (ii) by spreading on NA plates and spot 

testing with ) c and T4rII (Benzer, 1955) which lyse only 
)-sensitive cells; (iii) by spreading on BIB galactose agar 

(Lederberg, 1950 which reveals gal' aegregants. The lysogenic 
character of AiL transductants was sometimes determined directly 
by replication to plates seeded with indicator bacteria. 
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Figure 16. Transduction with UV-irradiated Adg. 

The Adg HFT lysate was irradiated with various doses 

of ITV light. Aliquots were adsorbed at an m.o.i. of 

about 0.5 normal X phages per cell to them"-  acceptor 

strains. Before infection the bacteria had been grown 

in tryptone broth to about 109  cells per ml and then 

starved in 0.01 M MgSO4  for 30 min. After adsorbing 

for 25 min at 37°  C the infected bacteria were diluted 

and spread on EMB galactose agar in the manner described 

in Table 6. sal, transductants were scored after 

incubating for 2-3 days at 37°C. Survival of plaque-

forming phage in the HFT lysate was measured on the 

non-lysogenic recipient strain AB1157. 

The m.o.i. of the transducing lysate is referred to as 

the number of normal phages of the transducing lysate 

per infected recipient cell. The true m.o.i. is 

somewhat higher because of the contribution of the 

defective Xdg particles. 0 mg AB1157; 0 = M2i1521 

= JE-1; On = JE-2; x = ITT lysate, plaques on 

R12 ()Ir. Left band ordinatei fraction of the 

surviving cells transduced. Right hand ordinate: 

number of plaques per ml of HFT lysate. 

101. 
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selectively within an unstable clone, so that picking apparently 

pure colonies leads to an overestimate of the fraction of non-

segregating clones. 

Among the transductants obtained from non-irradiated ) dg, 

in the case of the rec+  control strain JE-1 most were heterogenotes, 

mainly of the active lysogenic type, while for AB1157 all were stable 

dal+  . Where a response was given by the rec mutants all the 
transductants were heterogenotes, and all were active lysogens, that is, 

doubly lysogenic for A and )0g. The presence of a significant 

proportion of defective lysogens for the rec+  strain would only be 

expected at very low multiplicities of infection with Adg where the 

normal X phage is less likely to help the transducing phage to form 

double lysogens. Some fel-  segregants, arising from the heterogenotes, 

were tested and the great majority were found to be non-lysogenic. This 

suggests that for both the red+  and the rec strains the prophage and 

the exogenes remain physically attached during bacterial growth and can 

therefore be lost as a unit. It seems that while rec+  strains can form 

heterogenotes, some of which may be defective lysogens, and stable teal* 

transductants, the rec strains can form only lysogenic heterogenotes. 
A possible explanation for the complete absence of zal+  transductants 

and spontaneous revertants in the case of strain AB2463 will be 

considered later. Since only active lysogenic heterogenotes, and 

not defective lysogens, result from infecting the rec mutants JE-2 

and MM152 with an HFT lysate it may be concluded that simultaneous 

infection of the sensitive recipient with Adg and normal ›k (helper) 

is a prerequisite for heterogenote formation. If this is the case 

then superinfection with additional normal A at the time of Adg 
infection should markedly increase the transducing frequency. This 

hypothesis was tested and the results presented in Figure 17 indicate 

that there is a significant correlation between the presence of 

adequate numbers of helper phage and, by inference, the formation of 

double lysogens, and the occurrence of lysogenic 	heterogenotes. 

Under the conditions of a very low multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.)  
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Figure 17. Proportionality between 	m.o.i. and number of 

A&C papillae formed from Jac cultures. 

Recipient strains JE-1 ( 	); 	(0.-----o); 

and MM152 (.......) were tested in respect of the 

transducing efficiency of a Xdg lIFT lysate, using 

the technique described in Table 6. A concentration 

of recipient cells was taken in each adsorption 

mixture such that approximately 500 211f papillae 
would appear on the indicator plate (DAB galactose) 

when infected with the Adg lysate at an m.o.i. of 

0.1. This cell concentration was kept constant in a 

series of adsorption mixtures employing different 

infection multiplicities of the Xdg lysate, adding 

wild—type X ("helper") where necessary to obtain 

the required 040.i. 
The m.o.i. refers to the number of plaque—forming 

units in the HFT lysate. 

104. 
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when it may be expected that formation of 	heterogenotes will 

tequire the production of defective lysogens containing only A dg, 
the numbers of heterogenotes given by the rec strains MM152 and JE-2 

are less than those given by the control rec.'.  strains. 

Where a UV irradiated transducing lysate was used, the 

number of zal transductants given by the rec
+ strains increased after 

slight UV treatment, reaching a maximum for a UV dose of about 
/ 1000 erg/mm2  and then decreased exponentially. Most of the 

transductants obtained after heavy UV doses form non-lysogenic, stable 

lua colonies, in contrast to the heterogenotic nature of the 

transductants obtained from non-irradiated Adg. It is presumed 

(see Introduction) that formation of stable &LI+  cells requires 

integration of the A dg gal marker into the recipient chromosome, a 

process which includes a recombination event. Thus, non-irradiated 

Xdg transducer by the mechanisms of lysogenization, with formation 

of heterogenotes, and stable gal: transduction, while heavily irradiated 

Xdg has its lysogenizing function inactivated and produces only 

stablejel transductants by chromosomal integration of them" marker. 

In the light of these suppositions an explanation for the behaviour of 

the rec mutants JE-2 and MM152, when treated with a UV-irradiated HFT 

lysate, is immediately available. These two strains showed a sharp 

decrease in their capacity to yield ime transductants with increasing 

UV doses and mtl+  heterogenotes alone were formed: no stable .1321+  
transductants were found. Thus, it is proposed that in rec recipients 

only the mechanism of transduction by lysogenization operates. With 

increasing UV dose the helper A is rapidly inactivated and also, 

eventually, the Xdg lysogenizing ability: formation of stable .ga 

transductants does not occur at this stage, in contrast to the 

behaviour of rec
+ 
strains. 

The experimental evidence presented in this section allows 

some speculation with regard to the relation between bacterial 

recombination and the phenomena of transduction and lysogenization. 
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Since lysogenic heterogenotes can be formed by the rec mutants, the 

formation of lysogens and the crossover event involved are clearly 

under the genetic control of the phage. Mention can be made at this 

stage of a suggestion made by Campbell (pers. comm.) recently that 

.\ phage possesses two recombination control functions, one of which is 

specific and responsible for phage insertion into the bacterial 

chromosome, and the other one, of a more general nature, required for 

phage recombination. Conversely, it may be concluded that since the 

rec mutants cannot form stable transductants, supporting evidence is 

provided for the idea that formation of stable g  transductants 

proceeds by insertion of them" marker into the bacterial chromosome; 

this process requires a recombination event that is under the genetic 

control of the host bacterium and cannot therefore take place in 

recombination defective mutants. 

vi) The inactivating and mutagenic effects of nitrosoguanidine. It 

should be obvious that mutagenic reactions can be lethal if they occur 

in genes vital for the growth of the organism. In this section a 

description is given of experiments designed to compare and contrast 

the inactivating and mutagenic effects of UV irradiation and 

nitrosoguanidine on the rec-  and rec.'.  strains. In order to characterize 

the reproductive capacity of the rec-  mutants their growth rates were 

compared, before and after UV irradiation, with those of the roc+  

control strains by measuring the increase in viable cells, as indicated 

by colony-forming ability on nutrient agar plates, during incubation at 

37°C. The results are given in Figure 18 and it is seen that before 

UV irradiation the growth rate of the rec strains, AB2463 and W152, 

is well below that of the rec
+ 

parental strains. At a dose of 

300 erg/mm2 the growth rate of the surviving cells of the rec
+ 

strains 

and the mutant JE-2 was found to be reduced to about 70'e of the non-

irradiated cells whereas the growth rate of the surviving cells of the 

UV sensitive rec mutants was not significantly affected. There was 

no marked difference among the strains examined in their immediate 

response to UV irradiation. It in apparent that UV irradiation of the 
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Figure 18. Growth rates in rec
+ and rec strains before and after 

UV irradiation. 

Overnight cultures of each strain were subcultured to 

fresh nutrient broth and aerated at 37°C on a rotor. 

Log-phase inocula from these cultures were subcultured 

once again to fresh nutrient broth to give cell 

concentrations of about 5 x 106 colour-formers per ml. 

The cell suspensionswere incubated at 37°C on a rotor 

and aliquots withdrawn at intervals for dilution and 

plating on NA. Where the cultures were irradiated 

the suspensions were grown to 108  colony-formers per 

ml initially and were centrifuged, washed with buffer, 

resuspended in buffer and irradiated with a dose of 

300 eremm2 	Following irradiation an appropriate 

volume of each suspension was withdrawn and subcultured 

to broth to give a cell concentration of about 5 x 106 

colony-formers per ml. The growth rate for irradiated 

cell suspensions was then determined in the manner 

described for non-irradiated cells. Only the terminal 

parts of the growth curve are shown. 
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rec
+ 

strains mimics the effect of the rec mutation in the UV-sensitive 

recombination-deficient strains, in respect of growth rate. It could 

be argued that, on the basis of the Howard -Flanders model of an enzyme 

step common to both recombination and DNA repair (see Introduction), in 

the rec mutants the slow growth rate lesion exists already while in 

the rec+ strains and the mutant JE-2 the lesion is introduced by UV 

irradiation. This interpretation, in turn, lends support to the 

proposal that the two rec strains A]32463 and 11M162 are defective in 

the same gene, this gene being one that is closely concerned with the 

repair of radiation-induced DNA damage. The anomalous behaviour of 

mutant JE-2 indicates an independent mutation site. 

It seems likely that the reduced growth rate of rec bacteria 

and UV irradiated rec+ strains is the result of a defect in their 

replication mechanism, the apparent reduction in replicating ability 

indicating a need for DNA repair. If this is the case then mutagenic 

treatment of the rec strains will have a correspondingly greater 

disrupting effect on their already deficient replication mechanism 

and will lead to apparent inactivation (inability to replicate); this 

will not occur to the same extent in the non-irradiated rec+  strains. 

The difficulty encountered in isolating auxotrophic mutants of the rec 

strains (see Section viii) may be a result of this postulated defect 

in the replication process, that is, less mutants arise from rec 

bacteria because of their retarded replication and corresponding 

reduction in potential for expression of mutants. To test these 

hypotheses, inactivation and mutation experiments were performed on 

the following systems the rec and rec+ control strains were treated 

with nitrosoguanidine; inactivation was measured by the decrease in 

colony forming ability oh nutrient agar and mutation was measured by the 

increase in the frequency of mutation to T4 phage resistance. Mutation 

and inactivation will clearly be temperature dependent: this effect was 

not measured. The radiomimetic chemical nitrosoguanidine was chosen 

for use because of its powerful mutagenic effect (see Section (0 and 

Greenberg, 1965). The variation T4 resistance was selected for testing 
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mutagenesis on the grounds that T4r  is a definite forward mutation 

that is generally dominant, and therefore expressed without phenotypic 

lag or nuclear segregation. 

The results of the inactivation experiment are given in 

Figure 19. Clearly the rec strains are rather more sensitive and 

this observation agrees with the prediction made above. Their enhanced 

sensitivity to the lethal effect of nitrosoguanidine is readily 

explained if the mutagen—induced defects are excised by the same enzymes 

that release thymine diners (UV—irradiation damage). The curves are 

all essentially exponential indicating that the inactivation proceeds 

according to a single hit kinetics. The technique described in 

Figure 20 for selecting T4r  colonies is a modification of the method 

described by Howard—Flanders and Theriot (1962) for selecting radiStion—

sensitive mutants of E. coli. During the treatment of cells with NG 

the frequency of T4r  mutants increased linearly with time. For the 

ret strains the ratio of the number of mutants to the number of 

survivors, expressed as the mutation frequency, is considerably below 

the corresponding result obtained with the rec
+ 

strains. To summarize 

the results of Figures 19 and 20: the rec{ strains exhibit a slow 

inactivation rate and a high mutation frequency while the converse is 

true for the rec mutants. 

The mechanism of the action of nitrosoguanidine is unknown. 

It may seriously affect many distinct cellular processes at high 

concentration (several point mutations or a deletion of considerable 

length), immediately stopping DNA, RNA and protein synthesis, with 

inhibitory effects observed at low concentration. It should not be 

surprising if such damages were to impair the fidelity of the 

replication process and thus increase the frequency of many types of 

mutations. The fact that the rec mutants do not conform to this 

expectation requires a further explanation. It seems likely that the 

low mutation frequency observed in the rec strains is the result of 

their reduced ability to express mutational variations. The 

possibility that recombination may be a prerequisite for full expression 

of mutations is of considerable interest in the context of this Thesis. 
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Figure 10. Inactivation of colony-forming ability by nitrosoguanidine. 

Log phase cells at about 2 x 108 per ml, grown in 

nutrient broth, were collected, washed into buffer and 

resuspended in buffer, at 06.0, supplemented with 

10/01g per ml of nitrosoguanidine. The suspension was 

incubated at 37°C with aeration. At the appropriate 

time intervals samples were withdrawn, centrifuged 

and the cells washed with buffer before resuspending 

in nutrient broth. Serial dilutions were plated on 

nutrient agar for survivors which were counted after 

incubating the plates at 37°C for 24 hr. The 

nitrosoguanidine solution was checked for sterility 

by streaking on NA plates. 
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Figure 20. Induction of T4r mutants in rec
+ and rec strains of 

E. coli by nitrosoguanidine. 

The T4r  mutation was induced in each strain by, exposure 
to nitrosoguanidine (10 rgim1). The bacteria were 

grown to log phase and resuspended in buffer at 5 x 10
8 

cells per ml. The cells were treated in the manner 

described in Sedtion (i) and after treatment were diluted 

into buffer, centrifuged and resuspended in nutrient broth 

at a concentration estimated to give about 5 x 103 per ml 

retaining the capacity for colony formation. The 

suspension was incubated for 10 hr at 37°C to permit 

segregation of mutants and phenotypic expression; the 

cells were then plated on NA, with 5 x 108  progeny of the 

survivors per plate, and incubated for 4 hr at 37°C. 

2.5 ml of soft agar containing 5 x 10
8 T4 phage was 

poured gently over the plate surface and the plates 

incubated for 24 hr. Surviving colonies were counted 

and checked for T4 resistance by replica plating to 

NA plates layered with soft agar containing 5 x 108  

particles per ml of T4 phage. 
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vii) Generalized transduction with *lame Pl. In Section (iii) a 

description was given of transduction with Adg, a case of specialized 

transduction, and it was shown that the rec mutants did not yield 

stable Asif  transductants but only heterogenotes. Here an examination 
is made of the transducing capacity of phage P1 (generalized transducing 

phage) on the rec and parental rec
+ strains. The transducing 

behaviour of in is analogous to that of Adg (see Introduction) in that 

P1 particles containing a fragment of the bacterial chromosome 

(exogenote) transfer this exogenote, from the donor bacterium, to a 

recipient bacterium having an appropriately marked chromosomal segment 

(endogenote), followed by a detectable phenotypic expression of the 

functions of the exogenote in the infected bacterium. Integration of 

the exogenote into the endogenotic chromosome is observed in stable 

transduction while unilinear inheritance of the exogenote is observed 

in abortive transduction. Ozeki (1956) has shown that the frequency 

of abortive transduction is higher than that of stable transduction; 

however, the frequency of the latter can be increased by UV irradiation. 

A P1 transducing lysate was obtained from a EEL+  Sr  strain, 

C600-9, by the plate method described under Materials and Methods, and 

was used in a transduction experiment with the Jur strains AB2463, 

AB1157, JE-1, JE-2 and MM152. The tabulated results (Table 8) show 

that no P1 transduction is observed in the rec strains. However, 

phage P1 was found to have a reduced efficiency of plating on these 

strains, a property which appears to derive from a reduced ability to 

multiply (replicate) in the rec mutants rather than from impaired 

adsorption ability. 	It he bean suggested (Meselson, pers. comm.), 

that P1 phage is recombination-deficient itself and relies in part on 

the recombination mechanism of the host for full expression of its 

replicating capacity. 	If this is the case, then multiplication will 

be much reduced in the rec hosts, as observed. On the basis of the 

evidence provided by the Adg transduction experiment the formation 

of stable gal/-  transductants by the rec strains would not be expected 

if it is assumed that their production again involves a recombination 

process controlled by the host. 
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TABLE 8. 

Transduction of the gal marker with a P1 phage lysate 

Recipient 
strain 

Multiplicity 
of infection 

Frequency of 
transduction of 
12.1 marker per P1 

adsorbed 

Plating 
efficiency 
of P1 

1 
(gai7) Before UV 

irradiation 
After ITV 
irradiation 

AB2463 

04
W

1
...

11
••I

W
  

• 

•  
• 
 •

  
•
  

0
0

0
0

0
 

- -6 - -6 0.25 
AB1157 4.2 x 10-6  8.7 x 10 100 
JE4 4.9 x 10 1,2 x 10-5 100 
JE-2 - - 0.76 
MM152 - - 0.091 

The acceptor bacteria were grown to about 4 x 10
8 cells per ml at 

37°C, with aeration, from an overnight inoculum. CaC12 was added 
to the culture to 0.002 M followed by further aeration for 10 min. 
The P1 phage lysate was diluted in buffer containing 0.01 M 11004. 
1 ml samples were taken for UV treatment and irradiated to about 
5 per cent survival. The recipient strain at about 5 x 108  cells 
per ml was infected with the irradiated or non-irradiated P1 phage 
at a multiplicity of 1.0 and the adsorption mixture kept at 37°C for 
20 min. The mixture was then centrifuged and the supernatant assayed 
for free phage. Bacterial colony counts on samples taken from the 
adsorption tube before centrifugation served for meastring bacterial 
survival. The centrifuged pellets were washed in buffer, resuspended 
in the original volume of buffer and aliquots spread on EMB galactose 
agar to identify ja_1+  transductants. 
As a control for back mutation to 101; uninfected recipient cells 
were spread on EMB galactose agar. P1 plating efficiency values 
for the rec-  strains are expressed as per cent of those for the 
corresponding reef  strains; they were determined by plating dilutions 
of the phage with each strain in soft agar on tryptone agar plates. 
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viii) Conjugation experiments with the rec strains AB2463, JE-2 and  

151152. It is reasonable to suppose that the genes determining the 

enzymes which catalyze the different stages in the sequence of 

biochemical steps responsible for recombination are located in different 

positions on the bacterial chromosome. Consequently, the chromosomal 

location of the mutant gene responsible for phenotypic manifestation 

of the rec trait may be expected to vary between the different mutants. 

In this section the three rec strains are examined in comparative 

mapping experiments, with the aim of identifying the rec locus in the 

mutants ?Ml52 and JE-2 and confirming the position assigned to it 

by Clark in the mutant AB2463 (Clark, pers. comm.). 

Localization of the rec marker in bacterial strains which 

have been selected because of their inability to recombine is essentially 

difficult. However, it has been demonstrated (Howard-Flanders and 

Theriot, 1966) that the position on the chromosome of the wild type 

allele for the recombination defect can be determined approximately by 

virtue of the fact that the entry of the wild type allele, on the donor 

chromosome, promotes the formation of a proportion of the recombinants 

which would otherwise be lost. This may reflect the entry of the wild 

type allele for the recombination locus and its expression in time to 

promote the formation of at least a fraction of the normal number of 

recombinants, for markers located distally to the rec locus on the donor 

chromosome. Other potential recombinants are presumably lost during 

the time before expression is complete. 

In order to confirm the finding of Clark that the locus 

of the gene controlling the recombination defect in strain AB2463 lies 

between the markers mtl and his on the chromosome, the mutant and the 

control rec parent, AB1157, were subjected to conjugation with the 

donors Hfr311$  Hfr312 and Hfr313, their chromosome transmission orders 

being respectively his, gal, laumal, !am, thr, and mtl, his, len. 
The results of these crosses are given in Table 9 where the number of 

recombinants obtained in each cross with the original strain, AB1157, 
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TABLE 9. 

Frequencies of occurrence of donor markers among recombinants 

Crosses 
Selected 
recombinants 

Frequencies per 
100 input IIfr 

Relative 
frequenties 

AB1157 x Hfr311 

AB2463 x Hfr311 his+  

AB1157 x Hfr312 
AB2463 x Hfr312 
AB1157 x Hfr313 
AB2463 x Hfr313 

his + T6r  + 	+ gal+  pro 	T6r  
T6 r+ 	r gal. 	prof  T6 

arg
+ 
 thr 	T6r  
+ 	+ 	r erg+  thri.  T6r  

his 	leu 	T6 
his+ leu+ T6r 

19.6 
6.5 -

3 7.1 x 10 3 

2.0 x 10- 

3.5 
9.8 x 10-4  
1.4 
6.0 x 10-2 

 

0.036 
0.03 

0.028 

4.5 

Growing cultures of the donor and recipient strains were mixed 
at time 0 (approximately 2 x 107  Hfr and 4 x 108  F bacteria per ml). 
10 ml of the mixture were incubated at 37°C without shaking for 2 hr. 
For the purpose of contraselecting the Hfr donors 1 ml,Rf the mating 
mixture was withdrawn and added to 1 ml phage T6 at 10" plaque 
forming units per ml followed by incubation for a further 10 min to 
allow adsorption of the phage. The phage-bacteria suspension was 
then washed twice in 5 ml buffer and resuspended in 1 ml buffer. 
0.1 ml samples were plated 4n triplicate either direct (rec crosses) 
or after 10-4  dilution (rec controls) on appropriately supplemented 
minimal medium. 
The results are expressed by giving the absolute recombination 
frequencies as well as the relative frequencies of formation of 
recombinants formed by the original strain. 
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are compared with the numbers arising in identical crosses with the 

rec mutant AB2463. It will be seen that in crosses with Hfr312 

and Hfr3ll the mutant gave numbers of recombinants that were less 

than 0.1 per cent of the numbers formed in comparable crosses with the 

original strain. On the other hand, in the cross with Hfr313 the 

number of his leu
+ 

recombinants formed by the rec mutant represents 

a value of 4.5 per cent of those formed by strain AB1157. 

The conclusion to be drawn from this experiment is that 

the donor strains Hfr311 and Hfr312 do not introduce the wild type 

allele for the recombination defect, while the donor Hfr313,which 

promotes the formation of a higher proportion of recombinants, is able 

to contribute the wild type allele in the process of conjugation. 

Referring to the genetic map of Escherichia coli (Figure 6), on which 

the linear sequence of marker transfer by each of the donors is 

represented, it will be seen that this result may be interpreted as 

indicating that the locus for the rec gene lies between the markers 

the and aro B.  
In order to facilitate interpretation of genetic data on 

the gene controlling recombination in the rec-  mutant JE-2 it was 

decided to introduce an additional marker, his, to ensure a more even 

distribution of markers around the chromosome. Mutants were induced 

with 1-methyl-3-nitro-l-nitrosoguanidine (see Methods): a his-

auxotroph selected in this way was designated JE-3. 

The rec strain, JE-3, and the parental rec+ strain, JEr-1, 

were mated with a series of Hfr donors, the latter being chosen, with 

regard to their origin and the chromosome segments they transfer, to 

ensure a complete coverage of the E. coli chromosome. The recombinatio: 

frequency values obtained in this experiment are given in Table 10. 

The results are essentially analagous to those obtained with the mutant 

AB2463 in that only the donor strain Hfr313, which transmits the 

chromosomal segment delimited by the position of its origin, just 

proximal to mtl, and the selected marker hist is able to promote the 

formation of some of the recombinants which would otherwise be lost. 
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TABLE 10. 

Frequencies of occurrence of donor markers among recombinants 

Crosses 
Selected 
recombinants 

Frequencies per 
100 input Hfr 

Relative 
frequencies 

JE-1 x HfrR1 
JE-3 x HfrRl 
JE-1 x Hfril 
JE-3 lac x HfrH 
JE-1 x HfrB10 
JE-3 x HfrB10 
JE-1 x Hfr311 
JE-3 x Hfr311gal++  

JE-1 x Hfr312 
JE-3 x Hfr312 
JE-1 his+  
JE-3 x Hfr313 

e 	x Hfr313 4.2 

thr
+ leu+ S

r 

thr 
	leu+ S

r 

+ lac+  Sr 
r 

S + Sr lac 
lac + S r 

gal+  T6r  

T6rr  

thi+  T6r  thi 	T6 
+ T6T 

his 	TO  

1.1 
7.8 x 10 
5.1 
6.3 x 10-3 

0.9 
8.0 x 10-4  
7.4 
7.1 x 10-3 

3;9 	-3 2.7 x 10 

-1 2.0 x 10 

0.070 

0.12 

0.088 

0.096 

0.068 

7.0 

The crosses were carried out under the usual conditions (see Table 9) 
and mating continued for 2 hr. In crosses with donors 311, 312 
and 313 the Hfr strains were contraselected with phage T6 in the 
manner described previously (Table 9). Donors R11  H and B10 were 
contraselected by the incorporation of streptomycin in the plating 
medium at a concentration of 250,mg per ml. 
The relative combination frequencies correspond to the ratio 
"number of recombinants given by the rec mutant/number of 
recombinants of the same type given by the parental strain". 
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It will be seen from Figure 6 that the failure of donor 

strains 311, 312, R1, H and B10 to induce any proportionate increase 

in the number of recombinants given by the mutant JE-3 as compared with 

strain JEr-1, can be taken to preclude the possibility of any one of 

these strains being able to introduce the wild type allele for the 

recombination defect, taking into account the markers selected for in 

each cross. Consequently, the locus for the gene concerned in the 

recombination defect may again be assigned a position which lies 

between the markers ±111 and aro B on the chromosome of E. coli H12. 

In the case of strain 1M152, the rec mutation was 

unfortunately introduced initially into an E. coli E12 strain in which 

quantitative recombination analyses are difficult to perform. The 

mutant is a prototroph with only one sugar-fermentation marker, lel 

Before performing any mating experiments there was a need to 

introduce additional markers. An attempt was made to obtain 

auxotrophic variants by mutation induction with 1-imethy1-3,nitro-l-

nitrosoguanidine, using the technique described under Methods for JE-1; 

without success, however. 

A. number of other schemes were subsequently devised to 

facilitate the isolation of a more adequately marked variat of strain 

MM152. For the purpose of introducing the markersilci, kip his, 

F
+ 

strain (no corresponding Hfr strain was available), J62, bearing 

these markers, was obtained from Professor R. Cloves and an attempt 

was made to isolate an Hfr variant (Taylor and Adelberg, 1960). The 

technique is described under Methods. Three J62 colonies with enhanced 

donor properties were obtained and recombination frequency values for 

one of these donors are given in Table 11. In an attempt to increase 

the fertility of the donor bacteria they were irradiated with ultra-

violet light, at a dose level sufficient to give 40 per cent survival, 

and incubated in nutrient broth prior to mating (Hayes, 1953a). The 

results given in Table 11 show that, as compared with the parental F+  

strain, the isolated donor is able to transfer its chromosome with a 

higher frequency, and that this recombining ability is enhanced as a 



TABLE 11. 

Frequencies of occurrence of donor markers among recombinants 

Cross 
Frequency thr

t 
len

t 
recombinants 

per 100 input donor bacteria 

— 
J62 F+ x W945 F 
J62 donor x W945 F 
J62 donor (UV) x W945 F—  

1.7 x 10-5 

2.1 x 103 

8.4 x 103 

Results are given for one of the isolated J62 donors, before 
and after 'UV treatment with a dose sufficient to allow 40"f  
survival. 
Equal volumes of young cultures of donor and recipient strains 
were mixed to give a final concentration of 2 x 107  and 
4 x 108  bacteria per ml respectively. Each mixture was 
incubated unshaken at 37°C for 90 min and then washed, 
concentrates in tuner  and plated on minimal medium selective 
for the thr leu S recombinants. 

122. 
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result of UV treatment of the donor. Other workers (Hayes, 1964) 

have shown that UV irradiation of Hfr bacteria does not increase the 

number of recombinants formed with high frequency, but increases the 

number formed with low frequency to an extent comparable to that 

observed in an F
+ 
x F cross when the F

+ 
parental type is irradiated. 

One of the J62 males with enhanced transfer ability, isolated 

in the manner described above, and the three Hfr donors, AB311, R4 and 

H were next mated with the rec strain 191,152 in an attempt to introduce 

their respective auxotrophic markers. Table 12 gives details of the 

markers chosen for transfer by each donor and summarizes the results 

of each cross. 10 minutes after mixing donor and recipient bacteria, 

temperate X phage was added to each mixture to facilitate transfer of 

markers. It has been suggested in Part II of this Thesis that the 

addition of phage X (with the potential to lymogenize) to the mating 

mixture, shortly after mixing, might help to promote the recombination 

process required to introduce the donor markers into the recipient 

chromosome. It is visualized that the A phage, in the process of 

lysogenizing the recipient cells in the mating mixture, is able to 

furnish a transient supply of the enzyme (recombinase) which must be 

present to promote recombination between donor and recipient chromosomes. 

Any recombinant arising from one of theme mating systems, shown to bear 

one or more of the desired markers, were then cured by superinfecting 

with phage 21b2 in the manner described in Part II. The isolated 

auxotrophs were examined for identity with the original 11M152 strain 

(gal: Te As Sr  ) and checked for loss of the A prophage after curing. 

As azesult of using the various techniques described above 

only the cross between the donor AB311 and W152 and that between the 

J62 male and 1M152 yielded derivative recipient strains, three and one 

respectively, bearing auxotrophic markers; namely thr and leu from 

AB311 and .p.21, 122, and his from the J62 male; this was the case in 

spite of testing several hundred colonies from each cross. The  Are 
his—  auxotroph was found to have reverted to the wild type allelic 

form after several broth transfers and consequently could not be used 
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TABLE 12. 

Introduction of auxotrophic markers into the rec strain M1i152 

Donor Plate for 
Auxotrophic 
markers 

Donor contraselection, 
omission or 

recipients, 
recombinants on 

Transfer 
of 

addition minimal agar +: markers 

pro, try,hiSkJ62 
met 

male 
Hfr.R4 

+ S 
+ S 

pro,tryt his,S 
met, S 

+ 
— 

thi Hfr.AB311 — thr, leu thi — 
thy Hfr.H — thi, + S thy, S — 
lac Hfr.AB311 — thigthrlleu lac minimal agar) — 
thr,leu Hfr.AB311 — thi thr,leu

I  
+ 

The crosses were carried out under the usual conditions for mating 
except that, in each case, 10 min after mixing dgnor and recipient 
cells, 0.1 ml of temperate 	phage (at 7.5 x 10 /ml) was added to 
1 ml of the mixture; the mating was then continued for a further 
110 min, the cells centrifuged, 'washed twice in 5 ml buffer and 
resuspended in 1 ml buffer. 0.1 ml samples of appropriate dilutions 
of the mating mixture were plated on minimal agar plates containing 
supplements appropriate to the donated markers. The plates were 
incubated at 37°C for 48 hr and those bearing suitable numbers of 
colonies were replicated to minimal agar plates containing 
streptomycin to identify auxotrophic colonies occurring on the master 
plates. Any apparently auxotrophic colonies were then picked from 
the master plates and streaked onto an identical plate. Single 
colonies were picked from this plate and streaked onto supplemented 
minimal agar plates, selective for the auxotrophic character under 
examination, and onto control unsupplemented minimal agar plates. 
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in subsequent conjugation experiments. The auxotroph derived from 

the AB311 x MM152 cross, which carried the markers igic,thr and lea 

was mated 'with a series of Ufr donors, the latter being chosen with 

regard to their origin and the chromosome segments they transfer, to 

identify the region of the chromosome bearing the locus for the rec 

gene. Because of the paucity of markers on the recipient chromosome 

this experiment could only yield an approximation of the gene location. 

The results are given in Table 13 and it will be seen that the crosses 

between donor strains R1, B10, B11, AB311, AB312 and recipient MM152 

show no significant variation with regard to the frequency of inheritance 

of donor markers, which remains very low in all cases. The implication 

is that the wild type allele for the recombination defect is not 

introduced by any of the donors used and reference to the chromosome 

map of E. coli (Figure 6) will show that this result suggests that the 

locus for the rec gene lies between the markers aro B and 112:. 

c) Discussion  

A description has been given of the isolation of a 

recombination deficient mutant of E. coli R12, JE-2, and its properties 

have been compared with those of two other rec mutants, AB2463 and 

MM152, which are both radiation-sensitive. The anomalous radio-

resistance of the rec mutant JE-2 indicated a need for determining 

which characteristics, other than low recombining ability, may be used 

to define rec strains. From the comparative examination of these 

mutants and their corresponding wild types it may be concluded that the 

range of action of the rec mutation shows some variation. Particular 

attention has been given to the relation between bacterial recombination 

and a number of biological phenomena associated with phage infection. 

A summary of the observations made in a number of experiments is given 

in Table 14. 

It is seen that the failure of mating mixtures of Iffr donors 

and the rec F strains,to yield normal numbers of bacterial 

recombinants cannot be accounted for in terms of limited, or infrequent 
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TABLE 13. 

Frequencies of occurrence of donor markers among recombinants 

Cross Selected recombinants Frequencies per 100 
input Hfr 

MUM x Hfr.R1 
L21152 x Hfr.B10 
MM152 x Hfr.H 
W152 x Hfrall 
1M152 x Hfr.AB311 
}M152 x Hfr.AB312 

+ 
thr++ len 
gal+  
gal+  
gal+  
gal+ 	+ thr 	leu 

9.2 x 10-4 

—4 7.0 x 10 
6.3 x 10_3-3 

9.8 x 10  

4.1 x 10-3 

8.7 x 10-4 

Growing cultures of the donor and recipient strains were mixed to 
give 2 x 107  Hfr and 4 x 108  F—  bacteria per ml. 10 ml of the 
mixture were incubated unshaken at 37°C for 2 hr. In crosses 
with donors R1, Hp  B10 and B11 the Hfr strains were contraselected 
by incorporation of S in the plating medium. Selection against 
AB311 was achieved by omitting thi from the plating agar and 
against AB312 by adding phage T6 to a sample of the mating mixture 
before plating, as described previously. Samples of the mating 
mixture were plated on minimal agar supplemented with thr and 
leu or on galactose minimal agar, where appropriate. 
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TABLE 14. 

Properties of recombination-deficient mutants 

1 
Characteristic examined 

Strain 

AB1157 AB2463 1M152 JEF-1 JE-2 

Bacterial recombination + - - + - 

Zygotic induction + + + + 

Ultraviolet sensitivity 
(scored by cell survival) r a s r 

X-ray sensitivity (scored 
by cell survival) r a a r r 

Host cell reactivation + + + + + 

UV reactivation + - - + + 

Capacity of irradiated 
bacteria to reproduce 
non-irradiated phage + + + + + 

X dg transduction ++ - + ++ + 

UV sensitivity of 
\dg function + ++ ++ + ++ 

Lysogenization with 
phage A + + + + + 

Growth rate N Si S1 N S1 

Sensitivity to nitroso-
guanidine inactivation + ++ ++ + ++ 

Nitrosoguanidine mutability ++ + + ++ + 

P1 plating efficiency ++ + + ++ + 

r- resistant; a 1 sensitive; N si normal; S1 Is slow. 
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chromosomal transfer. Rather, it must reflect a fault in the process 

by which recombinant chromosomes are formed. There is evidence in 

favour of the idea that several functions initiated in different ways 

terminate in a sequence of biochemical steps that depend upon common 

enzymes. It may be visualized that mutations affecting particular 

enzymes affect the various functions to different extents and that other 

types of mutants defective in other steps are still to be found. 

Variation on the theme of defective recombining ability being associated 

with extreme radiation sensitivity is evident in the case of JE-2 and 

has been demonstrated in mutants isolated recently by other workers 

(Howard-Flanders, pers. corm.; Meselson, pers. comm.; Clark, pers. 

comm.). 
The survival obtained with mutant JE-2, in comparison with 

JE-1, is clearly significant. It suggests that this mutant and other 

rec strains with normal radiation sensitivity, are recombination-

deficient mutants of a separate class. In this class the rec mutation 

affects recombining ability through a mechanism different from the one 

invoked to explain the correlation between defective recombining ability 

and radiation-sensitivity in most rec-  mutants obtained so far (whether 

or not direct selection was made for radiation-sensitive mutants). 

The process of recombination and the repair of DNA damaged 

by mutagenic agents are both thought to involve local DNA breakdown 

and repair synthesis (see Introduction). Clark and Margulies (1965) 

examined a number of revertants to UV resistance and found that they 

were all UV resistant and rec.% an indication that a single gene mutation 

was responsible for the UV sensitivity and rec traits of their mutant. 

It seemed likely that common enzyme-mediated steps were involved in the 

processes of recombination and repair of UV-damaged DNA and, further, 

that one gene determined an enzyme which catalyses the step or steps 

involved. To explain the anomalous behaviour of mutant JE-2 a number 

of alternative hypotheses present themselves. The first step in the 

model of recombination proposed by Howard-Flanders et al (1965) is the 

breakage of the parental DNA's and synaptic pairing of complementary 
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single-stranded ends of two parental fragments by the formation of 

hydrogen bonds between complementary sequences of bases. This step 

has no counterpart in the excision from DNA of photoproducts, the step 

which initiates the repair of UV irradiation. It is suggested that 

mutant JE-2 may have a defective crossover nuclease (see Figure 2), 

that is, the rec mutation manifests itself at a stage in the enzyme-

mediated series of biochemical steps that precedes the sequence of 

steps common to both DNA repair and recombination. 

Although genetic analysis of the three recombination-

defective strains provides evidence, presumptive in the case of 1111152, 

of a similar chromosomal location for the mutant gene, it is not 

possible to conclude either that a mutation in one gene is responsible 

for the recombination defect in all three strains, affecting the 

functions of a particular enzyme or enzymes to different extents, or 

that there are two or more genes involved which may be located near to 

each other on the chromosome. 

An explanation for the observation that AB2463 is F-ducible 

to 	but not transducible to la (heterogenote formation) is 
proposed as follows: the mutant AB2463 possesses a defect outside of 

the genetic region carried by the Adg episome, that is, outside 

of the classical "gal region" containing the structural genes for the 

enzymes responsible for the al phenotype. F-gal must transfer a more 

complete gal segment which possesses an additional region able to 

complement the defect on the AB2463 chromosome. Descriptions have been 

made of other strains not Xdg transducible to gal +, and the defect in 

these cases has been attributed to a defect in UDPG pyrophosphorylase 

activity (Fukasawa, Jokura and Kurahashi, 1962; Sundarajan, Rapin 

and Kalekar, 1962). The occurrence of a mutational defect in them" 

region would also explain the absence of spontaneous inf revertants. 
The demonstration that strain AB1157 can form stable 2.af tranaductants, 
but not heterogenotes and does not give spontaneous revertants, would 

seem to suggest that the 221 defect is present in this strain also and 

that insertion of the jal. marker by recombination somehow 'rescues' the 
gal defect and allows phenotypic expression of them! function. 
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PART II 

A study of episome-host relationships in rec mutants 

a) Introduction. 

In Part I of the Thesis an investigation was made into 

the range of action of the rec mutation in strains of Escherichia  

coli K12, with attention focused in particular on a number of phage-host 

interactions. It seemed likely that mutation in different genes might 

be responsible for any diversity in the characteristics of these mutants. 

However, other functions than those investigated in Part I 

appear to be subject to modification as a result of the rec mutation. 

The three mutants whose properties have been described were examined in 

a series of experiments designed to throw light on the relationship 

existing between the host bacterium and an infecting episome. 

Consideration was given to the influence of the recombination defect on 

various aspects of X biology in the rec strains and to the response 

of X-lysogenic roc strains to infection with, and association with, 

bacteriophage P2 and the F' factor, F-gal. 

b) Results. 

i) Lvsogenization with temperate X 	According to Campbell's model 

for phage lysogenization (see Introduction and Figure 4) the chromosome 

is able to exist either as a rod or a ring. When the chromosome of the 

free phage enters a host bacterium, a ring is formed and this is assumed 

able to undergo a single reciprocal exchange with a homologous region of 

the bacterial chromosome. This process of genetic exchange is thought 

to require a recombination event. The result is linear insertion of a 

X chromosome into that of the bacterium. Reversal of these steps 

would occur when the lysogenic bacteria lose their prophage. It seems 

likely that similar events could also account for the integration and 

liberation of episomes other than temperate phages: the relevance of 
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this observation is considered in later sections. 

If, as seems likely, a recombination event is required for 

insertion of X into the bacterial chromosome then in the case of 

recombination-deficient bacteria either lysogenization cannot occur or$  

if it does, the recombination process is mediated by the phage itself. 

To examine this concept, lysogenization in the various rec mutants and 

rec
+ 

control strains was investigated, with particular emphasis placed 

on the efficiency of the process. 	Initial tests were carried out to 

determine whether lysogenization occurred in all strains and to determine 

whether lysogenic colonies showed spontaneous induction and/or were 

susceptible to UV induction (see Methods). It was found that the rec 

strains tested, AB2463, MM152 and JE-2, were all capable of being 

lysogenized by temperate X phage, that prophage is not released by the 

MM152 and AB2463 lysogens, and, in the case of JE-2 lysogenic colonies, 

is only released after UV induction. An experiment was subsequently 

designed to estimate the frequency of the lysogenic, lytic and 

refractory responses in each strain after infection with temperate X 

with the aim of detecting any effect of the rec mutation on the 

phenotypic expression of lysogenization. 

It has been shown by other workers that phage recombination 

does occur in rec bacteria and the demonstration that lysogenization 

also occurs in the rec strains indicates that a recombinase function 

of the infecting phage is able to operate in establishing the prophage 

state in these strains. However, the mutants AB2463 and liM102 are 

not inducible, that is, the recombination process needed to release 

the prophage does not occur. In this case the prophage recombinase 

function is apparently repressed, (see Introduction and Section: ii) 

and cannot function to mediate the required recombination event. The 

fact that mutant JE,.2 does release phage after UV induction suggests 

that there is some residual bacterial recombination function in this 

case (this hypothesis is tested in the next section). 
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The technique utilized for estimating lysogenization 

frequencies was adapted for use with non-inducible lysogens and is 

described in Table 16. Results are given in Table 15 of a preliminary 

experiment carried out with strain AB1157 to determine the phage input 

multiplicity giving the optimum lysogenic response. The value thus 

obtained was used in the subsequent experiment (Table 16), the purpose 

of which was to compare the various rec and rec+  strains in respect of 

lysogenization efficiency. The results show that the rec strains 

lysogenize with a frequency which is very close to that of the parental 

strains. Clearly the recombination function required for inserting the 

prophage is able to operate with full efficiency in recombination-

deficient bacteria. 

Another situation in which the A recombination function 

is not inhibited is that of zygotic induction. In Part I it was shown 

that the three rec strains exhibit normal zygotic induction, that is, 

the )1 is not repressed and )1-mediated recombinatioq provides the 

means for the prophage to break off from the host chromosome. 

ii) Prophase induction and curing. It has been seen in the previous 

section that the rec lysogens AB2463(X)+  and MM15204+  release little 

or no phage either spontaneously or by UV induction. A quantitative 

assessment of the inducibility of strains AB1157a and JEr-2(A)4-  is 

given later in this section. With regard to the non-inducibility of 

the lysogenized rec mutants AB2463 and MM152 it seemed of interest to 

examine for the occurrence of UV inducible mutants among the colonies 

of each lysogen, with the thought in mind that such a mutant might 

possess special characteristics which would throw light on the prophage 

host relationship. 

A large number of separate lysogenic strains (100-300), that 

is each one derived from an independent lysogenization event, was 

obtained from each mutant by picking from plaques and purifying as 

described for Section (i) under Methods. Colonies shown to be lysogenic 

were purified and tested for UV induction by the plate method. None of 
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TABLE 15. 

Effect of multiplicity of infection on the frequency 
of lysogenization of strain AB1157 

Multiplicity of input Multiplicity of infection Lysogenization 
frequency 

   

0.095 
1.7 
8.7 

An overnight culture of the strain was inoculated into broth, 
containing M/100 1igSO4, and grown with aeration at 37°C to about 
2 x 10° cells per ml. Samples of the cell suspension were infected 
with different multiplicities of input of temperate A . After an 
adsorption period of 20 min at 37°C a sample was taken from the 
mixture and, alter appropriate dilution, 0.1 ml aliquots were 
plated with X indicator bacteria on agar supplemented to allow 
growth of the indicator but not AB1157. This allowed determination 
of unadsorbed phage immediately prior to withdrawing samples for 
determination of the lysogenization frequency. The latter samples 
were incubated for 10 min in the presence of A—antiserum (K = 10) 
and aliquots of appropriate dilutions spread on NA plates. After 
24 hr incubatisn at 37°C the colonies were replicated onto NA plates 
seeded with > indicator bacteria. These plates were irradiated 
with UV to induce lysogenic bacteria. After incubation the replica 
plates showed the lysogenic colonies surrounded by a halo due to 
lysis of the indicator bacteria by the liberated X while the non—
lysogenic colonies had no halo. Each lysogenic colony was tested 
for stability by growing overnight in broth in the presence of 
antiserum, plating for colonies on NA and replicating to a NA plate, 
seeded with indicator, followed by UV induction. In this way 
150 colonies were tested: only stable lysogenic colonies were 
taken into account. 
The lysogenization frequency is expressed as the fraction (per cent): 

number of lysogenic colonies . 
total number survivors tested 

The multiplicity of infection was calculated from the phage 
remaining unadsorbed at the end of the adsorption period. 

0.1 
1.0 

10.0 

9 
26 
78 
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TABLE 16. 

Response to infection with temperate 	phage 

Strain 
Response (per cent) to 	infection Number of 

survivors tested 

Lytic Resistant Lysogenic 

AB1157 
AB2463 
MM152 
JE-1 
JE-2 

8 
12 
15 
7 
10 

7 
10 
9 
5 
6 

85 
78 
76 
88 
84 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

A log phase culture of each strain, grown in broth supplemented 
with M/100 MgSO4, was mixed with temperate A phage to give an 
input multiplicity of 10. The mixture was incubated at 37

o 
 C for 

20 min to allow adsorption of phage and free phage was subsequently 
removed by diluting into broth containing A antiserum (K a  10). 
After incubation for 10 min at 37°C 0.2 ml samples were withdrawn 
from the mixture, appropriately diluted and plated with A indicator 
bacteria on NA. Further 0.2 ml samples of the adsorption mixture 
were withdrawn and appropriate dilutions spread on NA plates. 
Plates were incubated at 37 C for 24 hr,after which time the cells 
giving a lytic response formed plaques. Surviving colonies of 
the inducible strains were replicated to NA plates, seeded with 
Xs  indicator bacteria and these plates were subsequently treated 
in the manner described in Table 15. Surviving colonies of 
non-inducible strains were picked into broth and incubated 
overnight at 37°C before lawning on NA plates and spotting onto 
each lawn phages 	)kc, T4 and T4rII to identify lysogenic 
and resistant (refractory) colonies. 
The response (per cent) is expressed as the 

number of lysogenic/lytic/resistant colonies . 
total number of cells 
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the Iiii152 lysogenic colonies were UV inducible but among the AB2463 

lysogens screened for UV inducibility two strains were found that 

released A phage. These two strains were picked from the master plate 

and their properties examined. It seemed likely that such an inducible 

variant would be simply a lysogenic rec+  revertant of the rec AB2463 

mutant, but it might possibly represent a different association between 

the prophage and its host whereby the \ repressor was antagonized 

(see Introduction), thus allowing the phage to multiply. 

The mutant lysogen (both isolates were found to behave 

identically in subsequent tests), designated AB2463 (of'', was compared 
with AB2463(\)41 (the non—inducible type), 121132(A)4  and the parental 

lysogen, AB1157(A)4, in respect of sensitivity to UV irradiation and 

was found (Figure 21) to show a UV response curve close to that of the 

parental rec+  type. In a test of recombining ability the four lysogens 

AB1157(A)4, AB2463W41, AB2463(A)4II and MM152P0+  were compared in 

crosses with the donor HfrH. Values for these crosses are collected in 

Table 17 together with the results of other comparative tests described 

above. It will be seen that strain AB2463(A)411 can be classed as 

phenotypically rec
+
. To distinguish between the two possible 

interpretations mentioned above, of the AB2463(A)+II phenotype, an 

attempt was made to cure this lysogen, using a number of different 

techniques. Clearly, if after losing its prophage, the strain retained 

its rec
+ 

characteristics then it was merely a rec
+ 

revertant of the 

rec strain, AB2463. On the other hand, if prophage curing led to a 
%. loss of the characteristic rec

+ 
properties then strain AB2463(")+  II 

represents a case of prophage conversion (see Introduction), resulting 

from some peculiar prophage—host relationship. Initially the 

technique of curing by UV light treatment was tested (see liethods). 

The results of this attempt to cure by UV irradiation are collected 

in Table 18 together with the results of other methods used (see below) 

and a list of the characteristics of cured colonies of each strain. 

It will be seen that UV irradiation treatment did not produce curing 

in all strains tested. 
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Figure 21. UV survival curves for A lysogens. 

Overnight broth cultures were inoculatedinto fresh 

M9 medium and aerated at 37°C to log phase when they 

were harvested and washed twice in buffer. 3 ml 

aliquots of the cells, resuspended in buffer, were 

irradiated in a watch glass. Immediately after 

each irradiation dose, 0.1 ml samples of the 

suspension (diluted or undiluted) were plated in 

soft agar on NA plates and incubated for 24 hr at 

37°C. 

Results are shown for the strains: AB1157(A)+  

AB2463(A)+1 (se----ms); AB2463(A)+11 

(• 	a) and UM152(A)4. 

137. 



TABLE 17. 

The properties of various lysogens 

Strain 
Spontaneous 
induction 

UV 
induction 

. 

UV 
sensitivity 

t thr 	leu+  Lysogenization 
frequency 
(per cent) 

recombination 
frequency 
(per cent) 

. 

AB1157 + + R 11 85 
AB2463 X iI 

r, 
— — S 0.02 77.16 

AB2463 A),II + + Ft 9.5 0.84 

+ = positive; — = negative; S = sensitive; R = resistant. 

Lysogenization frequency: the values for AB2463(A)
+I and AB2463(X)+II are expressed as a 

fraction (per cent) of the value given in Table 16 on the basis of two AB2463 0)+11 type 
strains occurring ?among 300 lysogenic colonies of strain AB2463. 
For the bacterial cross, overnight cultures of donor HfrH and each F strain were grown 
into log phase in broth at 37°C. 5 ml of the appropriate dilution of each yogng culture 
were mixed together to give a mixture with the approximate constitution 1 x 10 cells 
per ml of the donor and 2 x 108  cells per ml of the recipient. The mating mixture was 
incubated for 2 hr at 37°C unshaken, washed twice in 5 ml buffer and resuspended in 1 ml 
buffer. 0.1 ml samples were plated+diFect, and after dilution, on minigial agar appropriately 
supplemented to select for thr leu S recombinants. The tests for spontaneous induction, 
UV induction and UV sensitivity are described under Methods and in earlier figures and 
tables. 
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Prophage curing and characteristics of cured strains 

Strain 

Curing frequency Characteristics of cured strains 

U.V. 
irradiation 

(per cent) 

Glucose 
starvation 

(per cent) 

21b2 
superinfection 

(per cent) 

Lysogenic 
U.V. 

sensitivity 
Recombination 
frequency 

(per cent) 

Number 
of 

colonies 
tested 

vi- 
AB11570‘44. 
AB2463(AiI 
AB2463(h 	II 
MM152(A) 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 

0.1 
3 

0.1 

33 
41 
2 
27 

— 
— 
— + 
— 

n 
S 
S 
S 

12.5 
0.01 
0.04 

40 
40 
40 
40 

Curing frequency expressed as: number of cured colonies  
total number of lysogenic colonies tested 

Symbols used: 	non—lysogenic; RI  resistant; St  sensitive. 

All cured colonies were checked for absence of prophage by picking into broth, incubating at 
37°C overnight, lawning on NA and spotting on phages A c, >or, T4 and T4rII. UV survival curves 
for cured strains are given in Figure 22. To determine recombination frequencies, oversight 
cultures of the donor, HfrII, and each F strain were grown into log phase in broth at 37 C. 
5 ml of an appropriate dilution of Bach young culture were added together.to give a mixture with 
the approximate constitution 1 x 10' cells per ml of the deny and 2 x 10° cells per ml of the 
recipient. The mating mixture was incubated for 2 hr at 37 C unshaken, the cells centrifuged, 
washed twice in 5 ml buffer and resuspended in 1 ml buffer. 0.1 ml samples were plated direct 
and after dilution on minimal agaf appropriately supplemented to select for .01. S recombinants 
The — and + symbols for AB2463(N) II in respect of the lysogenic character of cured colonies 
refer to toteil and partial (loss of one prophage) curing respectively. 

CO 
• 
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Figure 22. The fraction of cells retaining the capacity to 

form colonies after exposure to various doses of 

UV light. 

Overnight broth cultures were inoculated into fresh 

M9 medium and aerated at 37°C to log phase when they 

were harvested and washed twice in buffer. The cells 

were resuspended in buffer and 3 ml aliquots irradiated 

in watch glasses. Immediately after each irradiation 

dose, 0.1 ml samples of the suspension (diluted or 

undiluted) were plated in soft agar on NA plates and 

incubated for 24 hr at 37°C. 

Results are shown for the strains: AB1157(1 	*); 

A13246300+1 cured (o-----o); AB2463(\)+11 cured (x----x); 

AB2483(0 	0); MI115204+  cured 01111---10; MV152(6----eA). 

141. 
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The rationale on which curing by carbon source (glucose) 

starvation is based is obscure. However, this method, suggested by 

Dr. S. Glover was tested and is described under Methods. Again curing 

was not achieved for all strains. 

A thir4, more successful approach to the problem of curing 

was one suggested by Dr. R. Devoret (Paris). Phage 21 is a temperate 

coliphage, serologically related to A but having a different prophage 

attachment site and a different specificity of immunity: bacteria 

lysogenic for A are still sensitive to this phage. The b2 mutation 

of phage A (see Introduction), which may be crossed into phage 21 in a 
phage cross, represents a deletion in the b2 region, situated in the 

region of marker h on the A chromosome, whose function is required for 
integration of the prophage at its specific chromosomal site. 21b2 is 

thus a deletion mutant which cannot be integrated as prophage; it gives 

instead an abortive lysogenic response. In the abortively lysogenized 

cell the phage genome does not form part of the bacterial chromosome 

but remains as a singular, nonmultiplying structure in the "cytoplasm" 

of the host. At each cell division the abortive lysogen gives rise to 

a non—lysogenic , A  —sensitive daughter cell that does not harbour 

either phage or prophage. For the purpose of curing, the A lysogens 

were superinfected with the mutant 21b2 and the survivors scored for 

absence of prophage (see Methods): the precise mechanism for curing 

is not known. The efficiency of curing obtained by this method is 

shown in Table 18 and it will be seen that the value obtained for strain 

AB2403(A)+II is only 1/20 of that shown by AB2463())+I. 

All cured colonies were picked into broth, incubated 

overnight and the cultures examined for lysogenic character (sensitivity 

to phages h v, )\c, T4 and T4rII), to confirm curing, and for UV 

sensitivity and recombining ability. The results of these tests are 

given in Table 18. All cultures of cured colonies were examined for 

absence of prophage X and among the apparently cured cultures of 

AB2463(A)+II, as indicated by non—inducibility, were found a very small 

proportion (4 per cent) of cultures which were still lysogenic. These 
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cultures and random culture samples of the other cured strains were 

subsequently tested for UV sensitivity and recombining ability. It can 

be seen in Figure 22 that the UV survival curve for the cured strains 

approximate very closely to those of the corresponding uninfected 

strains. The cured AB2463(A)+II colonies and the colonies of this 

lysogen which were non—inducible but still lysogenic behaved identically. 

Thus, with strain AE2463(A)+II the process of phage curing has led to a 

loss of its rec
+ phenotype; referring back to the prediction made 

earlier in this section it may be concluded that the rec+  characteristics 

of strain AB2463C0+11 derive from the presence of the prophage. The 

demonstration that 4 per cent of the colonies of this strain, although 

non—inducible, were in fact still lysogenic but no longer rec+  in 

character can be explained if it is supposed that AB2463(A)+II is 

doubly lysogenic for A . The observed phenomenon would then represent 

a case of partial curing involving only one prophage of the doubly 

lyaogenic cells; the partially cured strain might then be identical 

with AB2463(A)+  I. 

The UV inducibility of strains AB2463(,\)+II, AB1157(A)+ and 

JEr-2C0
+ 
 was next examined in more detail, with particular attention 

being given to the possibility that the induced lysate of AE2463(0)4'11, 

in view of its postulated doubly lysogenic nature, might contain in 

addition to normal ›\ a mutant phage with different properties. 

Prophage induction in the three strains was studied by determination of 

infective centres in dilutions of UV irradiated cultures on A —sensitive 
indicator bacteria. The results are given in Figure 23. As usually 

observed, the number of induced cells increased gradually with 

increasing dose until a certain maximum, at 40-60 per cent induction in 

the case of strains AB1157(X)+  and AE2463(4'11 but at only 3 per cent 

induction for JE-2(N)+, was achieved; at higher doses the number of 

plaque—forming centres decreased again. The observation that mutant 

JE-2(..  A)+  releases less phage after UV induction than the other strains 

tested, fits in with the earlier finding that spontaneous induction does 

not occur in this strain and supports the suggestion that there is some 
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Figure 23. The induction of prophage A by UV irradiation. 

Log phase lysogenic cells, grown in nutrient broth, 

were collected by centrifugation, washed twice and 

resuspended in buffer to a concentration of about 

100 cells per ml. Aliquots were irradiated with 

various doses of UV and immediately diluted in fresh 

nutrient broth. After incubation for 30 min at 

37°C, to afford full expression of induction, 0.2 ml 
samples were plated with a A—sensitive indicator 

strain in soft agar on NA plates. 

Ordinates induction expressed as the fraction 

plaque forming units of the number of cells 

originally present. 
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recombination function in this strain that can be utilized, after UV 

stimulation, for detaching X prophage from the bacterial chromosome. 

In the culture AD2463(A) II the number of induced cells increases more 

rapidly with increasing dose than in the corresponding wild type and the 

maximum of induction was achieved at a lower dose. Thereafter the 

number of plaque-forming centres also decreased more rapidly than in the 

wild-type strain culture. Devoret and George (1964) have suggested that 

the UV-induced vegetative multiplication of prophage may be preceded 

by the formation of a factor that inactivates the repressor responsible 

for preventing vegetative multiplication of the prophage. It can be 

imagined that in the postulated doubly lysogenic AB2463(k)+II, obe of 

the prophages is less effectively repressed, hence the expression of its 

recombining function, so that a smaller amount of the factor will be 

required to inactivate any repressor activity. A smaller dose of UV 

will then be sufficient to obtain the same level of induction. 

The steeper nature of the latter part of the induction curve 

(after maximum induction) for AB2463(A) II poses the question as to 

which target determines the radiation sensitivity of the ability to 

produce plaque-forming centres: the prophage or the bacterial apparatus 

that multiplies the phage. It has been shown in Part I that the capacity 

of both the rec and rec
+ bacteria to propagate non-irradiated free 

phage is resistant to UV. In the case of prophage induction it is the 

multiplication of an irradiated phage in an irradiated bacterium that is 

considered, and this can be compared with the capacity of the bacteria 

to propagate the phage, irradiated extracellularly with a dose comparable 

to that applied to the lysogenic strains (see Part I). Comparing the 

results given in Figure 14(Part I) and the induction curve for 

AB2463(A)+II it is seen that the ability to produce plaque-forming 

centres after the maximum of lysogenic induction is more closely akin to 

the capacity of the lightly irradiated rec strain, AD2463, to propagate 

lightly irradiated extracellular phage than the value for the same 

phenomenon given by the rec...  strain AD1167. This observation would 
/..+ suggest that AB2463kA; II represents, essentially, a rec bacterium with 
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rec
+ 

properties contributed by the prophage complement. 
/I. After induction of strains AB2463(A) II and AB1157kA) in 

the manner described in Figure 23, using an inducing dose of 3min UV 

irradiation to give maximum induction, aliquots of each lysate were 

plated with a A—sensitive indicator strain in soft agar on NA plates. 

After overnight incubation at 37°C the plates were scored for different 

plaque types: there was no indication of any difference between the 

two lysate: with regard to phage phenotypes. To detect any specific 

genotypic characteristic of the AB2463(A)+II lysate, the non—lysogenic 

A112463 was lysogenized with the lysate as described in Table 16(Section 

(1)). The lysogenization frequency value is given in Table 19 together 

with a list of properties of the lysogenic colonies; all of the 
v lysogenic colonies tested conformed to the AB2463(A)f  I type. Thus 

there is no evidence to suggest that the AB2463(A) II type contains 

u mutant prophage endowed with the specific capacity to convert its 

host from the rec state to a phenotypically rec
+ 

condition. 

The reversability of the rec+  character of strain 

AB2463(A)
+
II that has been shown in this section to accompany prophage 

curing would seem to correspond to the reversability of the integrated 

and autonomous states of phage X 	It seems reasonable to conclude 

therefore that this is a case of prophage conversion, transition of 

the rec AB2463 to the rec
+ 

state depending on insertion of the 

prophage into the host genome in some hitherto unrecognized manner, 

and probably involving some form of double lysogenization. 

iii) The interconversion of lysogens AB2463(A)+I and AB2463(A)+II. 

In this section there are collected a number of experiments designed 

to elucidate the nature of the postulated double lysogen, AB2463(A)+II, 

both with regard to the form of integration of the prophage and its 

functional behaviour. 

Zgaga and Miletic (1965) found that a short treatment of 

lambda lysogenic E. coli E12 with 6—azauracil (AzU), a pyrimidine 

analogue which acts as an antimetabeite, caused induction of prophage 
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TABLE 19. 

Lysogenization of AB2463 with a UV-induced lysate from AB2463(A)+11 

Strain 
Lysogenization, 
frequency 

(per cent) 

Properties of AB2463()Ot colonies 

Spontaneous 
induction 

U.V. 
induction 

U.V. 
sensitivity 

No. of 
colonies 
tested 

AB2463 78.4 - - S 100 

Symbols used: -, negative; SI  sensitive. 

The lysogerization frequency was determined by 
the method'aescribed in Table 16 and is expressed 
as the ratio of the number of lysogenic colonies 
to the total number of surviving cells. 
The spontaneous and UV induction responses were 
determined by the plate method described previously 
and UV sensitivity was assessed on the basis of 
3-point survival curves. 
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in up to 30 per cent of the bacteria under optimal conditions. The 

first step in the induction process is concomitant with elimination of 

immunity against infection with homologous phage; this step is very 

efficient. Treatment with AzU does not ensure the automatic transition 

from the early steps to the irreversible phase of prophage induction. 

If, after initial AzU treatment of the lysogenic bacteria, to lift super—

infection immunity, and subsequent superinfection with UV—irradiated A 

the bacterial culture is transferred from minimal medium to nutrient 

broth then induction does not occur but the superinfecting A can 

establish a double lysogen. A culture of AB2463(>)+1 was treated with 

AzU and superinfected with A 	The results are given in Table 20 and 

it will be seen that the 7 per cent of phenotypically reel' double 

lysogens, among the lysogenic colonies examined, arising from this 

superinfection process is significantly higher than the number (0.84 per 

cent) obtained from simultaneous multiple infection of AB2463 (see 

Section (ii)). This result suggests that a particular type of double 

lysogenization, involving superihfection of a single lysogen, leads to 

the formation of AB2463 double lysogens with the rec./.  phenotype. In 

addition, the information provided by this experiment would seem to 

negate the possibility that a small fraction of bacterial mutants, with 

a suppressor mutation, inhibiting the formation of A repressor 

substance (Jacob, Sussman and limed, 1962; lloriuchi and Inokuchi, 1966), 

occurs spontaneously in a culture of AB2463: the AzU treatment is 

unlikely to promote the increase in the number of mutants that would be 

necessary to account for the observed change in the pattern of 

lysogenization. In a subsequent control experiment in which an 

AzU—treated culture of AB2463 was multiply infected with A , as 

described in Section (i), no lysogens of the AB2463(A) II type were 

obtained: invocation of the bacterial suppressor hypothesis to explain 

the formation of this type can therefombe ruled out. 

A c
1 mutant of phage A 9 	A d18579  ind 9  has been described 

(Sussman and Jacob, 1962) in which the repressor function is 

temperature sensitive: the heat inducibility of this phage derives 



Concentration of bacteria in adsorption mixture (per ml) 

Multiplicity of infection of superinfecting phage 

Unadsorbed phage (measured at end of adsorption period 
by killing infected cells with CHC13) as per cent of 
input 

Number of surviving colonies tested 

Fraction (per cent) of surviving cells: 
(a) lysogenic with rec+  phenotype (1UVr, UV inducible, 

rec+  in bacterial cross) 
(b) lysogenic with rec-  phenotype 
(c) non-lysogenic 
(d) X resistant 

6 x108 

5 

3.8 

150 

7 
92 
0 
1 
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TABLE 20. 

Superinfection of AB2463(3)+I with A after pretreatment of the 
host with 6-azauracil 

,k. 
An overnight culture of AB2463ket;

+  I was subcultured to nutrient broth 
and grown to log phase with aeration at 37°C. The young culture was 
centrifuged, the cells washed with buffer, resuspended in supplemented 
minimal medium and incubated for 60 min at 37 C. A solution of 
6-azauracil (AzU) was then added to the culture to a concentration of 
200/t.p/m1 (a control with no AzU was also established) and the culture 
incubated at 37°C for 20 min. The treated cells were centrifuged, 
washed with 0.01 M MgSO4 in buffer and resuspended Sn nutrient broth 
containing 0.01 Id MgSO4, followed by aeration at 37 for 20 min. The 
cell suspendion was divided into 2 parts, 1 part being the control for 
auperinfection. To the second part (1 ml) was added 0.2ml of phage 
in appropriate dillition to give multiple infection. The phages were 
allowed to adsorb for 20 min at 37 C before adding anti-A serum 
(to give K so 10) and incubating for a further 15 min. The culture 
was diluted in buffer and aliquots spread on NA plates. After 
overnight incubation at 37 C colonies giving the induction response 
after UV irradiation were scored by replication on NA plates seeded 
with )I-sensitive indicator bacteria. Non-inducible surviving 
colonies were picked from the master plate into broth, incubated at 
37 C overnight and lawned on NA plates before spotting onto each lawn 
phages Xc, )1v, T4 and T4rII to identify non-lysogenic colonies. 
A random sample of the inducible colonies were picked from the master 
plate; these were purified by restreaking twice on NA plates and 
picking a single colony in4o broth. After overnight incubation each 
culture was tested for rec phenotype in respect of UV sensitivity 
and the frequency of recombination in a bacterial cross with the 
donor, HfrH. 
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from the c1857 mutation; the independent cl  ind mutation renders 

the phage insensitive to induction by UV light or by thymine 

starvation (Korn and Weissbach, 1962). When lysogens of this strain 

are heated above a critical temperature of about 37°C, vegetative phage 

development is induced and the cells are killed; it is supposed that 

any function directly inhibited by the repressor (el  product) can only 

take place at high terperatures. Thus, in bacteria lysogenic for 

Ac1857' ind—, the repressor level can be varied by changing the 

temperature from 30°  to 40°C. A bacterium doubly lysogenic for A 
and 	Xic16571 ind is not heat inducible by virtue of the continuing 

function of the A prophage repressor; however, at 40°C the 	c1657' 
ind—  prophage is "induced", that is, repression on certain of its 

functions 14 lifted but no vegetative phage development occurs. 

In view of the possibility that AB2463(4)+  II is a double 

lysogen in which the second prophage is "induced" (partial inactivation 

of the repressor in operation) but no vegetative multiplication occurs, 

it was thought possible that this situation would be mimicked by an 

arrangement in which the rec single lysogen AB2463(A)+I is 

additionally lysogenized with Ac1857, ind—. 	In this 'synthetic' 

double lysogen, which is presumed to be phenotypically rec at 30°C 

heating to 40°C will "induce" the 	Ac1857' ind—  prophage but, because 

of the presence of the A prophage, vegetative multiplication will not 

occur. As a consequence of heating to 40°C repression on some of the 

gene functions of the Xc1857, ind—  prophage will be lifted and, if 

the hypothesis that a non—repressed second prophage may be responsible 

for the rec
+ 

phenotype of AB2463(A)
+
II is correct, then the double 

lysogen AB246300+I(Xc1857, ind)41.  may well exhibit the rec
+ 

phenotype 

after this heat treatment. A number of experiments mere set up to test 

this hypothesis, and other properties of the double lysogen AB2463(A)+I 

( Ac1857, ind—)4-  were examined in control experiments. 

Ac1657, ind—  was obtained by heat induction of Hfr "U" 

(see Methods) and used for lysogenizing strains AB2463 and AB1137 (see 

Methods). For each strain, 100 cultures of independently isolated 
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lysogenic colonies were tested for UV sensitivity and all were found 

to retain the phenotype of the corresponding non—lysogenized strain. 

A culture of each of the lysogens AB24630c1857, ind—)4.  and 

AB1157( Xc1857/ ind—)+  was then examined for heat induction: the 

induction curves are shown in Figure 24 and it is evident that both 

lysogens exhibit temperature induction, with very similar yields. Thus, 

in the lysogenic rec strain, AB2463, when the repressor is acted upon 

directly is in heat induction, the prophage can come off the chromosome, 

multiply and be released; that is, after repressor inactivation the 

recombination functiob of the phage genome comes into operation. 

In the next experiment strains AB2483(X)+I and AB1157(X)+  

were superinfected, after brief UV irradiation to lift superinfection 

immunity, with phage > c1857, ind—. Surviving colonies were examined 

with regard to their lysogenic state; they were tested for UV induction 

both at 30°C and after heating to 40°C and were classified according 

to the following scheme: AB2403(X)+I (that is, no superinfection) 

— not UV inducible at either 30°  or 40°C; A82463041'1 ( c1857,ind)+  

— UV inducible at 40°C although not at 30°C. 

The procedure for \ c1 / 857 ind superinfection is described 

in Table 21; the frequencies of occurrence of the doubly lysogenic 

strains are given, together with their characteristics. The relative 

proportions of the X and Xc1 phenotypes in the UV induced lysates 

of the heated double lysogens, were examined, and the results given in 

Table 21 indicate that each UV induced double lysogen produces both 

prophage types. The proportions of the two phage genomes are similar 

in the two lysates with a high proportion of Xc and a low proportion 

of ,X 

Superinfection of AB2463(X)+I with Ac1857, ind—  might be 

expected to yield a proportion of phenotypically rec+  double lysogens 

(that is, reel' before heating to 40°C) in the same way as 

X superinfection (following AgU treatment) does. However, no colonies 

surviving )\c1857, ind—  superinfection were found to be UV inducible at 

30°C, indicating that the AB246300441 type of lysogen was not formed. 
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Figure 24. Heat induction of lysogens containing Ac1857,ind—  . 

An overnight broth culture of each strain was grown 

to log phase in supplemented minimal medium at 30°C. 

The young cultures were centrifuged and the cells 

washed and resuspended in the same medium (chilled). 

Heat induction was initiated by diluting 1/1000 from 

the chilled suspension into nutrient broth preheated 

to 40°C. Samples were removed at intervals from the 

culture at 40°C and were assayed for viable colony 

formers by spreading on NA plates and for plaque 

formers by plating on }1A plates (lacking an essential 

growth requirement for the strain) in soft agar seeded 

with A—sensitive indicator bacteria. All plates 

were incubated for 24 hr at 30°C. 

The strains strains tested were: AB1157(Ac1857ind 	• 	do- 

AB2403( Ac1857ind
—)+ o 	o. Solid lines indicate 

colony formers; broken lines indicate plaque formers. 
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TABLE 21. 

Lyaogenization with Xci857,ind— 

Strain and infecting phages 

AB1157(4.  

Xc1857ind 

AB2463( )f 

c1857, ind— 

AB2463 

)(Wild type) 
and 

Ac1857,ind— 

Double lysogeny by superinfection: 
Survival of UV irradiated phage (per cent) 
Multiplicity of infection, phageXci857,ind 
Unadsorbed phage (measured at end of 

adsorption period), as per cent of input 
Number of surviving colonies tested: 

lysogenic for 
lysogenic for X and >c1857,ind 

Fraction of infected cella giving double lysogens(%) 
Fraction of infected cells remaining single lysogens(%) 

Double lysogeny by simultaneous infection: 
Multiplicity of infection, phage mixture 

with equal proportions of both types 
Unadsorbed phage, as per cent of input 
Number of surviving colonies tested: 

lysogenic for \ 
lysogenic for X and Xci857,ind 

Fraction of infected cells giving double lysogens(%) 
Fraction of infected cells remaining single lysogens(%) 

UV induced lysate of auperinfected double lysogen 
heated to 40°C: 
Fraction of X phenotype(%) 
Fraction of Xci857,ind—  phenotype (%) 

78 
5 

4.2 

129 
17 
12 
88 

18 
82 

78 
5 

4.0 

178 
19 
10 
90 

21 
71) 

6 
5.7 

40 
106 
27 
73 



Superinfection of X lysogens AB2463(A) I and AB1157(A) with Ac1857,ind: an 
overnight broth culture of the bacteria was inoculated into fresh broth and grown 
with aeration at 37°C to about 2 x 108  cells per ml. The cells were centrifuged, 
washed with 0.01 M MgSO4, resuspended in the same medium and incubated for 60 min 
at 30°C. 3 ml of the suspension, in a„watch glass, was then irradiated with 
UV light for 15 sec. To 1 ml of the irradiated suspensions was added 0.2 ml of 
Xc1857,ind (previously UV irradiated for 15 sec). After 15 min adsorption at 
30°  C, 0.02 ml X —a$tiserum (10,1100) was added and the mixture incubated for a 
further 15 min at 30 C. Aliquots of dilutions in buffer were spread on NA plates. 
After overnight incubation at 30 C, colonies carrying the superinfecting phage were 
scored by replication and testing for UV induction (see below). 
Double lysogenization of AB2463 by simultaneous infection with A andXc1 

P 
857 ind—: 

to a young culture of the bacteria in O. 01 M )AgSO4  was added a mixture of the two 
phages. After adsorption and treatment with antiserum as above to remove unadsorbed 
phage, aliquotsoof dilutions in buffer were spread on NA plates, and the latter 
incubated at 30 C for 24 hr. Colonies were scored for their prophage content as 
above, 
The numbers of separate lysogenic classes are given as fractions of the titre of 
the non—irradiated phage input. 
The UV induction test was carried out as follows: a NA plate bearing single 
colonies was replicated to two NA plates on each of which a soft agar layer, seeded 
tin X —sensitive indicatorbacteria, had been previously poured. One plate of 
the pair was incubated at 30

o 
 C and the other at 40 C for 3 hr. Both plates were 

then UV irradiated for 30 sec and incubated for 24 hr. Induced colonies were 
detected by a surrounding area of lysis in the indicator layer. 
The relative proportions of the X and Xol  phenotypes in the UV induced lysates 
of the heated double lysogens were examined by assaying in soft agar, seeded with 
). —sensitive bacteria, on tryptone agar plates. A UV induced lysate was obtained 
from a bacterial culture which had been grown to about 2 x 108  cells per ml and 
subsequently incubated at 40CC for  20 min and then at 37°C for 20 min. 3 ml of the 
culture was irradiated in a watch glass for 3 sec and then incubated at 37°C for 40 min. 
After addition of CIIC13  the lysate was centrifuged to remove bacteria and diluted for 
assay. 

Im1 
0 
• 
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This observation may point to a requirement for an intact c1 region 

before the lysogenization event required to give this type of lysogen 

can occur. 

In Figure 25 the heat induction curves (viable colony formers) 

for AD2463(A)+I(Ac1  857 tad—)f  and AD2463(ekc1857'ind
—)+  are compared. 

It is seen that there is no evidence of any induction in the double 

lysogen, presumably because of the repressor produced by theA prophage. 

As a further control experiment strain AD2463 was 

simultaneously infected with X and Xci857,ine. The method is 

described in Table 21; the results given in the table show a marked 

increase in the proportion of survivors having the doubly lysogenic 

character, (X)4  (Xci857,ind—). 

Confirmed single lysogens, (Ac1857,ind—)+, and, double 

lysogens, (A)f(Ac1857,ind—)+, obtained by infection of strains AB2463 

and AB1157, were examined both before and after heating to 40°C as 

follows. Five colonies of each type were tested for UV sensitivity 

(three point survival curve) and for the frequency of recombination in 

a cross with the donor HfrH. The mean values for each lysogen class 

of each strain are given in Figure 26 and Table 22; for the purpose of 

facilitating a comparison of the various lysogens, their response to 

UV induction is also ihdicated in Table 22. The single lysogens 

AB2463(Ac1857ind ) and AB1157(kc1857'ind—)4" are both heat inducible; 

that is, at 40°C the repressor function is destroyed. The double 

lysogen AD1157(A)+(\c1857,ind—)+  is not heat inducible, because of 

repressor produced by the A prophage, but is UV inducible at both 
30°  and 40°C. The double lysogen AB2463CANc1857,ind

—
)
+ 

likewise 

is not heat inducible; at 30°C this double lysogen displays the 

typical rec phenotype, that is, it is UV sensitive, and not UV inducible 

After heating to 400C the rec+  characters of UV resistance and UV 

inducibility are acquired. Thus, heating to 40°C inactivates the 
Xc

1857ind repressor with the result that its genes, or some of them, 

are able to function; in particular, repression on the recombination 

function of the phage is lifted so that it is able to function in a 
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Figure 25. Heat induction of single (Xci857,ind—) and double 

lysogens (X + Xc1857,ind—). 

Heat induction was carried out in the manner 

described in Figure 24. Samples of the culture 

grown at 40°C were assayed for viable colony 

formers only. 

The strains tested were: AB2463(X)+I(Ac1857,ine)+1  

• • 	AB2463( X c 1857 I  intl.-  ) 1. 	 • 
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Figure 26. The colony forming capacity of single and double 

lysogens after irradiation with various doses of 

UV light. 

Overnight broth cultures were inoculated into fresh 

MO medium and aerated at 30°C to log phase when they 

were harvested and washed twice in buffer. 3 ml 

aliquots of the cells, resuspended in buffer, were 

irradiated in watch glasses. Immediately after 

each irradiation dose, 0.1 ml samples of the suspension 

(diluted or undiluted) were plated in soft agar on NA 

plates and incubated for 24 hr at 30°C. Uhere the 

effect of heating was tested a young culture of each 

strain, grown at 30°C, was incubated at 40°C for 

20 min and then at 37°C for 30 min before resuspending 

in buffer and irradiating with UV light. 

Survival curves are given for the strains: AB1157 

(>01857,ind—)+, • 	• ; AB1157( )+ ()ciS57,ind—)+, 
0_____—e  ; AB2463( Xc1657,ind—)+, x-------x ; 

AB2463(X)+( X41857,ind—)+, mm 	. 	Solid lines 

indicate cultures tested at 30°C; broken lines indicate 

cultures tested after heating to 40°C. 
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TABLE 22. 

The characteristics of Ac1 9  857 ind—  lysogens before 

and after heating from 30°C to 40°C 

Strain 
Recombination 
frequency in cross 
with HfrH 

Occurrence 
of UV 

induction 

Occurrence 
of heat 
induction 

30°  o 40 30°  40 40o°  

AB1157(Ac1857,ind)+  10.7 — + 

AB1157(A)+(Xc1857,ind—)4  10.3 10.6 + + — 

AB2463(Ac1857,ind—)f  0.027 — + 

AB2463(A)+(Xc1857,ind)+  0.015 2.8 + + — 

The techniques utilized for heat induction and UV induction are 
described in the text. For determin!ttion of recombination 
frequencies, overnight cultures of the donor, Hfela  and each 
F strain were grown into log phase in broth at 37 C. 5 ml 
of an appropriate dilution of each young culture were added 
together to give a mixture with the approxim§te constitution 
1 x 10 cells per mi of the donor and 2 x 10 cells per ml of 
the recipient. The mating mixture was incubated for 2 hr at 
37o unshaken; the cells were washed twice in 5 ml buffer and 
resuspended in 1 ml buffer. 0.1 ml samples were plated direct 
and after dilutioT on Tinimal agar appropriately supplemented 
to select for thr leu recombinants. 
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manner analogous to that of the superinfecting second prophage in 

AB2463(A)+  II. The effect of a peculiarity of the phage-host 

relationship in the latter strain, whereby a unique union confers on the 

superinfecting phage the character of non-repressed A , is reproduced 
by heat inactivation of the repressor in AB2463(A)+I(Ac1857ind-)+. 

In order to supplement the results obtained in the first 

experiment described in this section, namely superinfection of 

AD246300+1 with A after pretreatment of the host with AzU, an 

investigation was made into the response of this strain to infection 

with phage 434hy under conditions which would allow double lysogenization. 

by the same superinfection mechonism. An immunity-insensitive mutant 

of A is one that has acquired the capacity to grow in bacteria 
lysogenic for the X phage from which the mutant was derived; such a 

mutant is presumed to have undergone a change in the receptor site, 

which, in the wild-type, complexes with the immunity substance (see 

Introduction). On the other hand, a hetero-immune temperate phage, 

such as 434, is a phage strain, which, although closely related by a 

number of criteria to \ possesses a different specificity of immunity, 

that is, the \ and 434 phages are reciprocally immunity-insensitive. 

The hybrid phage 434hy (Kaiser and Jacob, 1957) arose from a cross 

between X and 434 and is probably isogenic with A except for the 

small region which confers on it the specificity of immunity of 434. 

The 434hy prophage is located at the 434 locus on the bacterial 

chromosome. 

Other workers (see Introduction) have found that if cells 

carrying X prophage are superinfected with the hetero-immune 434hy, 

most of the infected cells lyse. For the surviving cells the outcome 

of the superinfection is different from that of an infection of non-

lysogenic cells: a small fraction of the progeny of cells surviving 

the superinfection is found to be lysogenic for the superinfecting 

phage which either replaces the old prophage or forms double lysogens. 

Among the remaining progeny there are cells still carrying the old 

prophage eadothers which have lost it. In the context of this Thesis 
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it was thought that the use of 434hy for superinfecting A11246300+1 

would facilitate the formation of double lysogens and, unless the c 

region of superinfecting X (missing in 434hy) is required for the 

production of the AB2463(X)+II type (rec+  phenotype), should yield an 

increased proportion of the rec+ double lysogens. In addition, it was 

visualized that the preaence of both Xand 434hy in a double lysogen 

would be easily demonstrated. The hypothesis that a unique phage—host 

relationship is responsible for the rec+  phenotype of AD2463(A)+II 

might also be tested: if this hypothesis is incorrect and it is merely 

a double dose of genes that is required for rec+  expression then the 

434hy phage will satisfy the requirement (apart from the c region); 

that is, the AD2463(X)+(434hy)+  double lysogen will exhibit the 

characteristic rec
+ 

phenotype. 

Phage 434hy2c41, obtained by UV induction of C600 (434hy2c+104., 

was used for superinfecting strains AB246304+I and AB1157()0+. The 

release of phage following superinfection was observed and is described 

in Table 23. 	It is seen that both the prophage and superinfecting 

phage are released by AB115700+ while there was no detectable release 

of prophage in the case of A112463(.\)+I. 	It is possible that the 

activation of the > prophage in AB11670.1+  is the result of the 

synthesis of an 'inducer' involved in the detachment of the prophage 

from the host chromosome and this synthesis does not occur in the rec 

strain. For each strain the cells surviving superinfection were 

examined for their prophage content and their rec phenotype. An 

evaluation of the results, collected in Table 24, indicates that although 
/ 24 per cent of. the AB24630.) I colonies surviving superinfection with 

434hy were doubly lysogenic for X and 434hy2c+h, none of this fraction 
were rec+ in character. This demonstration that double lysogens 

containing X and 434hy2c+h possess the typical rec phenotype would seem 

to lend support to the hypothesis that a particular form of double 

lysogenization, involving two intact X phages, is required for 

establishing the superinfecting prophage in the unrepressed state 

required for rec
+ 

expression: the 434hy phage, which attaches at the 
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TABLE 23. 

The release of prophage after superinfection of lysogens 

with 434hy2ch phage 

Lysogen 
Multiplicity 

of 
superinfection 

Yield 
(phage per input cell) 

Ratio of prophage/ 
superinfecting 
phage in the yield 

Superinfecting 
phage 

Prophage 

AB1157W+  

AB2463(W1 

1.0 

0.7 

24 

21 

0.06 

0 

2.5 x 10 3 

Cells of each lysogen harvested from a broth culture grown at 
37 C, in log phase, were centrifuged and resuspended in 
0.01 M MgSO4  followed by incubation for 40 min at 37°C. Phage 
434hy2Ch was added to gi an infection multiplicity of 10 and 
adsorbed for 15 mit at 37°C. After this interaction the cells 
were diluted in nutrient broth so that 1 ml of the final dilution 
contained abut 50 cells. This suspension was incubated for 
90 min at 37 C before removing samples for dilution and plating 
on NA plates with lysogens of the propbage and heterologous 
superinfecting phage types as lawns. Use of these recipients 
permitted the detection of the two phage types in the lysate of 
the superinfected cell. 
Phage 434hy was received as a prophage, 434hy2c

+
hp  in C600. A 

stock of the hybrid phage was obtained by UV induction: after 

(4
owing $o bout 2 x 106  cells per ml in broth, cells of C600 
34hy2c h) were centrifuged, washed, resuspended in buffer 

and induced with UV light (30 sec)._ The UV irradiated suspension 
was diluted into nutrient broth, incubated for 40 min at 37 C and 
centrifuged to remove bacteria. After treating with CHC13  the 
lysate was assayed in+soft agar (T NA plates, with each of the 
strains K12, C600 (A) , C600(434) and CR63 as indicator. 
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TABLE 24. 

Superinfection of singly lysogenic strains with 

434hy
2
c
+
h phage 

Superinfected strain 

AB115700+  AB2463(\)+1 

Concentration of bacteria in adsorption 
mixture (per ml) 2 x 108 3 x 10

8  

Multiplicity of infection, phage 
434hy2c h 2 2 

Unadsorbed phage, measured at end of 
adsorption period, as per cent of input 8.2 7.4 

Number of surviving colonies tested 100 140 
Fraction (per cent) of surviving cells: 

lysogenic for A 77 73 
lysogenic for A and 4rhy2c

+
h 22 24 

lysogenic for 434hy2c h 1 3 
non—lysogenic 0 0 

Occurrence of UV induction in the double 
lysogens + — 

The cells of a young broth culture of each recipient strain 
were harvested, washed with 0.1 MMigSO4, rpsuspended in the 
same megium and incubated for 60 min at 37 C. Phage 
434hy2c h was added to this culture and adsorbed for 15 min 
at 37 C. Aliquots of appropriate dilutions of the 
adsorption mixture were spread on NA plates and these were 
incubated overnight at 37 C before replicating to fresh NA 
plates and testing for UV induction by the plate method 
described under Methods. Subsequently, all colonies, 
whether UV inducible or not, were picked from the master 
plate, purified by streaking twice on NA plates, and then 
grown in nutrient broth. Each culture was lawned on a 
tryptone agar plate and tested for prophage content by 
spotting on phages :\v, Xc, T4, T4r11,434; the response 
patterns looked for were: non—lysogenic, plate all five 
phages; lysogenic for A , plate Xv, T4,434; lysogenic 
for 434hy2c+h, plate Av, X, T4, T4rII; lysogenic for A 
and 434hy2e+h, plate Xv, T4. 
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434 locus and which lacks the c region of A , does not fulfil this 
requirement. 

iv) The response of AB2463 lysogens to superinfection with A dg. If 
Campbell's model, in which lysogenization takes place through a crossing 

over between a ring phage chromosome and a region of homology in the 

bacterial genome, is correct, the presence in a cell of a first prophage 

must affect the mode of insertion of a superinfecting phage. To test 

whether this presumption applies to the process of transduction, by 

Xdg, in rec lysogens in which, as was described in Part 	the 

mechanism involved is one of lysogenization, the two lysogenic types of 

strain AB2463 were infected with a transducing HFT lysate. It was 

anticipated that a comparative analysis of the response of the two 

lysogens to Xdg infection would throw some light on the mode of 

integration of prophage X in the two types. 

The transduction techniques used were those described 

previously and the results are given in Table 25. It will be seen 

that lysogenic heterogenotes are produced from strain AB2463(A)+1 but 

the recipient AB2463(WII gives no transductants. The control rec 

lysogens, J7,1(4-  and AB1157044", yield both lysogenic heterogenotes 
and stable gal+  transductants. Campbell (1964) found that lysogenic 

recipients show essentially the same behaviour as non—lysogenic 

recipient strains in transduction with Xdg: clearly the rec mutant 

AB2463 does not conform to this principle. however, a complexity is 

introduced into the system by the postulated gal defect (see Part I) 

in strains AB2463 and AB1157 and any interpretation of the observed 

effects must be of a speculative nature. Examination of Elf segregants 
derived from the lysogenic heterogenotes formed by transduction of 

AB2463(X)+I, indicated that they were lysogenic and rec p that is, they 

had remained lysogenic for the original prophage: joint loss of the 

exogenes and > dg genome had occurred. There was no evidence for 

replacement of the original prophage by ,\ dg. Even at very low HFT 

multiplicities, appreciable numbers of heterogenotes were formed, 
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TABLE 25. 

,\dg transduction of A lysogens 

Recipient 

strain 

Xdg 

lysate 
m.o.i. 

Fraction 

m + il 

Characteristics of zel+, 
transductants 

transductants Total 
tested 

Lysogenic 
heterogenotes 

Stare 
ma 

AB2463(X)+I 

AB2463(WII 

AB11570)+  

JE-100+  

0.1 
0.001 
0.1 
0.001 
0.1 
0.001 
0.1 
0.001.9.6 

3.7 x 10-5 

4.4 x 10-6 

10-6 

10-6 

.4  8.5 x 10 -4 1.0 x 10-4 
9.8 x 10-5 x 10'5  

20 

0 

20 

20 

20 

5 

14 

0 

lb 

6 

In testing for transduction, cells of each recipient strain 
were infected with the Xdg HIT lysate as described in 
Table 6. sal, transductants were separated into the tiro 
classes, lysagenic heterogenote or stable jail+  transductants  
on the basis of tests carried out as in Table 7. 
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indicating that the original prophage can act as a helper in the same 

way as superinfecting normal A when transducing non—lysogenic 

bacteria (see Part I). 

The heterogenotes, that is, transductants segregating z11 

colonies, formed by the control rec
+ 

lysogens, by definition have 

become lysogenized by ›% dg, and, as they are overtly lysogenic, they 

still carry the original prophage. They are thus double lysogens; 

if the Xdg were to replace the prophage rather than to add to the 

recipient genome, the resulting heterogenote would be a defective 

lysogen. By analogy the heterogenotes arising from AB2463(X)+1, 

following Xclg infection, will also be double lysogens; their rec+ 

phenotype ( UV resistant and UV inducible: see Table 26) would seem 

to confirm the hypothesis that the rec
+ 

character of AB2463())+  II is to 

be explained on the basis of its doubly lysogenic nature, and suggests 

that the particular type of double lysogen formed as a result of Xdg 

transduction is one in which the recombination function of the 

superinfecting ,\ genome is unrepressed. 

(v) Chromosomal localization of prophage in the lysogens of strain  

AB2463 . The evidence collected in experiments described in the 

preceding sections suggests that the difference between the two lysogens, 

which result from X lysogenization of the rec mutant AB2463, is a 

function of the monolysogenic character of one of the lysogens and 

the doubly lysogenic nature of the other. 
For the purpose of verifying or refuting this hypothesis 

and in an attempt to separate the two prophages in AB2463(A) II, the 

two lysogenic types were compared in mapping experiments designed to 

allow determination of the location and mode of integration of prophage 

lambda in the bacterial chromosome. 	An absolute comparison in 

respect of recombination frequency values could not be made because of 

the rec character of one of the lysogens. Each of the two lysogens, 

which are designated (k)+I and (X)+II to correspond respectively with 

their postulated single and doubly lysogenic states, were subjected to 
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TABLE 26. 

Characteristics of lysogenic heterogenotes 

Recipient 

strain 

Characteristics of lysogenic heterogenotes 

Total 
tested 

UV 
sensitivity 

UV 
induction 

rec character in 
bacterial cross 

AB115703+  
AB2463(04.1 

5 

20 R 
rec 

rec 
 

Confirmed lysogenic heterogenotes (ses Table 25) 'were picked 
into broth, incubated overnight at 37 CI  and peculated into 
fresh broth before growing to log phase at 37 C with aeration. 
Each young culture 'was then tested for UV sensitivity (3 point 
curve= see Figure 26) and for UV indiction by the plate method 
(see Table 15). Of the 20 AB2463(\) I cultures available, 
5 'were chosen and tested for bacterial recembineion, together 
'with the 5 cultures of control strain AB1157(A) y in crosses 
'with the donor Urn, using the standard mating technique 
(see Table 17). 
All of the cultures for each strain behaved very nearly 
identically in the three tests and mean values are therefore 
given in the table. 
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conjugation with the donor HfrH(X) ; the non-lysogenic strains, 

AB1157 and AB2463 and the lysogen AB1157(X)+, were used as controls. 
Use was made of the technique of scoring for unselected markers to 

determine any difference between the two lysogenic types with regard 

to prophage location and the phenotypic characteristic of recombinants 

arising from the two types. Particular attention was given to an 

analysis of the frequencies of lysogenic and non-lysogenic gal+Sr  

recombinants among the total gal+Sr  recombinants and to the rec 

character, measured initially in terms of UV sensitivity, of the 

lysogenic gal+ Sr  recombinants. 

The results of the crosses are given in Table 27. It is 
seen that in the HfrH(X) xF-(X)+  crosses, lysogeny segregates, 

prophage X being strongly linked to the gal marker. In the three 
lysogens examined, AB2463(A)+I, AB2463(A)+II and the control AB1157(A)+, 
prophage A is clearly located close to and beyond ma. The frequency 
of recombinants is independent of the character lysogeny or non-lysogeny. 

It would seem therefore that for the two lysogens, AB2463(A)+1 and 
AB2463(\)+II, there is the same specific locus on the host chromosome 
for attachment of the genetic material of the phage. 

Analysis of theme Sr  recombinants derived from crosses 
1\ 	 1% with AB2463tA)0'  I and AB2463(A)0'  II confirms the chromosomal location 

of the prophage. In both cases approximately 80 per cent of the 

i;al+ r S recombinants have inherited the non-lysogenic character of 

the donor bacteria. A detailed comparative examination of the (A )+ 
recombinants from the three lysogens yielded significant results. The 

lysogenic mil' Sr  recombinants from AB1157(A)+  were all rec+  while 
those from AB2463(A)1 were all rec-. However, from AB2463(A)+II most 
of the lysogenic 	+,„r recombinants were rec+ but a very small 

proportion were rec-. Reference to Figure 27 will show that a possible 
explanation for this behaviour might be constructed as follows: a 

cross-over of type(a) will lead to the formation of 221:/-  (x)+(w 
recombinants which will be rec+  because of their doubly lysogenic 



TABLE 27 

Genetic constitution of recombinants formed in conjugal crosses with the donor BMW- 

Recipient Recombinants Relative 
frequency 

Genetic constitution rec character 

of (
(per

X)+.
en
-L
t)
S
r  c Number 

tested 

. 	.. 

thrt lent + lac + £!1L - 00 + 
his recombinant; 

rec  rec- 

B115700+  

AB115700-  

+ 
AB2463(>) I 

' 	AH246300+11 

AB2463(4-  

, 

thr++leu+Sr  gal 	S 
his 	Sr 

 

thr+lpu
+ 
 Sr  

gal+ 	rS 
his+  S + r  
thr leu S 
gal+  + Sr  

his, S+  
thr'+r  leuSr  
gal 	S 
s, Sr 	

r 
 , 

thr" p u'S'
.  

+ gal+  
his Sr  

1 
0.29 
0.11 
1 
0.30 
0.09 
I 
0.27 
0.10 
1 
0.27 
0.12 
1 
0.25 
0.09 

50 
100 
50 
50 
100 
50 
50 
100 
50 
50 
100 
50 
50 
100 
50 

79 
48 

83 
46 

80 
48 

80 
49 

81 
48 

46 
76 
46 
48 
81 
46 
45 
78 
47 
46 
77 
46 
46 
77 
45 

26 

45 
2? 

47 
27 

47 
27 

46 
25 

46 

15 
81 
46 

15 
81. 
45 
16 
182 
47 

7 
10 

8 
12 

6 
9 

6 
10 

7 
11 

100 

0 

3 

0 

100 

97 

.... 

/Contd.... 



Crosses ware started by mixing the freshlygrown parental cultures in appropriate volume 
ratios to give final titres of about 2 x010 donor cells and 4 x 108  F—  cells per mi. 
The mating mixtures were incubated at 37 C in bottles on a rotor for 2 hr. The cells 
from 5 ml of each mixture were then centrifuged, washed in buffer and resuspended in 
1 ml buffer. 0.1 ml samples were plated in triplicate for recombinants either direct 
(rec recipients) or after dilution (rec recipients), an appropriate selecting media. 
In all cases the highest dilution which would produce adequate numbers of recombinants 
was used. The donor was contraselected by addition of streptomycin to the plating 
medium and by the omission of thymine from the medium. 
Genetic analysis of the recombinants was carried out by restreaking the recombinants 
onto plates of the media used in. their selection, followed by incubation overnight 
and subsequent replication to la plates supplemented to allow determination of the 
genetic character of the recombinants. 
The relative frequenties (ratio "number of recombinants of each type/number of thr  
leu

+ 
S
r 

recombinants formed in the same cross") are reported as well as the genetic 
constitution of the recombinants. The recombination frequencies for the rec strains 
were less than 0.1 per cent of those of the rec+  strains. 
Figures in column 5 represent the per cent of recombinants that have inherited the 
unselected characters frTm the lift parent. 
The symbols (N)—  and (X) represent the non—lysogenic or lysogenic character of the 
recombinants and the values given in the (X) column are the numbers of non—lysogenic 
recombinants among the total recombinants of each selected .type. The values given 
in column 6_represent the proportions (per coat) of the (X) recombinants which are 
rec or rec . The rec character of the 04' recombinants was determined by testing  
each recombinant for UV sensitivity by the method described in Part I. 
The lysogenic or non—lysogenic character of recombinants was determined by replicating 
to tryptone agar plates previously inoculated with indicator bacteria. After incubation, 
the replicas of the lyaogenic recombinants were surrounded by a zone of lysis. This 
method could only be used for distinguishing between the (A) II lyaogen, Tapable of 
liberating phage spontaneously, on the one hand, and the non—inducing (,\) I lysogen or 
the non—lysogenic state on the other hand. For separating the latter two classes a 
culture of each recombinant was lawned on tryptone agar and a series of X phage and T4 
phage types was spotted onto the lawn. 
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Figure 27. Hypothetical representation of cross—over events 

occurring in crosses between Hfr donors and the 

doubly lysogenic strain AB2463(A)+II. 

The donor and recipient chromosomes are represented 

as linear structures bearing the various bacterial 

markers. Arrows indicate the point of origin and 

direction of transfer for the two Hfr donors, H and 

B11. The sign signifies the wild—type condition. 
Cross—over (a) will yield fel+  CO+  00+  recombinants. 

Cross—over (b) will yield pia+  WI.  recombinants. 

173. 
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condition; on the other hand, a cross—over of type (b) will produce 

Late(X)+  recombinants which will be rec—. No rec lysogens were 

detected among the thr+  ley+  Sr  W.  recombinants. 

The experiment was repeated using Hfr B11 as the donor and 

selecting forme Sr  recombinants. Essentially the same results 

were obtained (Table 28). 

There has been much discussion regarding the relationship 

between the genome of prophage lambda (X) and of its host bacterium 

Escherichia coil 1;12 since the discovery of the, linkage between the 

hereditary determinants of the two (see Introduction). It would seem 

that the most obvious and acceptable interpretation of the experiment 

described above is that the results confirm the monolysogenic nature 
% of AB2463(A)+  I and the postulated doubly lysogenic character of 

AB2463(WII, with the additional rider that there is tandem insertion 

of the prophage genetic material into the host chromosome of the double 

lysogen. Since in most previously reported cases the 2 prophages 

of a double lysogen are not separable by bacterial recombination, the 

observations made with AB2463(A)+  II afford presumptive evidence for 

a particularly loose attachment of the superinfecting phage and/or 

a more distant tandem insertion. To examine this situation in more 

detail a P1 transduction experiment was carried out and is described 

below. 

By utilizing the phenomenon of P1 transduction a finer 

mapping of bacterial markers than that given by bacterial recombination 

is generally achieved. The transduction of A prophage by phage P1 

affords a method of examintntthe relation of the prophage to other 

bacterial determinants and also, in the case of transduction from a 

double lysogen, of investigating the relation between the two prophages. 

It has been shown (Arber, 1960b) that in transferring X prophages into 

X—sensitive acceptors, surviving transductants are only exceptionally 

obtained rather than transfer induction. However, UV irradiation of 

the transducing lysate increases the frequency of stable integration 
leading to lysogeny (formation of stable transductants), but does not 

increase the detected rate of transfer of the episomes. 



TABLE 28. 

Genetic constitution of recombinants formed in conjugal crosses 

with the donor Hfr Bli (0) 

Recipient 
Frequency 
221: S 
recombinants 

Number 
Genetic constitution me...character of 

00 	recombinants 
tested _ i 

00 + his recl' rec 

AB1157 X 
X : AB1157 

AB2463 X II 
AB2463 l'II 
AB2463 X — 

6.1 
6.0 
8.5 x 101 
7.9 x 10—' 
8.2 x 10-3 

50 
50 
100 
200 
50 

85 
83 
83 
84 
82 

14 
15 
14 
14 
12 

100 
— 
0 
4 
— 

0 
— 

100 
96 
— 

The bacterial crosses and determination of recombinant characteristics described 
in this table were carried out exactly as in Table 27. 
The frequencies of gal Sr  recombinants are expressed as the numbers of 
recombinants per input 100 Mr. Figures in column 4 represent the per cent 
of recombinants that have inherited the unselected charactefs from the Hfr + r parent while those in colgan 5 indicate the per cent of CO ima S 
recombinants that are rec or rec . 



Although investigations with P1 transduction from double 

lysogens, described by other workers, have shown that joint stable 

transduction of the AIL region and of more than one prophage occurs 

only rarely it seemed of interest to examine the process of P1 
/ v transduction from the double lysogens AB24630;f  II and AB2463(X) I 

(Xc1 9  857 ind—)+. It was thought that if a P1 lysate grown on 

AB2463(X).
4.  
II could be used to infect a non—lysogenic rec recipient 

(A132463), then A lysogenic recipients could be examined for 

prophage content to see if there was any correlation between 

and doubly lysogenic (assuming that this class would appear) 

transductants and possession of a rec or rec+ phenotype respectively. 

In view of the postulated loose linkage relationship between the second 

prophage of AB2463(WII and the host chromosome, there was a low 

probability of this prophage being transduced and it might be expected 

that all A—lysogenic tranaductants would be rec". 

Phage P1 was grown on AH24630)4.11 and on heat—treated 

AB2463(A)+I( Ac1857ind—)4.  and lysates were prepared as described 

under Material and Methods. The lysates were treated with anti-A 

serum to neutralize any free A phage and then used to infect non—

lysogenic rec (AB2463) and rec+  (W945) recipients. The results 

of this experiment are collected in Table 29. The poor plating 

efficiency of phage P1 on rec strains, observed in Part 	was again 

evident and P1 transduction was not detected with the rec recipient. 

However, it is interesting to note that P1 plated with normal 

efficiency on both AB2463(A)+II and AB2403(X)+I(Ac1857,ind—); that is, 

where the rec+function operates in the infected strain P1 phage is 

able to grow. In the case of transduction of W945 with a P1 lysate 

prepared in AB2463(A)+I(Ac1857,ind ) all transduced colonies were 

found to be singly lysogenic (as shown by the appearance of only one 

phage phenotype in the induced lysate) and in most cases the prophage 

was wild—type A 	Where a B1 lysate prepared on AB2463())+II was 

used for transducing W945 an examination could not be made for double 

178. 

their 

singly 



TABLE 29 

P1 transduction of X prophage from double lysogens 

Acceptor 
Strain 

Donor 
Strain 

Selected 
Marker 

Frequency of 
transduction 
of selected 
marker per 
P1 adsorbed 

r 
Proportion of 
X—lysogenic 
transductants 

Proportion 
of single 
lysogens 
among 
transductants 

Proportion 
of double 
lysogens 
among 
transductants 

Number 
of 

colonies 
(%) (%) (%) tested 

W945 ga1
+ 

AB246300+11is1 1.5 x 10
5 44 100 

W945 gal+ AB2463(4.1 	+ 
(kc18571ind—) 

— 
gal 

—6 9.7 x 10 45 100 0 100 

AB2463 AB246300+II (X)* 0 127 

AB2463 AB2463( 4f1 	, 
(Xc1 	° 857 ind—)T  (X)+  0 93 

Non—lysogenic recipient bacteria from overnight cultures were grown to about 4 x 10
8 cells per ml 

in nutrient broth. To ensure optimal adsorption of phage P1 0.002 M CaC12  was added to the culture 
and aeration at 37°C was continued for a further 10 min before infection; for the same reason the 
phage was diluted in 0.02 M MgSO4. The recipient bacteria at about 5 x 108  cells per ml were 
infected with phage P1 at a multiplicity of infection of 0.5. Prior to infection the P1 was UV 
irradi4ted to about 5 per cent survival and an appropriate dilution added to the bacteria to give 
the required multiplicity. Adsorption was continued for 20 min at 37°C without aeration; at the 
end of this period unadsorbed phage was assayed by plating diluted samples with P1—sensitive 
indicator bacteria on tryptone agar plates. The UV—irradiated phage was assayed in the swam way 
before infecting the bacteria; More than 90 per cent of input P1 was adsorbed in each adsorption 
mixture. Appropriate dilutions of the adsorption mixture were spread on NA plates and incubated 

/Contd.... 



for 24 hr at 37°C. In the case of the U945 recipient, 'AL transductants were detected by 
replicating to appropriately supplemented MA. plates containing galactose as the ogle carbon 
source. The gal—  transductants were tested for X lysogeny by replidating to \ indicator 
lawns on tryptone agar plates, followed by UV induction and incubation at 37°C for 24 hr. 
Lysogenic colonies were detected by their lytic response to UV induction. For determining 
the proportion of X and >,,c in an induced lysate the induction was carried out on a liquid 
culture and the lysate plated with a \ indicator on tryptone agar plates. Where AB2463 
was the acceptor strain all plated colonies from the adsorption mixture were examined for 
lysogeny by the phage—spotting method; the presence of any lysogens was to be taken as an 
indication of transduction. 
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lysogens among the transduced colonies; however, the proportion of 

—lysogenic transductants wen similar to that obtained when a P1 

lysate from AB246300+Mc1857,ind—) was used. 

vi) The influence of the A prophage complement in AB2463(X)+I and  

AB2463(X)f  II on their reaction with other episomes. The reaction of 
the rec mutant AB2463 with phage A has been described in some detail 

in earlier sections and it has been seen that more than one type of 

X lysogen is formed. To investigate the possibility that infection 

with another phage might evoke the same response and also to determine 

whether the diversity of phenotypic expression in strains AB2463(X)+I 

and AB2463(A)+II is reflected in their response to lysogenization with 
this other phage, an experiment was carried out using phage P2. It will 

be seen from the results, collected in Table 30, that the frequency of 

lysogenization is approximately equivalent for all the strains tested. 

In addition, the lysogenic colonies of the reel' strains AB1157 and 
AB2463(X)+11 were all UV resistant while those of AB2463 and AB2463(X)+I 
were all UV sensitive. Thus, there is no evidence of any conversion to 

rec phenotype after infection of the rec strains with phage P2 despite 
the fact that, on the basis of the results of other workers, about 

10 per cent of the lysogens will be doubly lysogenic. 

Other workers have shown that in a cross involving a donor 

carrying the F—gal factor and a normal rec+ F
— 

recipient, nearly all 

the recombinants are Am:4- 
as a result of infection by the F—gal

+ 
 factor 

(see Introduction). In a cross involving the same recipient and a 
+i_ 

gal /F—gal donor, a small proportion of the recombinants are also Ea 

from inheritance of the donor chromosomal gene. Thus, the F—gal factor, 

because of its acquired homology for them! region of the donor 

chromosome, promotes transfer of ial#  . This chromosomal transfer from 

the F—gal, donor is thought to arise primarily from recombination of the 

F—prime factor with a specific chromosomal site (gal), although an 

alternative mechanism involving a transient unstable structural 

association of sex factor and chromosome, not necessarily involving 
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TABLE 30 

Lysogenization with phage P2 

Strain 

Response (%) to 
superinfection 

Number of 
survivors 

Response of 
lysogens to 
UV irradiation 

Lytic Lynogenic 
tested 

AB1157 
AB2463 x AB2463( 
AB2463 A 	II 

21 
21 
24 
26 

71 
67 
67 
70 

100 
100 
100 
100 

R 
S 
S 
R 

An overnight broth culture of each bacterial strain was 
inoculated into fresh medium of the same kind and aerated 
at 37°C until the bacteria reached a titre of about 5 x 10

7 

cells per ml. The cells were then centrifuged, washed, 
resuspended in a non—nutrient adsorption medium (lt NaCl, 
5 x 10-3  /iCaC1, 	11 MgSO4) and aerated at 37 C for 
15 min. At the and of this time 92 per cent of the phage 
had been adsorbed. The adsorption mixture was then diluted 
into fresh nutrient broth and aerated at 37°C   for 10 min. 
0.2 ml samples were withdrawn from the mixture, appropriately 
diluted, and plated with P2—sensitive indicator bacteria on 
NA plates. The plates were incubated at 37 C for 24 hr after 
which time the cells giving a lytic response form plaques. 
Further 0.2 ml ::samples of the adsorption mixture were withdrawn 
and appropriate iilutions spread on NA plates. After 24 hr 
incubation at 37 C colonies were picked into broth and incubated 
overnight at 37°C. Each culture vas tested for sensitivity 
to UV irradiation and its lysogenic character examined by 
spotting phage P2 onto a lawn of the supposedly lysogenic 
bacteria on a tryptone agar plate. 
The response (per cent) is exptessed as: 
number of lysogenicilltic colonies . 

total number of cells 
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recombination, has been considered. If a recombination event is 

required then this form of chromosomal transfer will be much reduced, 

if not eliminated, in rec strains. 

An experiment was carried out in which strains AB2463(X) I 
and AB2463(X) II were compared with each other, and with control 
strains AB1157 and AB2463, in respect of their response to infection 
with F-gal

+ 
and F-gal from gal Fl donors. The results are given in 

Table 31 and it will be seen that F-gal can be transferred to the 

rec
+ 

and rec strains with equal efficiency; however, transfer Of 

chromosomal BLe could only be demonstrated in strains A131157 and 
AB2463(X) II . Thus, the latter strain behaves as a typical rec+  
strain in respect of its ability to integrate genetic material received 

from the donor. 

A culture of each F-gal
+ 

carrying strain, obtained in the 

experiment described above (Table 31), was subsequently tested for 

its capacity to transfer the F-gal factor to an F recipient. The 

results of this experiment are shown in Table 32 and clearly indicate 
that the rec strains, AB2463 and AB2463(X)+I, can transfer the non-
chromosomal 1" element with an efficiency approaching that of the 

rec
+ 

strains, AB2463(X) II and AB1157. In the same experiment a 
test was made of the ability of each F-gal donor to transfer the 

chromosomal marker ad to the F recipient 547 and it was found 

(Table 32) that F-gal mediated chromosome transfer in strains AB2463 
and AB2463(X)+I was only about 0.1 per cent of that given by strains 
AB2463(X)+II and AB1157. Again, this result furnishes convincing 
evidence to support earlier observations that AB2463(\)+III  by virtue 
of its X prophage complement, displays a phenotype that is 

characteristic of wild type rec+  bacteria. Cloves and Moody (1366) 

have recently reported on work pertaining to the behaviour of the rec 

strain AB2463 when infected with a variety of episomes, including F-lac, 
and they conclude that any difference in the behaviour of rec and roc+  

strains, when infected with these episomes, is due, in the appropriate 

cases, to inability of the rec strain to integrate genetic material 

received from the donors. 



TABLE 31 

Sexduction with 24L.1/F—gal+  and ma.+/F—gal— 

Recipient 
strain ( Sr) 

 
Sexduction frequency with donor 

W4520 Ss 

me/F—gal
,  
. 

W1655 Ss 

1061,/F—gal— 

AB24611:I 
AB2463 A 	II 
AB2463 
AB1157 

56 
85 
53 
85 

7.9 x 10-2 

8.7 x 10-2 

The cultures of F' strains were inoculated with cells 
from a single colony on EMB agar. Both F' and F 
strains were grown in nutrient broth to a concentration 
of approximately 2 x 100  cells per ml. After 
centrifugation and washing, the bacteria were resuspended 
in fresh nutrient broth to the name original density. 
3.0 ml of the F' strain was mixed with 3.0 ml of the 
female strain and the mixture incubated for 60 min at 
37°C. After suitable dilution sexduced cells (A11*) 
were selected on EMB agar supplemented with 2591per ml 
streptomycin and galactose as the sole carbohydrate 
source. Colonies were counted after 24 hr incubation 
at 37 C. The sexductir frequency is expressed as the 
fraction (per cent) Ral colonies of the total number of 
colonies on EMB galactose plates. 

184. 
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TABLE 32 

Episomal and chromosomal transfer from rec and 

rec+  F-gal donors 

Donor strain 

(aal-  met+  El) 

Recipient strain 

JE-1 /a- Sr 547 met- Sr 

Frequency "(.%) 	+ 
sexductions 10.1 

Ranmbinalon frequency (%): 
RA recombinants per 100 

colonies donor cells 

AB2463(44/0-gal+  

AB246300440-gal+  

AB2463/F-gal+  

AB1157/F-gaff  

51 

84 

53 

87 

2.1 x 104  

9.7 x 102 

1.6 x 104 
. 

2.4 x 10 4, 

Overnight broth cultures of the donor and recipient strains 
were inoculated into fresh broth and aerated at 37 C to about 
2 x 108  cells per ml. 10 ml of donor culture was mixed with 
10 ml of recipient culture and the mixture incubated unshaken 
for 2 hr at 37°C before centrifuging, washing and resuspending 
in 2 ml buffer. After suitable dilution sexduced cells(er) 
were selected on MA supplemented with galactose as the sole 
carbohydrate source. Colonies were counted after 24 hr 
incubation at 37°C. 0.2 ml aliquots of the 547 mating 
mixtures were plated on appropriately supplemented MA medium 
to select for Lyle recombinants. The plates were incubated 
for 48 hr at 37°C before counting. The donors were contra-
selected by omitting proline from all MA plates. 



c) Discussion  

Pairing of homologous regions of phage and bacterial 

chromosomes followed by a recombination event, possibly according to 

the mechanism proposed by Campbell (1962), would lead to integration of 

the phage into the bacterial chromosome (see Introduction; Rothman, 

1965; Franklin et al, 1965; Signer, 1966). The evidence presented 

in this Part of the Thesis suggests that X lysogenization proceeds 

normally in the rec mutants examined. Other workers have arrived at 

the same conclusion but reports have not hitherto appeared of the 

unusual phage—host relationship discovered while looking for a UV 

inducible mutant of X—lysogenic AB2463. Proceeding on the assumption 

that Campbell's modal.for phage integration is correct, then for 

lysogenization to occur in rec bacteria the necessary recombination 

event must be mediated by infecting phage. As a consequence of 

chromosomal integration of infecting phage, the usual result in both 

rec and rec bacteria, is that the cl  region of the X prophage 

functions to produce a substance that represses the prophage genes and 

prevents phage release and vegetative multiplication. X—lysogenic 

bacteria, in which the prophage is repressed in this way, retain their 

rec phenotype. The unusual phage—host relationship referred to above, 

in which a lysogenic rec strain manifests a rec
+ phenotype, would 

seem, on the basis of a number of observations, to be the result of a 

rare lysogenization event that leads to the formation of a particular 

type of double lysogen. This class of doubly lysogenic bacteria 

would not be recognized in wild type rec bacteria if, as seems to be 

the case, the only indication of its occurrence in rec bacteria is 

their conversion to a phenotypically rec condition. The structural 

organization of the special double lysogen is a matter for speculation 

but the results of experiments concerned with the interconversion of the 

singly lysogenic AB2463(X)+I and the doubly lysogenic AB2463(X)+11, with 

their response to infection with Xdp4 P2 and F—gal, and with an 

attempt to map and separate the two prophages, point to a situation in 
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which the first prophage is integrated normally while the second 

prophage occupies a particular position and/or exists in a special 

relationship. This unique association confers on the superinfecting 

phage immunity from, or the capacity to overcome, the repressor 

function of the e1 product in respect of gene functions other than 

those controlling phage release and vegetative multiplication. 

( 
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